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Preface
Explain the school self-study process used to accomplish the outcomes of the self-study,
i.e., timeline, stakeholder involvement, any modifications from the model self-study process. By
addressing these outcomes of the self-study, the school will have accomplished:
1. The involvement and collaboration of all staff and other stakeholders to support student
achievement
2. The clarification and measurement of what all students should know, understand, and be
able to do through schoolwide learner outcomes and academic standards
3. The analysis of data about students and student achievement
4. The assessment of the entire school program and its impact on student learning in relation
to the schoolwide learner outcomes, academic standards, and ACS WASC/CDE criteria
5. The alignment of a long-range action plan to the school’s areas of need; the capacity to
implement and monitor the accomplishment of the plan.

All members of the faculty at Ivy Academia Entrepreneurial Charter School were
members of a Focus Group and a Home Group. In each of the five Focus Groups, we
had a representative group including an administrator, an elementary teacher, a middle
school teacher, a high school teacher, a classified staff member, a parent and a student
so that we could all contribute and learn from each other during the self-study process.
We also wanted to be sure that the self-study demonstrated all that we do at Ivy Academia
to accomplish our schoolwide learner outcomes. Ivy Academia WASC Leadership Team
consists of the Home Group leaders (Grade Level and Department Chairs) and
Administrators who served as the Focus Group Leaders. Ivy Academia has discussed
the WASC Self-Study process at our School Site Council Meetings, Home Group
Meetings (Certificated, Classified and Special Education Staff Meetings), Focus Group
Meetings and Board Meetings.
Teachers meet in Home Groups weekly and this has been an ongoing process since the
self-study in April 2010. Our Home Group discussions are data-driven, and we often share
best practices, information from conferences and workshops attended to support student
achievement. Beginning in August 2012, we met with the Focus Group leaders monthly
during Curriculum Council to discuss the progress that we have made since our mid-term
and six-year self-study. Two years ago, the Home Groups developed an Entrepreneurial
Framework, and this year, the home groups completed the entire Curriculum Framework
for every grade and content area.
As a charter school, we have had the opportunity to bring our stakeholders together in
preparation of the Charter Renewal Petition, the WASC Mid-Term self-study, the LCAPs,
and the annual performance audits performed by Los Angeles Unified School District
(LAUSD). The Board of Directors plays an active role in the process of continual
improvement expecting presentations on a quarterly basis on student achievement. Ivy
Academia has implemented and monitored the accomplishment of both the 2010 and
2013 action plans. Ivy Academia is a successful span school serving students in grades
TK to 12 that celebrates being a fully-accredited public, charter school.
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The Visiting Committee representing the Western Association of Schools and
Colleges and the California Department of Education
Chairperson
Ms. Janice Peterson
Principal, ABC Unified School District
Member
Mr. David Andreasen
Assistant Superintendent, Hope Academy Charter
Member
Mrs. Leah Johnston
Teacher, Barstow Unified School District
Member
Mr. Scott Sunderland
Science Teacher/Athletic Director, Colton Joint Unified School District
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Ivy Academia Entrepreneurial Charter School Administration and Board of Directors

Ivy Academia Leadership Team
Business Office
Dr. Caroline Neuhaus Wesley, Executive Director
Mr. Kendall Martin, Director of Human Resources
Mr. William Macdonald, Director of Student Support Services
Elementary Campus
Ms. Jennifer Lyons-Urbach, Principal
Miss Maria Gennaro, Assistant Principal
Secondary Campus
Ms. Kathy Pino, Principal
Board of Directors
Allison Geld, Chairperson
Elenna Turner, Vice Chairperson
Janet Danaher, Secretary of the Board and Corporation
Ed Kronstadt, Chief Financial Officer
Shari Borchetta, Member
Vicente Crooks, Member
Kevin Delson, Member
Diane Krehbiel, Member
Julie Troletti, Member
Leslie Vanderpool, Member
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Focus Groups
1. Organization: Vision and Purpose, Governance, Leadership and Staff, and
Resources
Group Leaders:
Caroline Neuhaus Wesley
Kendall Martin
Deirdra Brasch
Charlene Guss
Nina Scarpelli
Group Members:
Antranik Ebkarian
Marissa Gozum
Victoria Koff
Lynda Llamas
Ingrid Moya
Jay Stern
Daysi Ortiz*
Samantha Herrera**
Linda Zeidman***
2. Standards-Based Student Learning: Curriculum
Group Leaders:
Maria Gennaro
Jessica Jimenez
Margarita Jovic
Lee Oliver
Group Members:
Elizabeth Kim
Jenny Kang
Thomas Kuhny
Erin Lanagan
Andrew Schultz
Sandra Zeichick
Julie Troletti*
Simran Shetye**
Bianca Galdamez***
3. Standards-Based Student Learning: Instruction
Group Leaders:
Jennifer Lyons-Urbach
Jessica Booth
Dmitry Kogan
Dawn Santiago
Group Members:
Victoria Axworthy
Modique Burgess
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Cindy Garcia
Lorez Patton
Lori Rogers
Nicholas Zoumbaris
Leslie Vanderpool*
Salma Quintanilla**
Kelly Sattler***
4. Standards-Based Student Learning: Assessment and Accountability
Group Leaders:
Kathy Pino
Jacqueline Chapman
Christine Musgrove
Nicoletta Ott
Group Members:
David Dombroski
Michael Pierce
Yasmine Pomeroy
Amanda Skadeland
Jane Tsap
Heidi Weber
Drew Munitz*
Dailyn Garza**
Ana Cervantes***
5. School Culture and Support for Student Personal and Academic Growth
Group Leaders:
William Macdonald
Katrina Daneshmand
Melinda Nieland
Group Members:
Rebecca Fisher
Jennifer Hines
Mayanthi Jarayatna
Lori Kurtzman
Victoria Morrow
Pamela Moye
Tim Petty
Alejandro Ruiz
Parastou Bassirat*
*Parent Member
Andrew Carmona**
**Student Member
Lynda Baca***
***Classified Member
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Home Groups
Administrators:
Caroline Neuhaus Wesley, Executive Director
Kendall Martin, Director of Human Resources
William Macdonald, Director of Student Support Services
Jennifer Lyons-Urbach, TK-6 Principal
Maria Gennaro, TK-6 Assistant Principal
Kathy Pino, 7-12 Principal
Student Support Services:
Lynda Llamas, 7-12 Counselor
Rebecca Fisher, School Psychologist
Marissa Gozum, Specialized Academic Instructor
Lorez Patton, Specialized Academic Instructor
Jessica Sorkin Burnam, Specialized Academic Instructor
Lori Rogers, Specialized Academic Instructor
Rita Shuster, Title I Intervention Teacher
Janet de la Torre, Title I Paraprofessional
Denise Resendiz, Paraprofessional
Frank Canada, Paraprofessional
Brian Moz, Paraprofessional
Victor Valles, Paraprofessional
Christopher Vanderhorst, Yard Supervisor/Paraprofessional
Christen Ruscoe, Paraprofessional
Office Staff:
Bianca Galdamez, Executive Assistant/AP
Lizeth Ordonez, Registrar/NSLP Coordinator
Sofia Rogelberg, Office Assistant SPED/HR
Mario Corzo, Spanish Translator
Lucia Tejeda, Spanish Translator
Richie Suarez, Director of Information Technology
Kelly Sattler, TK-6 Office Manager
Anatalia Cervantes, TK-6 Office Assistant
Linda Zeidman, 7-12 Office Manager
Lynda Baca, 7-12 Office Assistant
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Elementary Teachers:
Primary:
Jennifer Hines, TK Teacher
Jennifer Kang, K Teacher
Elizabeth Kim, K Teacher
Victoria Morrow, 1 Teacher
Ingrid Moya, 1 Teacher
Nicoletta Ott, 1 Teacher
Mayanthi Jayaratna, 2 Teacher
Nina Scarpelli, 2 Teacher
Jacqueline Chapman, 3 Teacher
Cindy Garcia, 3 Teacher
Upper:
Lee Oliver, 4 Teacher
Amanda Skadeland, 4 Teacher
Sandra Zeichick, 4 Teacher
Jessica Booth, 5 Teacher
Lori Kurtzman, 5 Teacher
Andrew Schultz, 5 Teacher
Victoria Axworthy, 6 Teacher
Melinda Nieland, 6 Teacher
Jane Tsap, 6 Teacher
Middle School Teachers:
Anatranik Ebkarian, 7 MA Teacher
Charlene Guss, 7 SCI Teacher
Thomas Kuhny, 7 SS Teacher
Pamela Moye, 7 LA Teacher
Michael Pierce, 8 SS Teacher
Dawn Santiago, 8 MA Teacher
Heidi Weber, 8 LA Teacher
Nicholas Zoumbaris, 8 SCI Teacher
High School Teachers:
Electives and PE:
Deirdra Brasch, Business/Drama
Modique Burgess, PE Teacher
Margarita Jovic, Spanish Teacher
Alejandro Ruiz, Spanish Teacher
Math and Science:
Katrina Daneshmand, Bio/Physics Teacher
Jay Stern, AP Chem/ Chem/ Bio Teacher
Christine Musgrove, AlgIH/II/PreCalc/AP Calc Teacher
David Dombroski, Alg1/Geom Teacher
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Humanities:
Jessica Jimenez, English/World History Teacher
Victoria Koff, Freshman Seminar/Health Teacher
Dmitry Kogan, History/Government/Econ/APEX Teacher
Erin Lanagan, English Teacher
Yasmine Pomeroy, English Teacher
Support Staff:
Tim Petty, Athletics Director (Intramural and CIF)
Barbara Bixby, Kinder Paraprofessional/Art Teacher
Thomas Danaher, TK-6 Yard Supervisor/Computer Enrichment Coach
Desiree Esquivas, Kinder Paraprofessional/Spanish Enrichment Coach
Kevin Moz, TK-6 Yard Supervisor/Spanish Enrichment Coach
Shauntae Washington, 7-12 Yard Supervisor/PE Coach
Gwen Moran, TK-6 Yard Supervisor
Paul Orsini, TK-6 Yard Supervisor
Ana Cruz, 7-12 Yard Supervisor
Todd Orsini, 7-12 Yard Supervisor
Alberto Pimental, 7-12 Yard Supervisor
Ruben Alvarado, 7-12 Custodian/Maintenance
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Dear WASC Committee:
Welcome to Ivy Academia Entrepreneurial Charter School where we are committed to
educating our next generation of entrepreneurs. We are a unique TK-12 grade school
community, and we look forward to sharing our story with you.
Ivy Academia Entrepreneurial Charter School is the work of a team of parents, educators
and business professionals who have the desire and experience in educating our next
generation of entrepreneurs. Since its initial charter petition was approved in 2004 by Los
Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD), Ivy Academia has grown from a student
population of 200, up to 1150 in 2013 and currently at 850 with all grades TK-12.
Over the years, Ivy Academia has experienced considerable challenges, but despite the
challenges, Ivy Academia continues to provide an academically rigorous, college
preparatory, entrepreneurial education. The focus is and must be on our students. In
2010, the founders were indicted for misusing public funds. Ivy Academia worked with
LAUSD to assure that the school could continue to provide a high quality education to our
students. Ivy Academia changed members of the Leadership Team, along with the entire
Board composition. We worked with the Fiscal Crisis and Management Assistance Team
(FCMAT) to assure that our fiscal practices were aligned with approved practice and after
being cleared from FCMAT, Ivy Academia began working with a back office accounting
firm. These changes have given Ivy Academia a much stronger and sustainable plan
with a team and governance that will keep it solvent, professional and accountable.
Facilities are our biggest challenge. Ivy Academia is an independent, start-up charter
school rather than a conversion charter school which means that we do not have a public
school site which has been converted from a district school to a charter school. Ivy
Academia, like other independent, start-up charter schools, need to secure their own
facilities or use facilities offered by LAUSD through Proposition 39 (Prop 39). We will
review for you the background and history of the Prop 39 lawsuit, filed in 2009 and
amended in 2010 with Ivy Academia as the plaintiff and LAUSD as the defendant.
As you walk through our campuses, the team will note that the magic happens in the
classroom between the students and the teacher. We creatively use our space and
continue to pursue Prop 39 spaces as well as private leases. Though we are separated
by campuses, the team will experience an alignment across the span of grades as we are
one school with one philosophy. In every class, in every lesson, each teacher focuses on
four lesson components: Essential Question, Common Core State Standards (Next
Generation Science Standards), National Entrepreneurial Standards, and Depth and
Complexity Icons. The students are engaged and interact with the curriculum through the
use of manipulatives, multi-media, laptops, devices, hands-on activities, and projectbased learning. The team will observe the students using the Four Cs: Communication,
Collaboration, Critical thinking and Creativity during the lessons.
11
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The WASC process has helped us to refine our program through the development of the
self-study and Curriculum Framework. Ivy Academia has been able to focus on the
student learning outcomes in connection with multiple measures. This self-study has
defined and affirmed all of the stakeholders’ commitment to a rigorous, entrepreneurial
program.
Ivy Academia is proud to invite you into our school community. May the team celebrate
our diversity, our successes and our connectedness.
Onward and Upward,

Caroline E. Neuhaus Wesley, Ed.D.
Executive Director
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Chapter I: Student/Community Profile and Supporting Data and Findings
Prepare a student/community profile. Include data and findings for the following:
● Demographic data, including the refined school-wide learner outcomes
● Disaggregated and interpreted student outcome data
● Perception data summaries, if any.

History of Ivy Academia Entrepreneurial Charter School
In September 2004, a small group of entrepreneurs and educators developed an
independent charter school in the Los Angeles Unified School District called Ivy Academia
Entrepreneurial Charter School. The goal was to provide a high-quality education with
an entrepreneurial focus. The school began with 280 students on two sites, Pre-K – 1
was at Fallbrook and Grades 2-6 started the year in a church before it moved two months
later to the De Soto site. The plan was to add one class per year through high school. In
2005, grade 7 was added to De Soto. In 2006, grade 8 was added to De Soto. In 2007,
grade 9 was added to De Soto. Also in 2007, Pre-K, K and grade 1 moved from Fallbrook
to Temple Judea, and grades 2 and 3 moved from De Soto to Sunny Brae Elementary
School, our first “co-location” school with LAUSD. A gymnasium and additional
classrooms were added to the De Soto site. In 2008, grades 8, 9 and 10 moved from De
Soto to the Chatsworth High School site. In 2009, the high school became a 9-12 school
and a science laboratory was added. In 2011, Pre-K was closed in hopes of reopening
in the future, grades K and 1 moved from Temple Judea to Sunny Brae, Grade 3 moved
to Stanley Mosk Elementary School, our second “co-location” school with LAUSD, grades
4-8 remained at De Soto and grades 9-12 remained at Chatsworth. The Ivy Leadership
Team was restructured and a new Board of Directors was put in place. In 2012, grades
K-2 remained at Sunny Brae, and Grade 3 was moved to De Soto with grades 4-7. Grade
8 was moved to Chatsworth with grades 9-12. In 2013, Ivy secured a new site for grades
8-12, and moved from Chatsworth to West Hills. The site is located on the Shomrei Torah
Synagogue site in place of the New Community Jewish High School. In 2014, grades TK6 moved to William Howard Taft Charter High School, our third “co-location” school with
LAUSD, and Sunny Brae and De Soto were no longer utilized. Grade 7 was moved to
West Hills with grades 8-12. Currently, Ivy serves 850 students grades TK through 12 on
two sites: Grades TK-6 at our Woodland Hills Campus, Ivy Elementary, co-located at
William Howard Taft CHS and 7-12 at Ivy Junior/Senior High at Valley Circle. Ivy
Academia has the petition to grow to 1400 students, if only we had the space for more
than 900 students.
Since Ivy’s founding in 2004, it has always faced an issue with obtaining enough space
to house both current and prospective students. Further, since the process of obtaining
either legitimate classroom space or commercial space is always difficult (see the section
below), Ivy has requested space from LAUSD via the Prop 39 application. Before going
into Ivy’s history with LAUSD, several explanations should be made about the law – Prop
39, and the process of how challenging it is to obtain commercial space, especially in the
San Fernando Valley.
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Proposition 39
Proposition 39 was written to ensure that all public school students share equally in district
facilities. The bargain made when Prop. 39 was passed by California voters in 2000 was
to reduce the threshold for the state or a local school district to pass a facilities bond from
two-thirds to fifty-five percent, a considerably easier standard to meet. In exchange,
charter school students were to be given equal access to district facilities, if charters are
able to meet certain eligibility requirements.
The law serves to ensure "that public school facilities should be shared fairly among all
public school pupils, including those in charter schools." Prop. 39 requires school districts
to make "reasonably equivalent" facilities available to charter schools upon request.
The principle behind Prop. 39 is one of equity and fairness for all public school students,
irrespective of whether they attend public district schools or public charter schools in their
communities. Charter school students are public school students. Prop. 39 represents the
tangible, pragmatic embodiment of that principle in the most publicly visible sign of a
successful school - the building.
Prior to the passage of Prop. 39, charter law permitted charter schools to use, at no cost,
school district facilities which the district was not using for instructional or administrative
purposes or which were historically used as rental properties. Districts sporadically
complied with this permissive law and charter schools' access to adequate facilities
became one of their biggest challenges.
In 2003, Prop. 39 imposed a mandatory duty on school districts to provide their charter
school students facilities that are "reasonably equivalent" to those used by non-charter
students within the district. The charter school facilities must be:
● Contiguous (located together, not spread across campus or multiple sites)
● Similarly furnished and equipped
● Located near the area in which the charter wishes to locate
While the above is a summary, the actual law itself is poorly written and subject to great
interpretation. And as one might expect, LAUSD has taken a border-line interpretation of
the law favoring the District rather than the charter school. Further, due to the politics of
unions, retaining students as many convert to charter schools, LAUSD has been reluctant
to give up properties including those that have been vacant such as: Oso; Platt; Collins;
Hughes; and, Highlander. These schools have been vacant or nearly vacant for over 20
years. Ivy has requested space sharing for each of these sites in all of its Prop 39
applications since 2004. Until 2011, Ivy was denied space until bungalows were made
available at Sunny Brae elementary. However, this space could only house 300 students
and therefore was not a solution for the K-12 program.
Hence, after repeatedly requesting space and being denied, Ivy filed a lawsuit requiring
LAUSD to comply with the law for the years 2008-2010. However, more history on the
issues of space should also be defined.
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Difficulties in Obtaining Space for Charter Schools
In a normal commercial market, a tenant looking for space seeks out its needs through
the use of a broker and depending on the availability and type of space, is willing to pay
a market rent. Further, the time frame to seek and occupy space generally takes about
a year unless the tenant is in an easy position to move and meet the permit guidelines.
However, schools face a number of other hurdles in order to occupy space. Again, not
taking into consideration any vacant school sites which will be owned by a District, a
charter school must face the following issues when seeking space:
1.
Is the space built out to be a classroom environment?
Rarely is space like this available unless it is at churches or temples and rarely could the
same accommodate a K-12 program. Additionally, any space for a playground or practice
field is not available. If the space is like a commercial office, then negotiations take place
between the school and the landlord to convert the space. As most charter schools do
not have the funds to build out a space, the landlord will use his/her capital funds to do
the same. However, to afford this large amount of space conversion cost, the charter
school will have to negotiate a long-term lease in order to afford the added costs in the
lease. Hence, this lease will likely have to be no less than five years.
2.
Any school must have a conditional use permit in order to allow students to occupy
the commercial space and it faces certain density factors limiting the number of students,
etc. A conditional use permit takes no less than 6 months and more likely 12 with
additional time of traffic studies if required. While it is not always difficult to get a
conditional use permit in commercial zones, the school faces an issue with the space
conversion. If a church is available, which is usually in a residential zone, a CUP is
required and it must be complied with by density, parking and ingress/egress standards.
3.
Lastly, in order to obtain SB 740 funds for lease expense reimbursement (intended
to level the playing field for what would have been the equivalent cost of district school
space), the location of the property must be within a certain distance of a 55% or more
free and reduced lunch school. With Ivy located in the western part of the San Fernando
Valley, this makes finding space that much more difficult as many parts of the Valley have
a higher economic income.
As one can see, the process of obtaining space is complex and requires time to evaluate,
pursue a conditional use permit and planning for space development. This entire process
takes minimally, no less than 12 months which at best is optimistic. Further, if such a
space is made available and it must be converted, the school would need a five-year
lease to afford the improvements. This last note should be kept in mind for the next
section.
The Process of Applying for Prop 39 Property
Since the law was enacted, LAUSD has made available an application process for charter
schools to obtain available school property. The application is made no later than
November 1 for the next school year. For instance, to obtain space in the school year
16-17, the application is submitted no later than November 1 of 2015. However, a draft
15
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offer as a response to the application will not be made any sooner by the District than
February 1 (or 3 months after the application). Also, in the recent past, the District has
made the offer “all or nothing.” This means there is no room to negotiate.
In both past and present, the District would likely offer space co-located by another District
School (Taft for instance). It has never offered up the other vacant schools for a variety
of reasons[1]. The timing for the acceptance of the draft offer and the process is as
follows:
Action by District

Action by Charter School

Date

Prop 39 application filed

November 1

Draft Offer

February 1
Provisional acceptance

Final Offer

March 1
April 1

Final Acceptance
Occupancy availability

May 1
August 1

Here are the recent problems with the above process:
1.
First, if the charter school has a commercial lease in place, it would not be able to
determine if it could break the lease until April 1 when the District makes the final offer.
This puts extreme pressure on negotiations with the commercial lease landlord who would
want any type of lease commitment several months before. Further, if the lease is not
yet due, then there is the cost of breaking the lease. Lastly, if the school occupies several
locations, such as Ivy, it makes the timing of the properties all the more complex.
2.
The District offer is consummated by a Facilities Use Agreement which is good for
only one year. Hence, if the school accepts the offer it is still in a tentative position about
whether the District will offer the same space the next year and whether it will consider a
larger growth need.
3.
The District does not use wait list analysis in determining growth for a school. It
assesses the last year of growth and then computes a low slope trajectory. Hence, a
school like Ivy with close to 900 on the wait list, has no real opportunity for growth.
The Proposition 39 Lawsuit
Due to the failure of providing Ivy school-site properties in 2006, 2007 and on, Ivy filed a
lawsuit in 2009 requiring reimbursement for expenses associated with the development
of properties such as De Soto for classroom use. There was clear evidence that LAUSD
was not complying with the law both in technical terms and in spirit.
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Due to the way the School’s charter is constructed, to obtain a charter and its subsequent
renewals, the Charter School must concede to an arbitration process as binding should
a lawsuit be filed. For a number of reasons, this makes the process of prosecuting a case
difficult, as many arbitrators do not have a background in schools. Further, Ivy’s lawsuit
in particular traverses several different issues: 1) the interpretation of the Prop 39 law; 2)
general contract obligations as part of the charter and compensation for loss from the
same for failure to perform; and, 3) the use and value of real estate – not only the value
of a district-owned site but the damages arising by having a commercial site.
The lawsuit was amended in 2010 to include the 2009-2010 school year. However, the
lawsuit was put on hold due to the indictment of the founders and questions would arise
as to their credibility in arbitration. After 12 months, the merits of the lawsuit were
determined to be worthy, and it was agreed with the Board and our law firm, Young,
Minney and Corr to press on.
However, in order to expedite the process, Ivy Academia made an attempt to reach out
to LAUSD in August of 2011 to negotiate a possible settlement. That meeting was held
with LAUSD’s internal counsel along with its representative from its outside lawyers. Also
attending was management from the LAUSD Facilities Division. The offer made by Ivy
Academia was to procure the Hughes site with some capital contribution by LAUSD and
execute a 55-year land lease to allow Ivy Academia to build or modify buildings with bondtype financing. While it seemed LAUSD was accepting of the proposal, and after no
response from Ivy Academia’s offer, LAUSD pressed on with the arbitration.
In 2014, LAUSD made an attempt to enter into mediation and offered one property – Oso
as part of the settlement. However, this school site is small and obviously would not solve
our K-12 program needs. Further, Oso was a moot offer as it was awarded to Chimes
Charter School. Additionally, Highlander, Platt and Collins were awarded to El Camino
Charter High School for expanding its programs.
Considering the loss of the vacant school sites this leaves only Hughes as a potential site
for use. Ivy Academia’s counsel sent out a demand letter to LAUSD to either offer up
Hughes as a settlement site plus additional capital funds or proceed to arbitration in June
2014 with no further attempts at mediation. LAUSD refused to offer Hughes, thus we
proceeded with arbitration, five years after the initial lawsuit was filed. In January 2015,
Ivy Academia won Phase I of the arbitration. The arbitrator noted that LAUSD was
culpable and that Ivy Academia is entitled to damages. In January of 2016, Ivy
Academia’s counsel completed the final oral arguments for Phase II, the final phase of
arbitration, determining the summary judgment. The arbitrator determined the summary
judgment on March 15, 2016. The precedent-setting award of $7,100,000 in damages,
$652,739.80 in attorney's fees for a total award of $7,752,739.80. In addition, the
arbitrator concluded that LAUSD will reimburse the sum of the $90,106.25 to Ivy
Academia for the administrative fees of the American Arbitration Association.
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History of Ivy Academia Facilities
School Year

Grades

School Sites

2004-2005

K-1

Fallbrook

Sept – Oct

2-3

Church

Sept – Oct

4-6

Church/Hotel/Parking lot

November 1

2-6

De Soto

K-2

Fallbrook

3-7

De Soto

K-1

Fallbrook

2-8

De Soto

K- ½ 1

Temple Judea

½ 1-3

Sunny Brae

4-9

De Soto

K-1

Temple Judea

2-3

Sunny Brae

4-8

De Soto

9-10

Chatsworth

K-1

Temple Judea

2-3

Sunny Brae

4-8

De Soto

9-11

Chatsworth

2005-2006

2006-2007

2007-2008

2008-2009

2009-2010
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2010-2011

2011-2012

2012-2013

2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

K-1

Temple Judea

2-3

Sunny Brae

4-8

De Soto

9-12

Chatsworth

K-2

Sunny Brae

3

Mosk

4-8

De Soto

9-12

Chatsworth

K-2

Sunny Brae

3-7

De Soto

8-12

Chatsworth

TK-2

Sunny Brae

3-7

De Soto

8-12

Valley Circle

TK-6

Taft

7-12

Valley Circle

TK-6

Taft

7-12

Valley Circle

Private Leases

Co-Locations with LAUSD

Fallbrook

Sunny Brae

De Soto

Mosk
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Temple Judea

Taft

Chatsworth
Valley Circle
School Achievements
Academically, Ivy Academia continues to excel and is one of the highest performing
Charter Schools in California. Ivy proudly offers a GATE program (Grades 2-8) and
Honors and Advanced Placement (AP) courses (Grades 9-12) that are recognized by the
University of California and California State University systems. In 2007, Ivy joined the
National Honor Society. In 2010, Ivy was granted a 6 year term with a mid-cycle review
by WASC (Western Association of Schools and Colleges). The term validates the work
that staff has done in order to create the best education possible for each and every Ivy
student. In 2011, we honored our first graduating class of 39 students. Students attended
Washington University in St. Louis, University of California at Los Angeles, University of
California at Riverside, California State University at Long Beach, California State
University at Northridge, California State University at Channel Islands, Cal-Arts, Culinary
Institute of America, United States Marine Corps and Los Angeles Pierce College. In
2012, Ivy had our first senior receive the Gates Millennium Scholarship, the most
prestigious scholarship award in the United States. Seniors were accepted to Yale
University, University of Southern California, Fisk University, Cardiff, UCs, Cal States and
community colleges. In 2013, WASC conducted its mid-cycle review, and determined
that Ivy Academia had given appropriate attention to the critical areas and was reaffirmed
through the end of the six-year term ending in June 2016. In 2013, our Charter Petition
was renewed for five years until 2018. In 2013 and 2014, our Seniors continued the
tradition of attending universities like Penn State, Mount Saint Mary’s, UCs, Cal States
and community colleges. In 2015, our 5th Graduating Senior Class were accepted to the
US Coast Guard Academy, Loyola Marymount University, Seton Hall, University of San
Francisco, George Mason University, Woodbury University, University of Great Falls,
UCs, Cal States and community colleges.
Ivy Academia's Three-Year Weighted API is 844 with an overall growth of 22 points since
2012. Our Similar Schools Rank is a 5 out of 10. Our Statewide Rank is a 6 out of 10.
Ivy Academia’s athletic program has been a member of the California Interscholastic
Federation (CIF), which is the official athletic body for high school athletics since 2008. In
2010 and 2015, the Girls Volleyball Team was the CIF Volleyball Champions. In 2014,
HS Girls Volleyball went to the playoffs. HS Cross Country made it to the LA Cross
Country Finals and one student went to State Finals in 2014 and 2015. Ivy Academia’s
HS Boys and Girls Basketball made it to the play-offs for the first time in Ivy Academia’s
history in 2014 and both won the CIF Championship in 2015. Ivy Academia’s HS Girls
Softball made it to the play-offs!
CIF High School Girls' Volleyball won the CIF
Championship in 2014 and 2015!
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Ivy Academia also has a strong intramural sports program for grades 3-8. In 2009,
Cheerleading took first and second place in competition. In 2014, Elementary School
Basketball advanced to the 2nd Round of Play-offs! Intramural, Middle School Girls
Volleyball won the League Championship and the LA Tournament for the second year in
a row! Middle School Boys Flag Football won the League Championship! Middle School
Boys Basketball was undefeated and are the CSL Champions for the 5th Championship
in a row. Middle School Girls Basketball won the CSL Championship! Middle School
Boys Volleyball won the CSL Championship! Ivy Academia’s Elementary and Middle
School Cheer took 1st Place in the Sharp International Tournament in 2014 and won 1st
place in Overall and in Spirit, Coach’s Participation, and Stunting at the SHARP
International Cheer Competition for the sixth year in a row! Ivy Academia’s Middle School
Cheer Team won 1st place in the NRG Competition!
Over the past several years, Ivy Academia has been recognized as a leader in California
charter schools. It received the New York Times Award and Kaufman Foundation
Platinum Award in 2007. It has been featured on local Los Angeles television news
regarding its entrepreneurial program and been recognized on national television during
its E- Convention. Ivy students compete in the UCLA Anderson School of Business
ECHO Project and took second place in 2014 and 2010, first place in 2011, Honorable
Mention in 2012 and third place in 2013 and 2015. Ivy middle schoolers competed and
won against high schoolers in the ECHO project. For six years, Ivy received a check
annually from California State Assemblyperson Lloyd Levine for its participation in the
Fitness Challenge. Our staff and students received recognition for excellence in particular
for entrepreneurial and innovative programs.
Ivy Academia Highlights from 2013-2014:
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LAUSD Annual Performance Evaluation scores raised from last year to all 3s
and 4s!
42 Students were redesignated from Limited English Proficient to Fluent
English Proficient!
92% of our 10th Graders passed the CAHSEE on the first try in English and
87% passed in Mathematics!
8 Teachers completed their BTSA training and can now clear their credential
from Preliminary to Clear!
Encino Chamber of Commerce and Ivy Academia nominated 3 teachers for
Teacher of the Year: Mr. Scott Davis, Ms. Charlene Guss, and Mrs. Krista
Gale!!
Ivy fully implemented Common Core State Standards. One year ahead of the
mandate.
Ivy and UTLA completed a Collective Bargaining Agreement for the Certificated
teachers and counselors.
Ivy Academia’s 8th Grade Team at the Project Echo Competition was the only
middle school team competing against high schools!
Ivy Academia took Best Future Visionaries or third place out of 133 schools in
the QuikSCience Competition at USC for the second year in a row!
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$1,000 Senior Scholarship at the E-Convention!!
Ivy has the National Honor Society in grades 4-5, grades 6-9, and grades 1012!
Community Service projects included Shoe Drive, West Valley Food Pantry,
LAFD Toy Drive, Blood Drive, Pennies for Patients, Reverse Trick or Treat and
many others.
4th Graduating Senior Class!
60% Transfer rate from Ivy Middle School to Ivy High School!

Ivy Academia’s Highlights from 2014-2015:

30 Students were reclassified from Limited English Proficient to Fluent English
Proficient which is a 24% reclassification rate!

82% of our 10th graders passed the CAHSEE on the first try in English and
80% passed in Mathematics!

6 Teachers completed the CA Induction Program and can now clear their
teaching credential from Preliminary to Clear!

Encino Chamber of Commerce and Ivy Academia nominated 3 teachers for
Teacher of the Year: Mrs. Booth, Mrs. Martinez and Mrs. Daneshmand!!

Ivy fully implemented Common Core State Standards. Two years ahead of the
mandate.

This year Ivy Academia had five teams compete in ProjectECHO: Fast Track,
OneStop, JamShot, Thermapparel, and Eddi. Fast Track took 3 rd place in the
“Growth Business” category and OneStop was a 1/2 point away from taking the
3rd place in the “Technology App” category.

Best E-Convention in years!! It was the first E-Convention to focus on process,
rather than on product. The process of the 4Cs in action: Communication,
Collaboration, Creativity and Critical Thinking. The students in multi-aged
groups were talking to each other, working together, creating new ideas and
designs, and figuring out solutions to the problems. We had 186 student
participants, nearly every staff member, lots of parents, Board members and
awesome community partners.

Ivy Academia's 7th grade team took Silver in Conceptual Understanding at the
LACOE Math Field Day!

$1,000 Senior Scholarship at the E-Convention!!

5th Graduating Senior Class! Students accepted to UC Berkeley, UC Riverside,
UC Irvine, UC Santa Barbara, US Coast Guard Academy, Loyola Marymount
Univ., Seton Hall, Univ. of San Francisco, George Mason Univ., Woodbury
Univ., Univ. of Great Falls, Cal Poly Pomona, San Francisco State Univ., Cal
State Northridge, Cal State Chico, Cal State Channel Islands, other universities
and community colleges.

Highest Transfer rate from Ivy Middle School to Ivy High School at nearly 80%!

Congratulations to all Ivy’s sports team for making this the best sports year in
Ivy Academia’s schools history!!

Los Angeles Daily News Voted Favorite Charter School for 2013, 2014 and
2015.
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Community Profile
Ivy Academia is located in the West San Fernando Valley. The students come from 99
different LAUSD home schools. Primarily, students come from Woodland Hills, Canoga
Park, Winnetka, Reseda, Tarzana, Van Nuys, and Chatsworth. Ivy attracts students who
would normally attend Canoga Park, Hart, Limerick, Sunny Brae, Shirley and Winnetka
elementary schools; Sutter, Columbus, Hale, Lawrence, and Woodland Hills Academy
middle schools; and Canoga Park, Chatsworth, Cleveland, Birmingham, El Camino,
Reseda, and Taft high schools.
School Population
The school population mirrors the West San Fernando Valley with a Latino population of
nearly 50%. This percent has nearly doubled over the term of this accreditation as school
site location changed, neighborhood children have attended Ivy Academia and remained
with the school as the school site location changed again. Ivy Academia provides a high
quality education to the community we serve. The ethnic make-up of the students has
changed significantly through an increase in Latino students from 27.8% in 2010 to 48.3%
in 2015, a decrease in White students from 47.5% in 2010 to 23.2% in 2015, and a
decrease in Asian students from 6.3% in 2010 to 2.8% in 2015. There have been less
significant changes in the ethnicity of the students in the significant sub-groups of African
American, averaging 8.7% of the student population, Filipino, increasing slightly to 8.8%
of the student population, and negligible changes to American Indian, 0.5%, Pacific
Islander, 0.4%, Two or More Races, 4.8%. The strength of the diversity at Ivy Academia
aligns with the 21st Century Learner because the students have an acceptance of each
other as friends, not based on ethnicity or religion. The 21st Century Skills can be taught,
but accepting diversity is required to be a successful person in the 21st Century.
Demographics
Ethnicity

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

American
Indian

1.6%

1.1%

0.4%

2.1%

0%

0.6%

0.5%

Asian

6.3%

1.3%

5.7%

6.1%

6%

7.8

2.8%

Black or 10.5%
African
American

9.1%

7.7%

8.3%

7%

8.7

9.7%

Filipino

6.3%

6.3%

6%

7.6%

8%

8.5%

8.8%

Hispanic
or Latino

27.8%

23.9%

29.3%

28.1%

34%

41.1%

48.3%

0.0%

0.2%

0.3%

0.3%

0.4%

0.4%

Native
0.2%
Hawaiian
or Pacific
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Islander
Two
or 4.4%
More
Races

4.4%

4.4%

4.9%

6%

4.7%

4.8%

White

33.27%

30.4%

30.2%

23%

21.1%

23.2%

47.5%

Socio-Economically Disadvantaged
The number of students who are considered socio-economically disadvantaged has
increased from 12.7% in 2011 to 57% in 2015. The reason for this increase in addition
to the change in demographics has been the consistency with which the school has
collected free and reduced lunch applications. Spring of 2016 will be the first time that
Ivy Academia will participate in the National School Lunch Program. In addition, Ivy
Academia is also over 55% of the students who qualify for free and reduced lunch thus
making Ivy Academia eligible for SB740 Funds which is important because it allows Ivy
Academia to receive 60% of the lease rate for private leases as applied for during the
Charter School Facility Grant Program.
English Learners
The number of students who are English Learners averages about 10.7% over the last
five years. The languages have changed and now the majority of the students who are
English Learners speak Spanish at home. Ivy Academia employs two Certificated
Teachers who serve as English Language Coordinators as a stipend paid position. The
English Language Coordinators facilitate CELDT testing, monitor the progress of each
English Learner and Reclassified English Learner, train the general education teachers
on strategies to use with English Learners and assure that student work is collected for
the English Language Development folders for each student. The English Language
Coordinators also meet with parents to discuss student progress toward English
proficiency and provide training to parents about how to be actively involved in the school
experience. English Learners receive 30 minutes of direct instruction of English
Language Development per day in addition to the core curriculum.
Special Education
The number of students who receive Special Education has increased from 5.2% to
10.01%. The reason that this number has increased is due to our successful intensive
interventions with students with special needs. The commitment of our teachers to
providing daily Universal Access, inclusion policy of students with disabilities and the
consistency of providing information through color-coded standards, clear rules with
rewards and consequences, and the use of social contracts sets up students, especially
students with special needs, for success. Ivy Academia has seen an increase in the
severity of needs that some students have as well as niche areas of increase like Deaf
and Hard of Hearing.
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Student Demographics - Special Programs:
Education

NSLP, English Learners, Special

Year

% of Students
who Qualify for
Free or
Reduced Lunch

% of Students
who are
English
Learners

% of Students
who receive
Special
Education

2015

57.4%

11.09%

10.01%

2014

34.2%

12.7%

8.5%

2013

35.1%

9.7%

7.3%

2012

24.9%

11.7%

1.3%

2011

14.1%

8.4%

7.7%

2010

15%

31%

5.2%

Gifted and Talented Students
Ivy Academia has developed its own plan and criteria to serve Gifted and Talented
Students (GATE). Based on the size and resources of Ivy Academia, the GATE
identification is based on high achievement ability, specific achievement ability and/or
leadership ability. High Achievement Ability includes students who consistently function
for two consecutive years at advanced levels determined by state tests in both English
Language Arts and Mathematics, Quarterly Benchmark results, Grades and Teacher
Recommendation. Specific Academic Ability includes students who consistently function
for three consecutive years at advanced levels determined by state tests in either English
Language Arts or Mathematics. Students in Grades 9-12 may also be considered in either
Science or Social Science. Leadership Ability includes students who show confidence
and knowledge; influence others effectively; have problem-solving and decision making
skills; express ideas in oral or written form clearly; show sense of purpose and direction
as determined by administrator and teacher observations, participation in Ivy Community,
Student Council, Elementary, Junior and National Honor Society, documented community
service projects. GATE students participate in GATE showcases and present their
knowledge and projects.
GATE Student Rates
Year

# of GATE Students

% of GATE Students

2015-2016

57

14%

Parent Involvement
Ivy Academia is supported by parents and the community. Ivy Academia's mission is that
through the support of an active and unified community, Ivy will educate and empower
our students with rigorous academics and real-life entrepreneurial skills necessary to
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succeed in the 21st century. Ivy Academia parents are involved, supportive,
communicative and maintain high expectations for their children’s education and their
teachers trusting that the teachers will provide high, rigorous, entrepreneurial education.
Parents expect that the teachers receive professional development to keep up with their
innovative practice especially with regard to current business practices.
Parents are asked to volunteer a minimum of 25 hours at the school per school year.
Parents can complete these hours by attending parent-teacher conferences, Back to
School Night, Open House, parent meetings like Ivy Parent Leadership Group (iPLG),
School Site Council (SSC), English Language Acquisition Committee (ELAC), Ivy
Educational Foundation, Parent Universities and/or attending or donating to school
activities. Ivy Academia also has a small group of very motivated parents who have time
to volunteer on a daily and weekly basis. Ivy Academia feels that it is very important for
our parents to participate on a daily basis with their own child by checking homework,
checking grades and reading with their child.
Ivy Academia offers multiple opportunities for parents to get involved in the school, and
Ivy Academia makes a concerted effort to assure that parents know what is happening at
the school and how they can actively support the school. Each week, the principals send
out a phone message with events for the following week. The principals also send out an
email bulletin in English and Spanish with the events for the following week. Each month,
the school sends out a TK-12 Newsletter in English and Spanish celebrating the highlights
and achievements of the prior month and notifying parents of upcoming events. The
administrators also host parent and community events like Coffee with the Principal,
Lunch on the Lawn, and Volunteer Teas. Another example of parent contact is the
commitment to assure that each teacher maintains an updated website with current
homework and updated grades in the Student Information System. The teachers are
actively inviting parents to participate in the instructional program during the day to
observe lessons, participate in lessons and witness the amazing instruction. Teachers
utilize Remind 101, email and personal phone calls to engage the parents in the
instructional program. The parents have come to rely on the information provided by the
teachers and the school so they can support the activities and work completion. Most of
our parents work full-time, so providing opportunities for our parents to be involved in the
evenings and on the weekends is essential. The data from the surveys show that parents
feel the school encourages their involvement and participation, but the students and staff
do not feel the parents are involved to the extent that they could be. The parents are also
hosting our first annual Parent Symposium in English and Spanish called: From Education
to Entrepreneurship: Empowering Families to help their children learn!
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Parent Involvement from 2015-2016 Perception Data
Stakeholder
Parents
Students
Staff

Phrase from Perception Survey
Our school encourages parental
involvement and participation.
Parents are often in my classroom and
at school activities to help or participate.
Parents are involved and are partners in
their children's education.

Results
Strongly Agree 43%
Agree 47%
No 71%
Agree 35%
Disagree 25%
Strongly Disagree 15%

Parent Education Levels
Level

2009-2010

2015-2016

Graduate School

16%

10%

College Graduate

35%

27%

Some College

24%

25%

High School Graduate

9%

17%

Not High School Graduate

2%

6%

Unknown

13%

15%

Accreditation History
Ivy Academia opened in the fall of 2004 and received a three year Interim Accreditation
from WASC in the spring of 2006. Due to Ivy’s expansion of grades K-11, a one year
extension for the full self-study and visit was requested and granted by the WASC
Commission in June 2009. In 2010, Ivy Academia received a 6 year accreditation with a
mid-term review which took place in 2013. The visiting committee report reinforced the
need to increase Project-Based Learning, especially at the high school, develop library
resources and technology accessibility, measurement for the student learner outcomes
of Innovative Visionary Youth, and establish a systematic process for evaluating the
Action Plan. Ivy Academia has incorporated the suggestions from the WASC visiting
committee and focused on the suggestions as a part of the schoolwide action plan. The
schoolwide action plan has integrated the WASC Action Plan, the 2013-2018 Charter
Renewal Petition, and the Local Control Accountability Plan to integrate the goals and
narrow the focus so that Ivy Academia is successful. The staff, faculty and administrators
have unified through the accreditation process to clearly articulate the next steps for Ivy
Academia.
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School Purpose
Entrepreneurship: What Sets Ivy Apart
Ivy Academia recognizes that the U.S. education system can and should do more to
prepare young people for success in the rapidly evolving 21 st century. Skills such as
global literacy, problem solving, innovation and creativity have become critical in today’s
increasingly interconnected workforce and society.
Ivy Academia employs a cross-curricular approach to encourage entrepreneurial thinking
and focuses on the core attributes of real entrepreneurship. Ivy students are taught a
variety of entrepreneurial skills throughout the course of their education. Each grade
focuses on individual skills that students need to become successful entrepreneurs.
Throughout the TK-12 experience, students learn the words and processes associated
with a successful community; the attributes of a successful citizen and the importance of
social responsibilities; financial literacy; marketing; customer service; and the value and
importance of investment. By the time students reach high school, they are ready to learn
about true entrepreneurial responsibility.
Through the Ivy Community Entrepreneurial Program, students learn to be confident and
responsible. They have jobs, pay bills, learn about law enforcement, and explore the
court system. They acquire 21st century skills like critical thinking, teamwork, and health
and wellness awareness.
Students also participate in classes such as resume writing and interview skills, business
law, public speaking, leadership, management and customer service. After completion
of these courses, students operate their new business ventures, and have the opportunity
to compete in an entrepreneurial convention (E-Convention) by presenting their
businesses to public officials, community members, parents and friends. At the
convention, students demonstrate their knowledge, and top entrepreneurial grants are
awarded.
Ivy Academia is proud to take students beyond textbook learning by providing an
environment where students enjoy attending school on a daily basis. It is the goal of Ivy
Academia to provide students with a rigorous standards-based academic program while
engaging all students in community studies and private enterprise education.
Ivy Staff Members are very collaborative, innovative, knowledgeable, creative, caring,
resourceful, flexible, communicative, helpful, dedicated, professional, welcoming and
accommodating.
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Schoolwide Learner Outcomes
Ivy Academia Entrepreneurial Charter School will graduate students according to the
following Schoolwide Learner Outcomes, previously known as Expected Schoolwide
Learning Results:
IVY - Innovative, Visionary Youth!
Innovative
● Create and run businesses by writing a business plan, hiring employees through
an interview process, developing a personnel handbook, and advertising and
marketing products
● Utilize the National Entrepreneurial Standards effectively to connect classroom
learning to real-world experience
● Think Creatively and Critically to Communicate Cross-Culturally through active
Collaboration
● Develop skills through hands-on, inquiry-based learning and active participation.
● Evaluate and analyze information to present facts and evidence articulately orally
and in writing
Visionary
● Discover, develop and pursue individual passions and career choices
● Possess the confidence to apply appropriate problem-solving processes to real life
situations
● Demonstrate and execute positive problem solving strategies
● Visualize themselves and the community in the future.
● Utilize 21st Century Learning Skills
Youth
● Broaden our community beyond our local city or county through service
● Knowledgeable about the world: politically, economically, and culturally
● Exhibits interest in being a life-long learner
● Perform efficiently in a global environment
● Demonstrate college and career readiness
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Grading System
Ivy Academia focuses on the Schoolwide Learner Outcomes and utilizes appropriate
grading systems for the age of the student and the course of study.
In Grades TK-3, teachers utilize standards-based grading based on a 4 point rubric:
4
3
2
1

Excels
Proficient
Approaching Proficiency
Well Below Proficiency

In Grades 4-12, teachers utilize standard grading based on traditional letter grades:
A+
100+
4.3
A
93-99
4.0
A90-92
3.7
B+
87-89
3.3
B
83-86
3.0
B80-82
2.7
C+
77-79
2.3
C
73-76
2.0
C70-72
1.7
D+
67-69
1.3
D
63-66
1.0
D60-62
0.7
F
0-59
0
Ivy Academia used to have a no "D" policy, but added the "D" back in as a grade but not
eligible for graduation for current 10th graders and beyond. Ivy Academia felt that a grade
of D may be passing, but does not demonstrate college or career readiness. Completion
of required core and elective coursework and earn the minimum letter grade required for
their graduation year (D or better for Class of 2015 and 2016, C or better for Class of
2017 and beyond). Note that core and elective coursework required for a diploma from
Ivy Academia exceed state, LAUSD and UC-CSU A-G requirements, and include a third
year of social science, two years of foreign language, a third year of mathematics, and
two years of business courses.
1. A student who graduates from Ivy High School must earn a minimum of 220
credits, including credits for certain required courses.
2. Meet non-course requirements:
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Service Learning Project (60 hours of volunteer work needs to be
completed, and signed off, by end of the student's senior year. There is a
proposal contract, a 700 word essay, and a signed service log due 10 days
before graduation.)
Senior Internship Project (Students can work in the field of their choice as
an intern while completing two years of Business)

School Program Data
Student achievement of the Schoolwide Learner Outcomes is monitored and
communicated on a quarterly basis. Parents and Guardians received quarterly grades
as well as information about the student's progress in interventions and English Language
Development. In addition, any student in grades 4-12 who is receiving a C- or lower, the
parent receives a Deficiency Notice with helpful strategies and an opportunity to meet
with the teacher. In Grades TK-6, students receive Universal Access daily in
homogeneous groups. In Grades 7-12, student receive Advisory daily in homogeneous
groups. This provides the students to receive direct instruction at their instructional level
whether that means that they are achieving at or above grade level or struggling below
grade level. Middle School Students who are struggling below grade level also are placed
in a Math Lab or English Lab class daily.
Students in grades 9-12 work closely with the Academic Counselor to create a
personalized four year plan. All students take classes commensurate with A-G
requirements for University of California schools. Many students take Advanced
Placement (AP) Classes. Ivy Academia offers for the following AP courses: AP World
History, AP United States History, AP Government, AP English Language, AP English
Literature, AP Spanish Language, AP Chemistry, AP Calculus/AP Statistics (Alternating
Years), and will add AP Biology or AP Environmental Science. The AP Teachers are
committed to assuring the students pass the AP exams, offering Saturdays for Test
Practice Sessions.
Ivy Academia provides academic support to students. First, Summer Reading Lists are
posted on the last day of the school year to retain reading levels. Students are
encouraged to use Achieve 3000 and IXL all summer. In Grade 7, students are given an
elective course to transition from elementary school to middle school. In Grade 9,
students take Freshman Seminar to prepare students to implement their four-year plan,
to improve study skills and to learn how to set and achieve goals. This also supports the
transition from middle school to high school addressing social and emotional topics as
well. Both school sites have a computer lab open for students after school, four days per
week for one hour to provide access to students who do not have computers at home.
Each teacher at Ivy has two hours each week available for tutoring which may be
mandatory.
Student Support Services is a team of educators coordinated by School Psychologist and
Director of Student Support Services. There are two and one half Specialized Academic
Instructors, one Title I Academic Instructors, one counselor, one school
psychologist/program specialist and seven Paraprofessionals. We specifically provide
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services to students with special needs and specific educational difficulties. In addition,
over 100 students are served by our Response to Intervention (RtI). Some of our
additional assignments include taking care of the social and emotional well-being of our
students. Our team provides systemic support for all students who demonstrate behavior
indicative of self-harm and harm toward others. We support school wide implementation
of Positive Behavior Support.
Uniforms
Students wear uniforms daily to minimize focus on appearance rather than achievement.
The uniforms assure that all of our students maintain a uniform appearance of college
and career ready students.
Technology
Ivy Academia has 4 computers in each classroom for student use in Grades TK-6. In
addition, there is one computer lab and one computer cart for student and teacher use.
In 2015-2016, the Grade 6 students and teachers are using an online Language Arts
curriculum. Ivy Academia has one computer lab and two computer carts for Grades 712.
Ivy reached its goal for 2015-2016 by purchasing 50 more laptops for the 7-12 campus,
replaced old projectors with new ones for the majority of the teaching staff. Access points
were installed in all classrooms at the Valley Circle Campus (7-12). The buildings at the
Valley Circle campus were rewired to improve speed and reliability of the network.
Equipment necessary for SBAC testing was purchased such as headsets. Ivy’s colocation on the Taft campus utilizes the LAUSD infrastructure. Ivy Academia continues to
implement a Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) policy allowing students to bring and use
their own tablets and Smart phones. The school also continues to use Edmodo as a tool
for monitoring student grades as well as classroom teaching and learning. Students use
Turnitin.com, Twitter and daily announcements via YouTube. Review 360 is used by the
staff to record and monitor behavior and health issues and concerns. Canvas, a new
program implemented this year for both staff and students allows for online documents to
be worked on and viewed by various sources. Classes are able to be shared via Canvas.
The students at Ivy Academia receive computer enrichment classes, business leadership
classes in high school (computer-based) and a computer elective class in the middle
school.
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Student Performance Data
Historical API Growth
Year

API Growth Growth
Score
Target

Cohort

844

Actual
Growth

Met
Target

Yes

2012-2013 822

A

-42

2011-2012 864

A

16

2010-2011 846

A

1

Historical Test Scores of Significant Subgroups on the California Standards Test
Subgroup

2013

2012

API

% prof % prof
&
&
above above
Math
ELA

API

% prof % prof 2011
&
&
API
above above
Math
ELA

% prof % prof 2010
&
&
API
above above
Math
ELA

% prof % prof
&
&
above above
Math
ELA

White

785

70.9%

68.5%

883

81%

78%

866

73.9

68.2

868

78.5

77.0

Latino

837

53.9%

52.5%

842

71.1%

66.8%

813

69.2

59.6

806

62.5

53.6

SED

782

52.2%

52.2%

854

69.6%

69%

799

64.8

61.3

804

60.6

50.6

The Charter School significant subgroups are White, Latino, Socio-economically
Disadvantaged. Our significant subgroups made the most growth between 2011 and
2012.
Historical Statewide and Similar Schools Rank
When California suspended the California Standards Test in 2014, the statewide rank
and similar schools rank froze at that moment in time. Ivy Academia began the transition
from California State Standards to Common Core State Standards in 2012 with full
implementation in 2013. The benefit is that the students were better able demonstrate
their knowledge and skills; however, the consequence was that Ivy Academia adopted
Common Core curriculum for English Language Arts and Mathematics and no longer
pushed the rote memorization required for the California Standards Test. The state test
results showed a drop from 2012 to 2013 as evidenced in the statewide and similar
schools rank.
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Historical Statewide and Similar Schools Rank
Year

Statewide Rank

Similar Schools

2013

6

5

2012

8

9

2011

7

7

2010

7

8

Graduation
Ivy Academia has consistently had a very small group of grade 12 students, between 40
and 52 seniors over the last five years. Though the students have been accepted to
prestigious colleges and universities and several students have founded businesses as
entrepreneurs. The graduation rate, while much higher than LAUSD, is dramatically
affected if one student does not graduate. Ivy Academia continues to pursue a 100%
graduation rate.
Graduation Rate
Year

Graduation Rate

2015

84.91%

2014

85.4%

2013

83.64%

2012

82.61%

2011

72.34%

2010

N/A

Attendance
Ivy Academia's attendance rate has been consistently around 95%. The attendance goal
is 97%, and students are rewarded when the grade level achieves 97% attendance for a
week. The school employs many strategies to improve and reward positive attendance.
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Attendance Rate
Year

Attendance Rate

2015

94.89%

2014

95.5%

2013

94.76%

2012

95.51%

2011

95.51%

2010

94.51%

Enrollment
The Ivy Academia Charter allows the school to education 1400 students, but due to our
space and facility limitations, the enrollment has dropped for the last four year. The
largest drop in enrollment occurred when Ivy Academia's High School moved from
Chatsworth to West Hills and Ivy Academia's Elementary School moved from DeSoto to
Taft. The enrollment is critical because it is what determines the school annual revenue.
It is also critical because it is difficult to provide a comprehensive program especially at
the high school level when there are only 240 students in grades 9-12.
Enrollment Rate
Year

Enrollment

2015

852

2014

952

2013

1038

2012

1124

2011

1154

2010

1152
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2015-2016 Enrollment by Grade Level

California Assessment of Student Performance and Progress
Ivy Academia has historically performed higher than LAUSD on state tests. On the most
recent state test, California Assessment of Student Performance and Progress (CAASPP)
given to grades 3-8 and 11 in the 2014-2015 school year, Ivy Academia scored 5% better
than LAUSD in English Language Arts and 6% higher that LAUSD in Mathematics. This
is important because a charter school must show substantial increase in student
achievement in comparison to a district school.
CAASPP, 2014-2015, Percent of Students Meeting or Exceeding State Standards
Subject
English
Arts

School
Language 38.0%

Mathematics

31.0%

District

State

33.0%

44.0%

25.0%

33.0%

California High School Exit Examination
Though the California High School Exit Examination (CAHSEE) has been suspended, Ivy
Academia recognized an area for growth based on the CAHSEE results for Grade 10
students. In 2012-2013, the scores were 50% passage rate. In 2013-2014, the scores
were 90% passage rage. In 2014-2015, the scores were 80% passage rate. 80%
passage rate is the minimum acceptable level. The scores were increased through direct
instruction on CAHSEE preparation and goal setting with the grade 10 students.
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California High School Exit Examination Results for Grade Ten Students
Subject
English
Arts

2012-2013
Language 51%

Mathematics

50%

2013-2014

2014-2015

92%

82%

87%

80%

California Physical Fitness Test
Ivy Academia believes in developing the whole child which includes their physical fitness.
With the addition of intramural and CIF sports, Ivy Academia also focuses on physical
education. It is important for the students to live healthy active lives. The California
Physical Fitness Test (PFT) is one measure of student health, and the school is
concerned that as the students get older, fewer students are meeting or exceeding on the
PFT. Examining the results and setting goals with the students will improve the scores in
the future.
California Physical Fitness Test Results, Meet or Exceed
Grade

2012-2013

2013-2014

2014-2015

5

82%

76%

83.9%

7

71%

60.3%

60.4%

9

44%

59.7%

57.3%

Discipline
Ivy Academia has instituted several strategies to reduce the number of suspensions and
expulsions. Ivy Academia has adopted Positive Behavior Intervention Support. The
teachers have been trained on Review 360 which tracks behavior, but more importantly
provides learning modules for the teachers to address the most common behaviors. The
teachers have been trained on Capturing Kids' Hearts which is a program to deal
positively with the behavior allowing it to be a teachable moment rather than punishment.
The school has witnessed a significant drop in discipline referrals, suspensions and
expulsion.
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Suspensions and Expulsions
2012-2013

2013-2014

2014-2015

Suspensions

4.0%

1.3%

2.5%

Expulsions

0.1%

0.0%

0.0%

Certificated Staff
The certificated staff at Ivy Academia consists of 42 teachers, 1 counselor, 2 Specialized
Academic Instructors, and 5 administrators. Ivy Academia follows the Collective
Bargaining Agreement and the Employee Selection Guide when hiring certificated staff,
but it is always important to develop a diverse staff. All certificated teachers are highly
qualified and appropriately placed in classes based on their credentials.
Ethnicity of Certificated Staff
Ethnicity

2015-2016

American Indian

0%

Asian

5%

Black or African American

11%

Filipino

7%

Hispanic or Latino

15%

Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander

0%

Two or More Races

7%

White

55%

Advanced Placement Courses
Ivy Academia prides itself on offering Advanced Placement (AP) courses. For the 20152016 School Year, Ivy Academia is offering 7 AP courses: World History, US History,
Government, English Language, English Literature, Spanish Language and Calculus. Ivy
Academia encourages students to take AP courses and does not prevent students from
enrolling which can sometimes skew the data. About 30% of students who take the AP
exams pass them at Ivy Academia. The goal is 60% passage rate.
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Advanced Placement - 5 Year Comparison Data
70

64

60

% of Total AP Students

64
60

59

64

61

64

61

64

61

61

50
40
31

28

30

30

24

20
10
0
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Language Proficiencies
The primary languages spoken by Ivy Academia students are English and Spanish.
There are currently 93 students who are classified as English Learners. The students
receive daily instruction in English Language Development for 30 minutes in addition to
the core academic instruction. Ivy Academia has worked diligently on monitoring the
progress of English Learners so that they may reclassify in elementary and middle school.
Year

# of LEP Students

2015-2016
2014-2015
2013-2014

93
183
147

# of LEP Students
Redesignated
19
24
22

Redesignation Rate
20%
13%
15%

Ivy Academia has experienced growth in the number of immigrant students coming to the
school in middle and high school. The school is working to provide the students access
to core content while helping the students to quickly learn English.
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2014-2015 CELDT Data
Number and Percent of Students at Each Overall Performance Level
Performance
Level

1

2

3

(0.0%)

8
(35.0%)

3
(13.0%)

2
(14.0%)

Early Advanced

12
(32.0%)

8
(35.0%)

11
(48.0%)

Intermediate

15
(39.0%)

7
(30.0%)

Early
Intermediate

8
(21.0%)

Beginning

3
(8.0%)

Number Tested

38
23
23
14
14
8
14
6
8
20
12
3
183
(100.0%) (100.0%) (100.0%) (100.0%) (100.0%) (100.0%) (100.0%) (100.0%) (100.0%) (100.0%) (100.0%) (100.0%) (0.0%) (100.0%)

Advanced

K

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Total

1
(13.0%)

3
(21.0%)

1
(17.0%)

2
(25.0%)

5
(25.0%)

1
(8.0%)

***

(0.0%)

26
(0.0%) (14.0%)

5
(36.0%)

8
(57.0%)

2
(25.0%)

6
(43.0%)

1
(17.0%)

2
(25.0%)

11
(55.0%)

7
(58.0%)

***

75
(0.0%) (41.0%)

6
(26.0%)

7
(50.0%)

4
(29.0%)

4
(50.0%)

5
(36.0%)

3
(50.0%)

2
(25.0%)

2
(10.0%)

3
(25.0%)

***

58
(0.0%) (32.0%)

2
(9.0%)

(0.0%)

2
(14.0%)

1
(13.0%)

(0.0%)

(0.0%)

(0.0%)

1
(5.0%)

***

(0.0%)

(0.0%)

14
(0.0%) (8.0%)

1
(4.0%)

(0.0%)

(0.0%)

(0.0%)

(0.0%)

1
(17.0%)

2
(25.0%)

1
(5.0%)

1
(8.0%)

***

(0.0%)

10
(0.0%) (5.0%)

School Safety
Ivy Academia updates an annual disaster preparedness plan called the Standardized
Emergency Management System written in compliance with Homeland Security
Directives 5 and 8 and 19 CCR §§2400 et seq. The plan is designed for use during the
planning, response, and recovery phases of an emergency or disaster that affects the Ivy
Academia’s operations and facilities. It has been prepared in compliance with State
disaster planning requirements, City and County Emergency Management Plans, the
Standardized Emergency Management System (SEMS), and the National Incident
Management System (NIMS). NIMS is a nationwide standardized approach to incident
management and response. Developed by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security
and released in March 2004, it establishes a uniform set of processes and procedures
that emergency responders at all levels of government will use to conduct response
operations.
The purpose of the Site Emergency Management System is to have site disaster
procedures available, providing site personnel with a convenient set of usable
instructions. The procedures (outlined) in this plan are designed to manage the effects
of such situations and shall be activated under any of the following conditions:
 By direction of the Executive Director, or his/her designated representative under
a declaration of Disaster.
 In any emergency or disaster which directly affects Ivy Academia, and requires an
emergency response by Ivy employees.
 Upon notification by local, state, or federal government officials of an
actual/declared or impending Emergency or Disaster that will directly or indirectly
affect Ivy Academia.
All emergency actions will be taken according to the following priorities:
1. Protection of LIFE
2. Protection of the ENVIRONMENT
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3. Protection of PROPERTY
4. Restoration of SERVICES
This plan implements those priorities in establishing its disaster preparedness
procedures:
1. All students will be retained at Ivy Academia facilities until released to
parents or authorized persons during a disaster situation.
2. All evacuation of facilities (as necessary) will be done (as necessary) in
conjunction with other agencies through the SEMS system.
3. If evacuation of facilities is required, all students and Ivy Academia
personnel at each school/site will assemble in predetermined areas.
4. All District employees are expected to remain and fulfill their disaster
responsibilities until the emergency is over, or they can be relieved (per
California Government Code §3100).
The Disaster Preparedness Plan is supplemented by an annual training to all staff,
monthly drills (always fire drills) including drills like Lockdown, earthquake, and Chemical
Spill. Ivy Academia works in conjunction with the Lessor for each site. The drills at the
elementary school are conducted in coordination with Taft High School, and the drills at
the secondary school are conducted in coordination with the synagogue and their private
preschool. The fire inspector personally visits the sites at least annually to assure that
the school has a fire code certificate, up-to-date inspections, and signed off emergency
drills.
Perception Data
Ivy Academia is committed to receiving perception data from the stakeholders. Since
2011, Ivy Academia has sent out an annual survey to students, parents, staff, Board and
community. The perception data has provided very useful to assist with issues, write the
Local Control Accountability Plan, write the Charter Petition Renewal, write the WASC
self-study and clarify perceptions with data. The responses help to identify our strengths
and areas of growth on an annual basis. In addition, the responses help to identify our
goals so that resources can be aligned to the needs.
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2016 Areas of Strength and Areas of Growth from Stakeholders
*Survey
included
Top
Three
Parents

Areas of Strength

72%
68%

66%
Students

77%
49%
39%

Staff

33%
19%
15%

Small
Class
Size
Academic
Program and
Teachers
Entrepreneurial
Program
Friends
Teachers
Sports
and
Activities
Colleagues
Academic
Freedom
Students

Areas of Growth

56%

Facilities/Textbooks/Technology/Teachers

52%

Athletics

45%

Activities

60%
44%
32%

Sports and Activities
Teachers
Small Class Size and Community Service

38%
15%

Salary
Academic Program

13%

Academic Freedom

Focus on the Top Priorities as Identified by California
Stakeholder
Parents

Students

Staff

Board
Community
Members

Priority
Facilities/Textbooks/Technology/Teachers
Academic Program
High Student Achievement
Facilities/Textbooks/Technology/Teachers
Academic Program
High Student Achievement
High Student Achievement
Positive School Climate
Facilities/Textbooks/Technology/Teachers
and Facilities/Textbooks/Technology/Teachers
Academic Program
High Student Achievement

% of Priority
from Top Three
35%
21%
19%
67%
59%
54%
31%
29%
19%
66%
50%
50%

Professional Development
Professional Development is very important for Ivy Academia. In May of each year, the
Curriculum Council determines the needs for Professional Development for the following
year. Ivy Academia has tried to choose Professional Development which supports
rigorous academics and the whole child. In the current year, teachers have been trained
on Capturing Kids' Hearts, Achieve 3000, and all the required annual trainings. Every
Tuesday, teachers have Professional Development. The first Tuesday is a regular faculty
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meeting by site. Topics include safety, improving discipline, common grading. The
second Tuesday is an early-release, two hour all faculty meeting held at the Valley Circle
Campus. Topics include Curriculum, Achieve 3000 Training, WASC Writing, Curriculum
Framework, Entrepreneurial Framework. The third Tuesday is an elementary grade level
or a secondary department meeting run by the grade level or department chair as Ivy
Academia believes in shared leadership. Topics include analyzing benchmark data,
planning re-teach day, brainstorming strategies to help strategic and intensive students.
The fourth Tuesday is an elementary vertical meeting and a secondary grade level
meeting run by the grade level or department chair. Topics include discussions of best
practices, Project-Based Learning, standards mastery and expectations for students.
Teachers who are in their first years of teaching are able to clear their credential through
the Ventura County Office of Education's Induction Program. Ivy Academia provides
opportunities for the veteran teachers to serve as Induction Support Providers. In addition
to the Induction Program, teachers who receive an evaluation rating of Basic are provided
with a Mentor Teacher. Mentor Teachers are usually the grade level or department chair,
but it could be another teacher based on the needs of the teacher receiving a rating of
Basic. Professional Development is encouraged through the process of honoring units
received for taking credit based classes toward improving and enhancing teacher
practice.
In addition to Professional Development for teachers, Ivy Academia also provides
Professional Development for classified staff. Each site holds a monthly staff meeting
with all classified staff assuring that they are versed in the schoolwide models of Capturing
Kids' Hearts, Positive Behavior Support, timecards and awareness of schoolwide events.
The Student Support Services department also meets with classified staff monthly and
assures they have additional training on data tracking and response to crisis.
College Entrance Exam Scores
Ivy Academia continues to refine a college going culture. Nearly all of our graduates
attend college which is a fact that Ivy Academia is extremely proud. In 2014-15, 98% of
the graduating Seniors attended college. In 2013-2014, 85% of the graduating Seniors
attended college, most attending a 4 year university. Most of the students take the SAT
during Junior year to make sure they are on the path to complete college applications and
re-test on the SAT if needed. The High School Counselor meets with each student, each
year to refine their 4 year plan and assure they are on track for graduation and college
success.
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College Attendance Rate
Year

2014-2015
2013-2014

#
of 2
Year
Graduating
College
Seniors
49
25
54
20

4
Year Military
College

Trade
School/Career

23
26

1
5

0
2

SAT Average Scores
Year
20152016
20142015
20132014

# of Test
Takers

Reading

Math

Writing

28

434

430

436

30

460

434

436

30

466

467

470

ACT Average Scores
Year
20152016
20142015

# of Test
Takers

Composite English Math

Reading Science

4

20.25

18.75

18.75

21.5

21.75

4

23

24

21.75

23.75

21.75

Adequate Yearly Progress
Ivy Academia has most recently met the Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) in 2015,
meeting 10 of 10 of the AYP Criteria. In 2014, Ivy Academia did not have an AYP due to
the size of the high school in comparison to the school's total enrollment. In 2013, Ivy
Academia did not meet AYP, meeting only 11 of 19 of the criteria for AYP. Ivy did not
meet Proficiency Rates in English Language Arts or Mathematics schoolwide or for the
significant subgroups. In 2012, Ivy Academia was identified as being in Program
Improvement and has been frozen there since 2012; however, in 2012 Ivy Academia met
17 of 17 criteria for AYP. Ivy is currently listed as Year 2 Program Improvement. In 2011,
Ivy met 16 of 17 AYP criteria missing the Proficiency rate schoolwide for Mathematics. In
2010, Ivy met 15 of 17 AYP criteria missing the Proficiency rate for the subgroups of
Latino and Socio-Economically Disadvantaged students in Mathematics. In 2011-2012,
Ivy Academia revamped the Mathematics program and discontinued the acceleration of
students beginning in Grade 5 so that the students would be tracked to take Algebra I in
Grade 7 and Geometry in Grade 8. Ivy Academia lost many students due to this change,
but it was the right thing to do for students assuring they received a solid mathematics
foundation.
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Extra Curricular Activities
School Clubs
Ivy Academia is a small school, especially in grades 9-12, but there are several school
clubs. The clubs meeting weekly and have a faculty advisor. Currently, there are six
clubs in addition to Student Council and Sports. There are Speech and Debate Club,
Environmental Awareness Club, National Honor Society, Geek Club, Chillax Club and
Photo Collection Club. The students play an active role in creating and leading the clubs
based on student interest.
Sports
Ivy Academia is committed to providing intramural and high school sports. Under the
direction of a full-time Athletic Director, Ivy Academia is able to offer the following sports
for students in grades 5-8: Flag Football; in grades 6-8: Volleyball, Basketball; in grades
2-5 Basketball, and in grades 2-8: Cheerleading. Ivy Academia’s athletic program has
been a member of the California Interscholastic Federation (CIF), which is the official
athletic body for high school athletics since 2008. In high school, Ivy Academia is able to
offer the following sports for students in grades 9-12: Co-Ed Cheerleading, Co-Ed Cross
Country, Girls' Volleyball, Boys' Volleyball, Girls' Soccer, Boys' Soccer, Girls' Basketball,
Boys' Basketball, Girls' Softball. Ivy Academia has offered 8 man football, but
discontinued it due to the cost and lack of player eligibility. Ivy Academia participates in
Division V for CIF, and Ivy has placed many times especially for Basketball, Volleyball
and Cross-Country.
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Chapter II: Progress Report
Summarize progress on each section of the current school-wide action plan that incorporated all
school-wide critical areas for follow-up from the last full self-study and all intervening visits.

Ivy Academia’s first full self-study was in March 2010, at which time the school received
a 6R, a 6 year with a 3 year review. The Visiting Committee Report dated March 7, 2010
identified twelve critical areas for follow-up. The areas identified for improvement in the
2010 visit were:
~ Availability of educational technology to support the curriculum, including a formalized
educational technology plan for the school
~ GATE enrichment services
~ Use of student achievement data to drive instruction and monitor student’s academic
progress
~ Integration of entrepreneurial standards into the standards based curriculum.
~ Planning and collaboration time for teachers to vertically articulate curriculum
~ Leadership working closely with LAUSD to acquire facilities to support expansion
~ Improvement of student diversity enrollment
~ Explore ways to provide additional library resources and playground equipment
~ Provide student opportunities for participation in organized sports
~ Development of a safe school plan
~Assurance that school-wide expected learning outcomes are measurable
~Develop a single action plan for improving students’ achievement
Formal Technology Plan – Ivy prepared a technology Plan in June of 2015. Ivy reached
its goal for 2015-2016 by purchasing 50 more laptops for the 7-12 campus, replaced old
projectors with new ones for the majority of the teaching staff. Access points were
installed in all classrooms at the Valley Circle Campus (7-12). The buildings at the Valley
Circle campus were rewired to improve speed and reliability of the network. Equipment
necessary for SBAC testing was purchased such as headsets. Ivy’s co-location on the
Taft campus utilizes the LAUSD infrastructure. Ivy Academia continues to implement a
Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) policy allowing students to bring and use their own tablets
and Smart phones. The school also continues to use Edmodo as a tool for monitoring
student grades as well as classroom teaching and learning. Students use Turnitin.com,
Twitter and daily announcements via YouTube. Review 360 is used by the staff to record
and monitor behavior and health issues and concerns. Canvas, a new program
implemented this year for both staff and students allows for online documents to be
worked on and viewed by various sources. Classes are able to be shared via Canvas.
The students at Ivy Academia receive computer enrichment classes, business leadership
classes in high school (computer-based) and a computer elective class in the middle
school.
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GATE Enrichment – Ivy Academia has developed a method for identifying GATE
students as early as first grade. Learning opportunities have been expanded to include
portfolios, projects and presentations, and participation in various competitions and
exhibitions to include an annual GATE Showcase, Geography B, PI (BEE), Project
ECHO, and Quick Science. Middle School GATE students have the opportunity to take
high school AP classes. GATE students in the middle school are also enrolled in honors
classes.
Use of Student Achievement to Guide Instruction and Monitor Student Progress –
Developing and using credible student achievement data is an essential component of
the school’s success. The staff at Ivy Academia uses data from Universal Access and
RTI, Achieve3000, Quarterly Progress Monitoring Meetings with grade levels, AIMSweb,
Test Wiz, IXL and input from Ivy’s Curriculum Council to identify interventions needed
and in developing strategies to guide future lesson planning. Specific date from Test Wiz
is used for the development of Re-Teach days done quarterly by the teachers. APEX,
Ivy’s high school credit retrieval program, allows the student to work independently to
either advance in their student work or retrieve necessary credits for graduation. The
APEX program is monitored by a credentialed teacher on staff.
Integration of Entrepreneurial Standards into Curriculum – The teaching staff at Ivy
Academia utilizes the National Entrepreneurial Standards every day in every lesson.
Connections to the real world are made and students integrate these standards into their
final assignments, projects and presentations. The teaching staff integrates the EStandards into their daily lessons and projects. Teachers are required to post the EStandards along with content standards and Depth and Complexity icons on the
classroom boards. Every content standard is linked to an Essential Question that is also
posted on the board.
The teaching staff at the high school has received extra workshops and trainings in the
implementation of the E-Standards and has successfully done so. Seniors are required
to complete an Entrepreneurial project and portfolio that is presented to a panel
comprised of members of the community. E-Games have been implemented this year at
the high school and are a competition with grade levels and done quarterly. Ivy Academia
prides itself (Tk-12) on their implementation of project-based learning. Projects are
assigned across the curriculum and presented quarterly.
Planning and Collaboration Time for Teachers – The teaching staff at Ivy Academia is
provided and dedicated to time for collaboration and planning with each other.
Department meetings are held monthly to engage in vertical articulation in the core
curriculum areas. The teaching staff also meets in grade levels once a month to
collaborate, plan and brainstorm strategies to improve student achievement and
motivation. The teaching staff at Ivy Elementary (TK-6) participates in daily grade level
collaboration meetings.
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Work with LAUSD to Acquire Facilities – The leadership team continues to actively
pursue the acquisition of facilities under Proposition 39 as well as actively seek out
opportunities for private lease options.
Student Diversity Enrollment – The school population mirrors the West San Fernando
Valley with a Latino population of nearly 50%. This percent has nearly doubled over the
term of this accreditation as school site location changed; neighborhood children have
attended Ivy Academia and remained with the school as the school site location changed
again. Ivy Academia provides a high quality education to the community we serve. The
ethnic make-up of the students has changed significantly through an increase in Latino
students from 27.8% in 2010 to 48.3% in 2015, a decrease in White students from 47.5%
in 2010 to 23.2% in 2015, and a decrease in Asian students from 6.3% in 2010 to 2.8%
in 2015. There have been less significant changes in the ethnicity of the students in the
significant sub-groups of African American, averaging 8.7% of the student population,
Filipino, increasing slightly to 8.8% of the student population, and negligible changes to
American Indian, 0.5%, Pacific Islander, 0.4%, Two or More Races, 4.8%.
Library Resources/Playground Equipment – Ivy Academia’s facility limitations
encroaches on the possibility of having a library or a playground. Both current sites do
not allow for a space for a playground or a room to house a library. Instead, Ivy’s
Curriculum Council has forged ahead with purchasing additional curriculum, both online
and text to support all core classes. Ivy has purchased such programs as IXL for math
and Achieve 3000 for non-fiction cross-curricular classes. The teachers have participated
in several trainings on both IXL and Achieve.
Organized Sports – Ivy Academia’s athletic program has been a member of the
California Interscholastic Federation (CIF), which is the official athletic body for high
school athletics since 2008. In 2010 and 2015, the Girls Volleyball Team was the CIF
Volleyball Champions. In 2014, HS Girls Volleyball went to the playoffs. One male, HS
Cross Country runner made it to the LA Cross Country Finals and one female runner went
to State Finals in 2014 and 2015. Ivy Academia’s HS Boys and Girls Basketball made it
to the play-offs for the first time in Ivy Academia’s history in 2014 and both won the CIF
Championship in 2015. Ivy Academia’s HS Girls Softball made it to the play-offs! CIF
High School Girls' Volleyball won the CIF Championship in 2014 and 2015!
Ivy Academia also has a strong intramural sports program for grades 3-8. In 2009,
Cheerleading took first and second place in competition. In 2014, Elementary School
Basketball advanced to the 2nd Round of Play-offs! Intramural, Middle School Girls
Volleyball won the League Championship and the LA Tournament for the second year in
a row! Middle School Boys Flag Football won the League Championship! Middle School
Boys Basketball was undefeated and is the CSL Champions for the 5th Championship in
a row. Middle School Girls Basketball won the CSL Championship! Middle School Boys
Volleyball won the CSL Championship! Ivy Academia’s Elementary and Middle School
Cheer took 1st Place in the Sharp International Tournament in 2014 and won 1st place in
Overall and in Spirit, Coach’s Participation, and Stunting at the SHARP International
Cheer Competition for the sixth year in a row! Ivy Academia’s Middle School Cheer Team
won 1st place in the NRG Competition!
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Safe School Plan – Ivy Academia has developed a Crisis Management Plan (see binder)
in which all emergency drills and procedures are discussed. The plan breaks down the
roles and responsibilities of both administrators and teachers. The drills are practiced on
a monthly basis. Ivy Academia has partnered with School Shield to provide training and
safety tips. School Shield meets with Ivy’s administrators once a year and then provides
a written report outlining possible safety threats to the school. Various administrators and
office staff have completed safety trainings through the local police department.
Measurable School-Wide Learning Outcomes – Since the 2010 WASC Committee
Visit, the ESLERS were changed to more easily measurable student learner outcomes.
The acronym IVY (Innovative Visionary Youth) was developed and put into place.
Students meet the Innovative element through formative and summative assessments.
The students also develop an entrepreneurial project and business plan along with
quarterly benchmarks. Students utilize the National Entrepreneurial Standards Students.
Students meet the Visionary element through the creation of 4 year plans with parent
involvement. Students participate in college visits and college fairs. Students complete
surveys of what they learned followed by reflection and goal setting. Students at Ivy
Academia meet the Youth element through various student body activities such as
student government as well as all of the above elements.
Improving Student Achievement – Ivy Academia has implemented quarterly Progress
Monitoring with all staff and administrators to identify students at risk, discuss positive
progress made by students and create a plan going forward to assist those students who
require interventions. These meetings have proved to be effective as the number of
student’s failing and SST’s needed have decreased. The early intervention right at each
quarter has given students an action plan to follow to attain success in their academics,
attendance and behaviors. More frequent parent, student, teacher meetings have also
yielded positive results with data showing improved attendance and a rise in grade point
averages.
Programs such as IXL and Achieve 300 has raised student reading levels and increased
mathematical knowledge amongst students who have utilized these programs effectively.
Teachers assign IXL and Achieve 3000 for homework on a regular basis. Programs aimed
at increasing AP scores, CAHSEE scores and SAT scores have increased. Last year Ivy
achieved an 80% passage rate for CAHSEE in ELA and a 72% passage rate in Math.
Teachers instructing AP courses run Saturday classes to assist in the preparation of the
May AP exams.
Ivy offers an after school computer lab session from 3:15-4:30 Monday-Thursday.
Teachers are required to post Help Hours weekly which allows students the opportunity
for more one-on one tutoring in the subject area needed. Peer tutoring during lunch-time
in the Career and Counseling center has proved to be a great source in improving student
mastery of specific skills, but also in uplifting student self-esteem.
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The entire staff at Ivy Academia attended a workshop entitled “Capturing Kids’ Hearts”
this past summer. The staff was able to see the connection between building a positive
classroom culture and student motivation, which has been linked closely to student
achievement. The staff was trained and given an array of strategies to build a bond with
students with the idea of increasing student motivation. The elements of CKH is revisited
at school site staff meetings.
The teaching staff at Ivy implements project-based learning activities across the
curriculum. Students are given choices and projects are closely related to student
interests and real-world situations.
Ivy Academia received a Mid-Term Review in March of 2013. The four areas identified as
critical areas were:
~Incorporate age appropriate project-based learning that reflects the engagement found
in K-8.
~ Expand the use of technology to integrate and support the curriculum and the projects
across the curriculum.
~ Establish measurement tools to access achievement of the school-wide learner
outcome.
~ Establish a system to monitor the implementation of the Action Plan


Please note that several of these critical areas mirror the critical areas
identified from the original 2010 visit.

Incorporate age appropriate project-based learning that reflects the engagement
found in K-8 – Since the last committee visit, the staff at the high school has taken steps
to better implement through more collaboration time with their peers in both grade level
and department meetings an action plan and long-range plans which outline specific
projects to be done in core subjects areas and across the curriculum. Veteran teachers
have put aside time to mentor new teachers in Ivy’s project-based learning vision. New
teachers are required to attend a one day training upon their union with Ivy. The teaching
staff has effectively succeeded at blending the content standards, E-Standards and Depth
and Complexity Icons into their daily lessons, projects and lectures as evidenced in their
weekly lesson plans and postings on the board of all the lesson components required of
Ivy teachers.
Several professional development days were focused on project-based learning and
veteran members of both staff and administration led the workshops.
Ivy has engaged in Community Visits, where outside community members are invited to
participate in a walk-through and evaluation of the classes. Each member, along with
members of the administration team is given a rubric based on the 4 lesson components.
All members reflect and the feedback from the rubrics are given to each teacher. In the
last series of visits, a high percentage of teachers received high marks in all areas of the
rubric.
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At the high school, seniors are required to do an Entrepreneurial project and a portfolio
which is presented to a panel comprised of members from the community.
Expand the use of technology to integrate and support the curriculum and the
projects across the curriculum - Ivy prepared a technology Plan in June of 2015. Ivy
reached its goal for 2015-2016 by purchasing 50 more laptops for the 7-12 campus,
replaced old projectors with new ones for the majority of the teaching staff. Access points
were installed in all classrooms at the Valley Circle Campus (7-12). The buildings at the
Valley Circle campus were rewired to improve speed and reliability of the network.
Equipment necessary for SBAC testing was purchased such as headsets. Ivy’s colocation on the Taft campus utilizes the LAUSD infrastructure. Ivy Academia continues to
implement a Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) policy allowing students to bring and use
their own tablets and Smart phones. The school also continues to use Edmodo as a tool
for monitoring student grades as well as classroom teaching and learning. Students use
Turnitin.com, Twitter and daily announcements via YouTube. Review 360 is used by the
staff to record and monitor behavior and health issues and concerns. Canvas, a new
program implemented this year for both staff and students allows for online documents to
be worked on and viewed by various sources. Classes are able to be shared via Canvas.
The students at Ivy Academia receive computer enrichment classes, business leadership
classes in high school (computer-based) and a computer elective class in the middle
school. Programs such as IXL and Achieve 3000 were purchased and are used on a daily
basis as online programs to that integrate technology into the curriculum. Ivy continues
to implement BYOD which allows students to bring their own tablets and Smart Phones
to assist in them in accessing the curriculum.
Establish measurement tools to access achievement of the school-wide learner
outcome - Since the 2010 WASC Committee Visit, the ESLERS were changed to more
easily measurable student learner outcomes. The acronym IVY (Innovative Visionary
Youth) was developed and put into place. Students meet the Innovative element through
formative and summative assessments. The students also develop an entrepreneurial
project and business plan along with quarterly benchmarks. Students utilize the National
Entrepreneurial Standards Students. Students meet the Visionary element through the
creation of 4 year plans with parent involvement. Students participate in college visits and
college fairs. Students complete surveys of what they learned followed by reflection and
goal setting. Students at Ivy Academia meet the Youth element through various student
body activities such as student government as well as all of the above elements. Students
will broaden the community beyond the local city or county through service. Ivy students
participate in many community service projects such as Pennies for Patient, West Valley
Food Pantry, Marley’s Mutts to name a few. They gain knowledgeable about the
world: politically, economically, and culturally through evidenced through their
accomplishments in history and economics classes. Students also meet the Youth
element by demonstrating college and career readiness.
Establish a system to monitor the implementation of the Action Plan – Ivy Academia
staff members have created a systemic method to effectively monitor the action plan set
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forth. The board and administration has stabilized over the past few years which allows a
more effective, consistent monitoring of Ivy’s action plan. Ivy has a 15 member team
called Curriculum Council which meets monthly to examine all aspects of the curriculum
and how well we are moving toward our action plan. The Executive Director prepares a
monthly report of student achievement to the Board of Directors. Consistent and ongoing
Progress Monitoring is done on a quarterly basis to assess where students are and what
supports are needed for the student and for the teachers.
Student achievement is taken into account when administration is preparing teacher
evaluations. Data from Test Wiz, AIMSweb, SBAC and quarterly benchmarks are used
to complete the evaluations.
Through the LCAP report surveys are done by parents, staff, board members, students
and the community to assure resources have been aligned to meet the school’s goals
and fulfill the action plans of LCAP and WASC.
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Chapter III: Student/Community Profile — Overall Summary from Analysis of
Profile Data and Progress
Provide an overall summary from the analysis of the profile data
● Based on past progress and current data, explain the implications of the data with
respect to student performance
● Select two to three critical learner needs based on the data, noting the correlated schoolwide learner outcomes
● List important questions that have been raised by the analysis of the student
performance, demographic, and perception data to be used by Home and Focus Groups
in their study.

The process of collecting, analyzing and identifying data which indicates Ivy Academia’s
student academic performance and growth is ongoing. Review and discussion takes
place before the school year and monthly throughout the school year at Ivy’s Curriculum
Council meetings, School Site Council meetings, monthly staff meetings, and at Ivy’s
Leadership meetings. Ivy Academia uses multiple measures to assess student
achievement. Some of these measures include the results from quarterly benchmarks,
California High School Exam (CAHSEE) passing and proficiency rates, CST and SBAC
results by subject area. Ivy incorporates other site-based measures as well such as:
UC/CSU A-G completion rates, attendance rates, graduation rates, and on-track to
graduate rates. Throughout the school year, other data including English learner
academic growth and monitoring of C-/F rates through quarterly deficiency notices.
On a weekly basis, the staff consistently reviews attendance data grades.
At monthly department meetings, the staff analyzes the data from benchmarks exams
and other testing criteria.
In an effort for administers and teachers to create a process to comprehensively analyze
student needs, Ivy implemented “Progress Monitoring Meetings” in the 2013-2014 school
year.
As a result of these efforts, the staff at Ivy Academia identified three Critical Learner
Needs and revised the schoolwide learner outcomes which correlates and is embedded
in our school’s Vision Statement.
The demographics of our students has changed resulting in an increase of Latino
students who now comprise 50% of our student population. These students may struggle
with the English language.
Critical Learner Needs
 Improve schoolwide literacy by improving Ivy Academia student Lexile levels
(WRED)
 Increase rigor in writing across the curriculum and alignment to Common Core
Standards (WRED)
 Demonstrate and execute positive problem solving strategies (STEgAM)
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Implement the technology plan to expand the accessibility of technology
(STEgAM)
Increase parent engagement (PEACE)
Utilize a Coordinated Approach to Data Analysis to identify student learning gaps
and underachieving subgroups (CAD)
Determine appropriate and authentic intervention with proven, differentiated
instructional practices (CAD)
Strategically monitoring the action plan to assure successful implementation of
action items (MAP)
Address and support Advanced Placement Success looks like for the course
enrollees to increase enrollment and to improve passage rates (APS)

After analyzing data through several key academic indicators, Ivy staff and administrators
came to the conclusion that Ivy students have an urgent need to improve reading
comprehension and writing skills in order to master the Common Core State Standards
and graduate with the skills needed to be college and career ready. Teachers agree that
Ivy students need more rigorous and in-depth instruction in critical reading with a focus
on literary analysis in writing.
Chapter 1 data also shows that most Ivy students struggle in several areas of
mathematics, predominately in the area of executing positive problem solving strategies.
Schoolwide Learner Outcomes
IVY - Innovative, Visionary Youth!
Innovative:
● Create and run businesses by writing a business plan, hiring employees through
an interview process, developing a personnel handbook, and advertising and
marketing products
● Utilize the National Entrepreneurial Standards effectively to connect classroom
learning to real-world experience
● Think Creatively and Critically to Communicate Cross-Culturally through active
Collaboration
● Develop skills through hands-on, inquiry-based learning and active participation.
● Evaluate and analyze information to present facts and evidence articulately orally
and in writing
Visionary
● Discover, develop and pursue individual passions and career choices
● Possess the confidence to apply appropriate problem-solving processes to real life
situations
● Demonstrate and execute positive problem solving strategies
● Visualize themselves and the community in the future.
● Utilize 21st Century Learning Skills
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Youth
● Broaden our community beyond our local city or county through service
● Knowledgeable about the world: politically, economically, and culturally
● Exhibits interest in being a life-long learner
● Perform efficiently in a global environment
● Demonstrate college and career readiness
The faculty and staff at Ivy Academia revisited our Schoolwide Learner Outcomes and its
Vision and Mission in 2013 in order to make sure they were measurable. Ivy believes and
is confident that these outcomes are achievable for all students. Ivy is committed in
striving to communicate and incorporate these Schoolwide Learner Outcomes every day
in every lesson across the curriculum.
The analysis of student performance, Ivy’s changed demographics, progress data, and
assessment data has raised the following questions:
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How can teachers raise students’ Lexile levels?
How can teachers drive instruction to prepare students to meet or exceed College
and Career readiness expectations?
Are all teachers trained in current and innovative teaching strategies in science,
technology, entrepreneurial, graphic arts and mathematics content areas?
Are all teachers using a common writing rubric?
Are teachers consistently developing and implementing learning experiences that
utilize the best research-based instructional strategies?
Are students effectively accessing rigorous core content?
Are students actively enrolling in advanced placement courses and passing the
college-level test?
Are students effectively communicating orally and in writing using evidence to
support their finding?
What activities and strategies can we implement to increase parent engagement?
Are teachers and students using technology effectively to support academic goals?
Are students representing significant subgroups making the same growth as
students schoolwide?
Are students’ learning gaps being closely monitored through a coordinated use of
data analysis?
Are parents involved in assuring their children are college and career ready?
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Chapter IV: Self-Study Findings
For each criterion, respond to the indicators and related prompts for each criterion and note the
supporting evidence. Refer to the areas to analyze and examine in determining the degree to which
the criterion is being met.
For each category, provide: (1) a summary of the degree to which the criteria are being met and
include comments about the degree to which these criteria impact the school’s ability to address
one or more of the identified critical learner needs; (2) the identification of strengths; and (3) the
identification of prioritized growth areas.
➔Note: The five criteria categories are:
A. Organization: Vision and Purpose, Governance, Leadership, Staff, and Resources
B. Standards-based Student Learning: Curriculum
C. Standards-based Student Learning: Instruction
D. Standards-based Student Learning: Assessment and Accountability
E. School Culture and Support for Student Personal and Academic Growth
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Category A:
Resources

Organization: Vision and Purpose, Governance, Leadership, Staff, and

Analysis must show distinctions that appear across the range of students (grade level, diverse
background, and abilities), and the variety of programs offered at the school.
Examples include:
 Online instruction approaches (school site or off site, integrated within other programs
and/or offered separately)
 Focused programs such as IB Diploma Program, college- and career-readiness programs,
school/college partnerships, AVID, and independent study programs.
➔ Note: In some areas additional prompts have been inserted to emphasize the analysis related to
online instruction.

A1.

Vision and Purpose Criterion

The school has a clearly stated vision and mission (purpose) based on its student needs, current
educational research, current educational research, the district LCAP, and the belief that all
students can achieve at high academic levels. Supported by the governing board and the district
LCAP, the school’s purpose is defined further by school-wide learner outcomes and the academic
standards.
Indicators
Vision – Mission – Schoolwide Learner Outcomes – Profile
Indicator: The school has established a clear, coherent vision and mission (purpose) of what
students should know and demonstrate; it is based upon high-quality standards and is congruent
with research, practices, the student/community profile data, and a belief that all students can
learn and be college and career ready.
Prompt: Evaluate the degree to which the development of the school’s statements has been
impacted by pertinent student/community profile data, the district LCAP, identified future global
competencies, and current educational research.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Student Learning Outcomes: A change in board members and
administration gave Ivy an opportunity to review its mission and
vision to create Student Learning Outcomes that would promote
growth and academic success. By adding 21st century goals
such as global awareness, financial literacy, civic literacy, health
literacy, and environmental literacy to the entrepreneurial
framework, we are reinforcing our commitment to our charter and
our focus of educating the next generation of entrepreneurs.

Community Planning
Sessions
Revision of Mission
and Vision
Student Learning
Outcomes
Surveys: Teacher,
Parent, Student
Community
Meetings
LCAP Planning
Sessions
E-Convention

LCAP: With a change in school location and demographics, it is
important that all stakeholders feel heard and appreciated. In
creating our LCAP, we asked for input from all stakeholders
through various mediums. Surveys for teachers, parents,
students and community members were all used in identifying
our schoolwide goals. Numerous public hearings, planning
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sessions, and staff presentations were held to receive additional Senior Internships
input from all.
Senior Exit
Interviews
E-Convention: As a K-12 school, Ivy lays a foundation of college Four Year Plan for
and career readiness from the start of one’s educational all 9th Graders
experience. While it might look different depending on the grade
level, all students participate in our Annual E-Convention. Our Graduation
Kindergartners participate in our entrepreneurial program by Monitoring
learning to write a resume and the importance of eye contact APEX
when speaking with others. As our students matriculate, our Freshman Seminar
support for college and career readiness increases. Upon
entering 9th grade, our students take part in Freshman Seminar. Advisory
In addition, a Four Year Plan is created for all freshman. Four Lesson
Graduation monitoring is in place and on-track for all high school Components posted
students. Parent conferences and counselor meetings are held in every room
when a student is in jeopardy of failing to meet graduation
-Essential
requirements. High school students are offered credit recovery Questions
classes when necessary.
-Common Core
Seniors are required to complete 45 hours of work experience State Standards
through an internship, job, or community service or volunteer
- National
work for an organization. They also must participate in a Senior
Entrepreneurial
Exit Interview that helps prepare them for real world job
Standards
interviews.
- Depth and
Expectations: Ivy believes in the importance of consistent Complexity
messaging of academic and entrepreneurial expectations Monthly Professional
throughout all grade levels and campuses. As a K-12 school we Development
have the ability to start this message in Kindergarten and scaffold Monthly Curriculum
it through high school. Regardless of campus or grade, all
Council meetings
students are receiving the same message regarding the
importance of college and career readiness.
Development/Refinement of Vision, Mission, Schoolwide Learner Outcomes
Indicator: The processes to ensure involvement of representatives from the entire school,
business, industry, and community in the development/refinement of the vision, mission, and
school-wide learner outcomes are effective. Students, parents, and other members of the school
and business community demonstrate understanding of and commitment to the vision, mission,
and the school-wide learner outcomes.
Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the processes.
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Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Charter Renewal: There are many opportunities for stakeholder
involvement. The charter renewal process allowed for community
input through Charter Renewal Study Sessions, school site council
meetings, staff workshops, and Board meeting presentations.
Additionally, the writing of our LCAP provided for the inclusion of
results from surveys sent to teachers, community members,
students, and parents.

Charter Renewal
session
LCAP session
School site
council with
surveys
IPLG
Ed Foundation
Recycle Program
Tree People
assistance
Beach Clean-up
West Valley Food
Pantry Food
Drives
Children’s
Hospital Reverse
Trick or Treat
Pennies for
Patients
American Red
Cross Blood
Drive
American Heart
Association Jump
Rope for Heart
Marley’s Mutts
Puma PressMonthly
newsletter
Monthly staff
meetings
Monthly Board
Meetings
Monthly Coffee
with the Principal

Community Involvement: Involving the community is important
on all levels of a charter school. While the community is involved
with the school, we feel it is also important for the school to be
involved in the community. As educators and entrepreneurs, it is
important for staff and students to stay involved with both the local
and global communities. We have both schoolwide and grade/club
specific activities that involve students and benefit many. All grades
participate in our annual Halloween Reverse Trick or Treat that
collects candy for children receiving treatment at Children’s
Hospital. Our High School holds an American Red Cross Blood
Drive twice a year, and the Honor Society members can be found
on weekends taking part in a beach clean up or helping the Tree
People. Annual canned food drives help the West Valley Food
Pantry, and all students take part in our Pennies for Patients
campaign.
Communication: Involving all stakeholders extends past holding
meetings when it is time to revisit our mission and vision. Keeping
stakeholders engaged through open and on-going communication
is a priority. Our monthly newsletter, the Puma Press, is sent to all
stakeholders as well as posted on our website. Monthly Board
meetings and School Site Council meetings allow community
members and parents to take part in school business. Events such
as Back to School Night, Open House, and E-Convention provide
opportunities for parents, students, and community members to
visit our classrooms and to experience firsthand the innovative and
visionary education provided to the youth at Ivy Academia.
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Beginning of the
Year Staff Goal
Setting
Back to School
Night
Open House
E-Convention
Social Media:
Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram

Understanding of Vision, Mission, and Schoolwide Learner Outcomes
Indicator: Students, parents, and other members of the school and business community
demonstrate understanding of and commitment to the vision, mission, and the schoolwide learner
outcomes.
Prompt: Evaluate the degree to which the school ensures that students, parents, and other
members of the school’s community understand and are committed to the school’s vision,
mission, and schoolwide learner outcomes.

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Communication: Involving all stakeholders extends past
holding meetings when it is time to revisit our mission and vision.
Keeping stakeholders engaged through open and on-going
communication is a priority. Our monthly newsletter, the Puma
Press, is sent to all stakeholders as well as posted on our
website. Monthly Board meetings and School Site Council
meetings allow community members and parents to take part in
school business. Events such as Back to School Night, Open
House, and E-Convention provide opportunities for parents,
students, and community members to visit our classrooms and
to experience firsthand the innovative and visionary education
provided to the youth at Ivy Academia.

Open House
E-Convention
Social Media:
Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram
copies of
agendas/minutes
from various groups

Visits: Ivy Academia opens the school twice a year for
Community Visit Days. Parents, community members, and
others are invited to walk through and evaluate our classrooms
and teaching by completing a provided rubric. Results are
reviewed and shared with staff.
Meetings: Various stakeholder groups hold monthly meetings.
These include our Board of Directors, our parent leadership
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group (iPLG), School Site Council, ELAC, the Education
Foundation, Leadership team, and Curriculum Council.
Regular Review and Revision
Indicator: The school is implementing an effective process for regular review/revision of the
school vision, mission, and the school-wide learner outcomes based on student needs, the district
LCAP, global, national, and local needs, and community conditions.
Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the process for revising these statements with wide
involvement.

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Surveys: Through the writing of the annual LCAP, previously the
Single Plan for Student Achievement, Ivy Academia sends a
survey to the students, parents, staff, Board, and community
members asking for input and evaluation of staff and programs.

copies of
surveys/results
copy of rubric
agendas/minutes
from various groups

Visits: Ivy Academia opens the school twice a year for
Community Visit Days. Parents, community members, and
others are invited to walk through and evaluate our classrooms
and teaching by completing a provided rubric. Results are
reviewed and shared with staff.
Meetings: Various stakeholder groups hold monthly meetings.
These include our Board of Directors, our parent leadership
group (iPLG), School Site Council, ELAC, the Education
Foundation, Leadership team, and Curriculum Council.
A2.

Governance Criterion

The governing board (a) has policies and bylaws that are aligned with the school’s purpose and
support the achievement of the school-wide learner outcomes and academic, college, and career
standards based on data-driven instructional decisions for the school; (b) delegates
implementation of these policies to the professional staff; and (c) monitors results regularly and
approves the single school-wide action plan and its relationship to the Local Control and
Accountability Plan.
Indicators
Governing Board
Indicator: The policies and procedures are clear regarding the selection, composition, and
specific duties of the governing board, including the frequency and regularity of board meetings.
Prompt: Provide evidence that the policies and procedures regarding the selection, composition,
and specific duties of the governing board, including the frequency and regularity of board
meetings are clear.
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Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Board Meetings: Ivy Academia’s Board of Directors holds monthly
regular meetings and special board meetings when necessary. Notice of
these meetings are posted in compliance with the Brown Act and in
multiple locations. Meeting agendas are sent to all Ivy families via our Eblast system, posted at every Ivy campus, and phone messages and
texts are sent to all as well. There is also a monthly calendar at the back
of every monthly newsletter, the Puma Press.

agenda
copy of
calendar
screenshot
of page

Website: Our website has a specific page for all Governance related
information including information about each of our board members. Our
Board meeting minutes, By-Laws and Policies are also available online.
Open Positions: When a position on the board becomes available, it is
posted on our website, mentioned in the Puma Press, and included in the
Principals’ messages. Clear directions are given on how to apply and
what the process is once an application is completed.
Relationship of Governance to Vision, Mission, and Schoolwide Learner Outcomes
Indicator: The governing board’s policies and district-wide improvement plans are directly
connected to the school’s vision, mission, and school-wide learner outcomes. The governing
board is involved in the regular review and refinement of the school’s vision, mission, and schoolwide learner outcomes.
Prompt: Evaluate the adequacy of the policies and district LCAP to support the school’s vision,
mission, and schoolwide learner outcomes through its programs and operations.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Accountability: The Board of Directors is responsible for fiscal
accountability and the approval of annual budgets. Because of this,
they review the school’s vision and mission annually to insure that they
are aligned with our LCAP and Strategic Plan.

Student Data
Student
Learning
Outcomes

Student Learning Outcomes: The Board of Directors receive
quarterly reports pertaining to student achievement and student data.
After reviewing the reports, board members are able to question
results and revisit expected student learning outcomes.
LCAP: The LCAP, which is directly connected to the allocation of
resources necessary for meeting our mission and vision, is approved
by our Board after holding a public hearing.
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Governing Board’s Involvement in the Review and Refinement
Indicator: The governing board is involved in the regular review and refinement of the school’s
vision, mission, and schoolwide learner outcomes.
Prompt: Evaluate the process for involving the governing board in the regular review and
refinement of the school’s vision, mission, and schoolwide learner outcomes.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

LCAP: The LCAP, which is directly connected to the allocation of LCAP
resources necessary for meeting our mission and vision, is approved by
our Board after holding a public hearing. The resources that are allocated Annual
align with the priorities in the LCAP based on stakeholder input to fulfill Survey
the schools mission and vision.
Strategic
Annual Survey: Annually surveys are sent to the staff regarding the Plan
relationship with and evaluation of the Board.
Strategic Plan: The Board developed a 5 year strategic plan in 2014
resetting the vision, mission and schoolwide learner outcomes which is
monitored annually.

Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate the policies related to online instruction for
effectiveness in clarifying the vision for the school’s use of various types of online curriculum,
instruction and support methodologies; this includes, upgrading or updating technology,
acceptable use policies, CIPA policies, and policies to ensure internet safety.

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Technology Use: Parents and students sign our Parent, Teacher, Student
Technology Use Agreement that is included in our Parent, Handbook: Technology
Teacher, Student Handbook at the beginning of every Use Policy
school year.
Online Courses: We are currently creating a Technology
Instruction Policy to include our expanding list of online
classes.
Understanding the Role of the Governing Board
Indicator: The school and business community understand the governing board’s role, including
how parents can participate in the school’s governance.
Prompt: Evaluate the ways the school community and parents are informed as to how they can
participate in the school’s governance including their role in the determination of the district LCAP.
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Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Communication: Monthly communications invite community members,
families, and staff to participate in Board meetings. Weekly bulletins and
E-blasts, phone calls home, notifications and links on the website, and
the Puma Press inform stakeholders on upcoming board meetings and
how to take part.

E-blasts
Phone calls
Puma Press
Board
Meetings

Professional Staff and Governing Board
Indicator: There is clear understanding about the relationship between the governing board and
the responsibilities of the professional staff.
Prompt: Determine whether there is clear understanding about the relationship between the
governing board and the responsibilities of the professional staff and how that understanding is
developed and maintained.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Surveys: Annually surveys are sent to the staff regarding the Survey/results
relationship with and evaluation of the Board.
Agendas
Communication: Staff are notified of all Board meetings and are
invited to speak under Oral Communications if they so choose.
Meetings: A teacher/union representative meets monthly with the
Board of Directors.
Board’s Evaluation/Monitoring Procedures
Indicator: There is clarity of the evaluation and monitoring procedures carried out by the
governing board in relationship to the LCAP metrics, including the review of student performance
toward career and college readiness, overall school programs and operations, and the fiscal
health of the school.
Prompt: Determine the degree to which there is clarity of the evaluation and monitoring
procedures carried out by the governing board, including the annual LCAP assessment of district
goals and the Eight State Priorities.
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Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Student Data Reporting: Quarterly academic reports are
provided to Board members. These reports give a snapshot of
student performance and achievement. Board members are
provided an opportunity to ask questions regarding the reports
and to get updates on various academic programs. Student data
is evaluated to determine if results are in line with LCAP goals,
and results are shared with Board members through weekly
Board reports from the Executive Director.

Academic Reports
LCAP goals
AIMSweb Data
PSAT Scores
Prior Year
SBAC/CAASP
CAHSEE (when
offered)
AP Data during
summer following
the school year
CELDT Scores

Complaint and Conflict Resolution Procedures
Indicator: The established governing board/school’s complaint and conflict resolution procedures
as they apply to the school’s stakeholders are effective.
Prompt: Comment on the effectiveness of the established governing board/school’s complaint
and conflict resolution procedures.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Information regarding the William’s Act and staff complaint
procedures are in the Personnel Handbook and in the Parent,
Teacher, Student Handbook. Both are given out at the beginning of
every school year.

Personnel
Handbook
Parent, Teacher,
Student
Handbook

A3.

Leadership:

Continuous Planning and Monitoring Criterion

Based on student achievement data, the school leadership, parent/community, and staff make
decisions and initiate activities that focus on all students achieving the school-wide learner
outcomes and academic, college, and career standards. The school leadership and staff annually
monitor and refine the single school-wide action plan and make recommendations to modify the
LCAP based on analysis of data to ensure alignment with student needs.
Indicators
Broad-Based and Collaborative
Indicator: The school’s planning process is broad-based, collaborative, and has the commitment
of the stakeholders, including the staff, students, parents, and business community.
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Prompt: Comment on the effectiveness of the school planning process to ensure that it is broadbased, collaborative and fosters the commitment of the stakeholders, including the staff, students,
parents, and business community.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Staff members attend a monthly all-staff meeting. There are also Calendar
daily grade level collaboration meetings at the elementary school Weekly Bulletin
and department and grade level collaboration meetings held twice a Meeting Minutes
month at the high school.
Local business members are invited to take part in the planning of Email
our annual E-Convention.
Social Media
Postings
School Site Council, made up of parents and staff, is responsible for School Site
the planning of fund usage.
Council Meeting
Minutes
School Plan Correlated to Student Learning
Indicator: The school’s Single Plan for Student Achievement is directly correlated to the analysis
of student achievement data about the critical learner and career readiness needs; school-wide
learner outcomes; and academic, college, and career standards.
Prompt: How do staff ensure that the analysis of student achievement of the critical learner and
career readiness needs, schoolwide learner outcomes, and academic and career readiness
standards are incorporated into the single plan and impact the development, implementation, and
monitoring of the single plan and the LCAP?

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Teachers collaborate prior to the beginning of the school year to Framework/template
create long-range plans that include pacing plans.
Students are benchmark tested on a quarterly basis and AIMSweb Data
monitored to ensure standard content mastery.
CELDT Data
TestWiz Benchmark
Data
Universal assessments are given to all students in grades 1-8 Progress Monitoring
and results are analyzed.
State standardized testing results are analyzed and subject, SBAC
grade, and standard strengths and weaknesses are identified. CELDT
CST
CAHSEE (previously)
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High school students are monitored for career and college Counselor
readiness by tracking graduation requirements. LCAP provides Progress Monitoring
resources for extra instruction and class time for those students Grade Level Advisers
falling behind the pacing of the four year graduation plan.
Correlation of All Resources to the Schoolwide Learner Outcomes, the Single Plan for
Student Achievement, and the LCAP
Indicator: There is correlation of the allocation of time/fiscal/personnel/material resources to the
implementation, monitoring, and accomplishing of the Schoolwide Learner Outcomes, the Single
Plan for Student Achievement, and the LCAP.
Prompt: Evaluate the degree to which the allocation of all resources supports the implementation,
monitoring, and accomplishment of the Schoolwide Learner Outcomes, the Single Plan for
Student Achievement, and the LCAP.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Schoolwide surveys are sent prior to LCAP review to ensure that 2016 Survey
resource allocation aligns with stakeholder and California priorities.
Schoolwide priorities are set prior to the allocation of resources LCAP
through parent and community planning sessions and meetings.

Staff Actions/Accountability to Support Learning
Indicator: The school evaluates the effectiveness of the processes and procedures for involving
staff in shared responsibility, actions, and accountability to support student learning throughout
all programs. This includes an evaluation of the collegial strategies used to implement innovations
and encourage improvement, such as shadowing, coaching, observation, mentoring, group
presentations.
Prompt: How effective are the processes and procedures for involving staff in shared
responsibility, actions, and accountability to support student learning throughout all programs?
Provide representative examples and data regarding impact on student learning.

Findings

Supporting Evidence

New teachers are supported in their induction programs. Ivy Ventura County
Academia pays for the induction programs provided through the Office of Education Ventura County Office of Education.
CEIS
Ivy Academia offers a mentoring program to any teacher
Personnel Handbook
that receives a Basic or Below rating on their annual evaluation.
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All staff members are required to attend two outside of school
events and serve on one committee.
Elementary teachers are provided with a daily period for grade Schedule
level collaboration.
Teachers are observed a minimum of two times a year and are Form for evaluation offered coaching if they are struggling.
Charlotte Danielson
Framework
Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate the processes and procedures for involving
online staff members in professional development activities that enhance the use of technology
in the delivery of instruction and support student learning.
N/A
Evaluation of Existing Processes
Indicator: The school leadership regularly reviews the existing processes to determine the
degree to which actions of the leadership and staff focus on successful student learning.
Prompt: To what extent does the school leadership regularly review the existing processes to
determine the degree to which actions of the leadership and staff focus on successful student
learning?

Findings

Supporting
Evidences

All teachers and school leadership are involved in quarterly Progress Form for
Monitoring. This procedure involves reviewing every student’s evaluation progress and pacing.
Charlotte
Danielson
Framework
Monthly Attendance Awards and incentives are given for perfect Email
attendance. This helps reinforce the importance of regular
attendance and its role in student achievement.
Curriculum Council, a team of grade level and department chairs, Calendar for the
along with all administrators, meets monthly to discuss and evaluate School Year
current programs, curriculum, and overall student achievement.
Agenda’s
Emailed
Internal Communication and Planning
Indicator: The school has effective existing structures for internal communication, planning, and
resolving differences.
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Prompt: How effective are the existing structures for internal communication, planning, and
resolving differences?

Findings

Supporting Evidence

There is a defined chain of command for all concerns and Review360
conflict resolution.
Weekly lesson plans are developed and reviewed for standard Emailed to admin &
content and pacing benchmarks.
resource
Principals send out weekly bulletins to staff members.
A4.

Emailed and printed

Staff: Qualified and Professional Development Criterion

A qualified staff facilitates achievement of the student academic standards and the school-wide
learner outcomes through a system of preparation, induction, and ongoing professional
development. There is a systematic approach to continuous improvement through professional
development based on student performance data, student needs, and research.
Indicators
Qualifications and Preparation of Staff
Indicator: The school has procedures to ensure that staff members are qualified based on staff
background, training, and preparation.
Prompt: Evaluate the procedures to ensure all staff members in all programs, including online
instruction, are qualified based on employment policies and practices, staff background, training,
and preparation are qualified for their responsibilities.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

All applicants must fill out an application through EdJoin and provide EdJoin
supporting documents prior to interview.
Think HR
Credentials
All prospective candidates for credentialed positions are verified
through the California Credentialing Committee before being offered a
position with Ivy.
Ivy Academia uses Think HR for all mandatory training and reviews
course completion to ensure state compliance.
The Director of Human Resources monitors all credential expiration
dates and TB test expiration dates. Employees are notified prior to
expiration.
Staff credentials are reviewed prior to Master Scheduling meetings to
make sure that all teachers are appropriately placed.
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Staff Assignment and Preparation
Indicator: The school has a process to assign staff members and provide appropriate orientation
for all assignments, including online instruction and focused programs, so that the expertise of
the staff members is maximized in relation to impact on quality student learning.
Prompt: Evaluate the process to assign staff members and provide an appropriate orientation
process to ensure all staff are qualified and prepared or their responsibilities, including any type
of online instruction.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Master Scheduling of classes begins in the spring of the prior school
year. Administration and site administrators collaborate in making sure
that all assigned teachers are appropriately credentialed. Teachers are
matched to student needs and content requirements.
Teachers are provided with necessary training when changing
curriculum.
Defining and Understanding Practices/Relationships
Indicator: The school implements a clear system to communicate administrator and faculty
written policies, charts, and handbooks that define responsibilities, operational practices,
decision-making processes, and relationships of leadership and staff.
Prompt: Evaluate the system used to communicate administrator and faculty written policies,
charts, pacing guides and handbooks that define responsibilities, operational practices, decisionmaking processes, and relationships of leadership and staff. Determine the degree of clarity and
understanding of these by administration and faculty.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Ivy Academia develops a school year calendar through collaboration
with the Curriculum Council and LAUSD’s traditional calendar. It is
then presented to UTLA and negotiated. Once ratified by UTLA, it is
then approved by the Board of Directors and shared with
stakeholders. It is posted on the website and distributed to all
stakeholders.

Calendar
Personnel
Handbook
Mandated
Trainings
TB Testing
DOJ Clearance

The Personnel Handbook is created by administration and is
approved by the Board of Directors. At the beginning of the year a
hard copy and electronic copy are distributed by Ivy Academia’s
human resources director to all employees. After employees read the
information provided in the handbook, a signature is required and
placed in employee’s file. At the start of each school year all staff is
required to complete a series of mandated trainings with certificates
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of completion sent to Human Resources by an established date. All
staff is required to keep current TB test results or clearance from a
doctor on file with Human Resources. All employees of Ivy Academia
are required to pass a Department of Justice background check and
be given clearance prior to employment.
The Ivy Academia Parent, Teacher, Student Handbook is revised
annually to incorporate feedback on policies from all stakeholders
given during the LCAP survey process. The Handbook is approved
by the Board of Directors during the summer prior to the start of the
school year and distributed to all students in hardcopy, email to
parents and posted on the website. The Handbook includes a page at
the end for signatures by student, parent and teacher which is then
submitted to the main office to remain on file.

Parent,
Teacher,
Student
Handbook
Teacher’s
Contract

The negotiating team meets several times with administration, four
UTLA representatives, and legal counsel to review the existing
contract and make any necessary adjustments. On April 15 th of each
year, the teacher’s contract is presented to the teachers for the
following school-year.
Support of Professional Development
Indicator: The school effectively supports professional development/learning with time,
personnel, material, and fiscal resources to facilitate all students achieving the academic, college,
and career readiness standards and the school-wide learner outcomes.
Prompt: How effective is the support of professional development/learning? Provide evidence
and examples.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Simple K-12: The faculty of Ivy Academia voted to purchase Simple
K-12 as a professional development tool for all staff members starting
in the 2014-2015 school year. Simple K-12 provides a range of
development opportunities based on user skill level and interest.

Simple K-12
Professional
Development
Webinars
Technology

Professional Development: Ivy Academia holds monthly
professional development meetings for staff that range from all group
to small group, subject matter and/or grade level. These are chosen
and voted on by Curriculum Council throughout the school year. Prior
to the start of the school year, all teachers went through the Capturing
Kids Hearts program to assist with school culture and classroom
management.
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Webinars: Administration and subject area department heads
regularly send out information on webinars that are available
throughout the school year.
Canvas: Ivy Academia has adopted Canvas as its schoolwide
Learning Management System. In addition to student courses,
teachers and administrators have been connected in virtual “courses”
to increase collaboration and communication. These courses range
from grade level to subject area and supports for new teachers.
Supervision and Evaluation
Indicator: The school implements effective supervision and evaluation procedures in order to
promote professional growth of staff.
Prompt: How effective are the school’s supervision and evaluation procedures?

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Staff Evaluations: Ivy Academia administration uses the
Charlotte Danielson evaluation framework to supervise teacher
performance at least two times a year. Prior to formal in-class
observations, teachers meet with administration to select
specific goals from the framework. After in-class observations,
once again administration and teacher meet to discuss findings.
During the meeting, strengths and areas of growth are
discussed. In order to promote professional growth, there are
various programs and procedures to assist teachers such as
mentoring, new teacher training, professional development
meetings, new teachers’ induction program, and Simple K-12
online. There is also Curriculum and EdTeach enrichment and
support as needed. Throughout the year, there are
administrative informal visitations with a particular focus to
ensure that all classrooms are in compliance with Ivy Academia
expectations.

Teacher Evaluation
Charlotte Danielson
evaluation framework
Goal Setting
Meetings
Mentors program
Improvement Plans
Induction (BTSA)
New Teacher
Training
Pre & Post
Observation Meetings
Admin walk-through
with feedback
Professional
Development
Curriculum and
EdTeach enrichment
and supports when
needed
Simple K-12 provided
to all teachers
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Additional Online Instruction Prompt: How effective is the school’s supervision and evaluation
procedures in order to promote professional growth of online instructional staff, including their
technological competencies and use of technology within the curriculum, and their fulfilling
requirements for quality student-teacher interaction?

N/A

Measurable Effect of Professional Development
Indicator: There are effective operating processes that determine the measurable effect of
professional development, coaching and mentoring on student performance.
Prompt: Comment on the effectiveness of the processes in determining the measurable effect of
professional development, coaching, and mentoring on student performance. Provide evidence
about whether the professional development/learning has had a positive impact on student
learning.

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Student Achievement Measures: Ivy Academia conducts
quarterly benchmark exams to use as data sources for
student achievement and standards mastery. These are used
to establish standards for reteach days as well as to serve as
a foundation for the next years’ teachers to gain insight on
student abilities and achievement. Each year students in
grades 8-11 are given the opportunity to take the PSAT exam.
The results from the exam are provided to the students and
teachers to help determine student strengths and
weaknesses in relation to the SAT exam to be taken between
Junior and Senior year. The results of the SBAC are shared
with and analyzed and reviewed by Curriculum Council prior
to sharing with all faculty at a monthly professional
development meeting. AIMSweb Universal Assessments are
conducted quarterly and the results are shared with all staff
members at monthly professional development to determine
which students are intensive or strategic learners or on or
below grade level. Analysis of these test scores allow
teachers to adjust instruction accordingly to insure positive
impact on student achievement.

Testing Analysis
Meetings
Response to
Interventions (RTIs)
Behavior Management
Benchmarks
Test Scores
Progress Monitoring
AIMSweb
Advisory/Intervention
Social Contracts
Review 360
SSTs, CSTs
Grade Level Meeting
Subject Area Meetings
Staff Meetings
Staff Communication
and Collaboration
Student/Athlete
Progress Reports
Achieve3000 Scores
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A5.

Resources Criterion

The human, material, physical, and financial resources are sufficient and utilized effectively and
appropriately in accordance with the legal intent of the program(s) and LCAP to support students
in accomplishing the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the
school-wide learner outcomes.
Indicators with Prompts
Allocation Decisions
Indicator: There is a relationship between the decisions about resource allocations, the school’s
vision, mission, and student achievement of the school-wide learner outcomes, the district’s
LCAP, the academic standards, and the college- and career-readiness standards. The school
leadership and staff are involved in the resource allocation decisions.
Prompt: To what extent are resources allocated to meet the school’s vision, mission, and student
achievement of the critical learner needs, the school-wide learner outcomes, student needs
identified in the district LCAP, the academic standards, and the college- and career-readiness
standards. Additionally, comment on the extent to which leadership and staff are involved in the
resource allocation decisions. What impact has the process for the allocation of resources made
on student learning?

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Resource Allocation: A wide variety of assessments and
monitoring are in place at Ivy. These begin in kindergarten and
continue through twelfth grade. Students determined to show
academic assistance are placed into Response to
Intervention, may receive additional minutes with special
education staff as well as having any other needs being met
on a regular basis. Continual monitoring of curriculum to
ensure that all students have access to the curriculum. Staff
works regularly to provide what is best for each learn.
Maintaining Common Core State Standards blended with the
entrepreneurial focus prepares students for the real world
through 21st Century skills.

Progress Monitoring
SSTs
CSTs
RTI
Pull out/Push in
minutes
APEX
E-Standards
Business Classes Grad Requirements
Project Echo
Exit Interview
Achieve3000 - Career
Lexiles
IXL
E-Convention
Common Core State
Standards Aligned
Curriculum for TK-6
English & Math
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AP Course Curriculum
Yard Supervisors
1:1s for students with
necessities
Computer Labs - 4 (1
Prop 39 Allocated)
Blended Learning
Environments in
Classrooms
Curriculum Council
Practices
Indicator: There are processes operating in relationship to district practices for developing an
annual budget, conducting an annual audit, and at all times conducting quality business and
accounting practices, including protections against mishandling of institutional funds.
(Note: Some of this may be more district-based than school-based.)
Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the school’s processes in relationship to district practices
for developing an annual budget, conducting an annual audit, and at all times conducting quality
business and accounting practices, including protections against mishandling of institutional
funds. (Note: Some of this may be more district-based than school-based.)

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Budgeting: Each April the preliminary budget
begins its development for the following school
year. It is based primarily on the revenue received
from annual ADA. The expenditures are aligned to
the LCAP priorities, and resources are protected
for restricted funds. In May, the preliminary budget
is presented to the Board of Directors who approve
or change it. It is then submitted to LAUSD. After
Norm Day in October, the budget is revised based
on the corrected ADA and the state approved
budget. It is then presented to the Board of
Directors who approve or change it, and it is again
submitted to LAUSD.

Accounting needs outsourced with
financial reports and budgets
reviewed and approved by Exec
Director and Board during monthly
board meeting open sessions for
stakeholder input.
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Facilities
Indicator: The school’s facilities are adequate to meet the school’s vision, mission, school-wide
learner outcomes; the educational program and are safe, functional, and well-maintained.
Prompt: Specifically, to what extent do the facilities support the school’s vision, mission, schoolwide learner outcomes, the educational program, and the health and safety needs of students?

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Facilities: School sites are secure with locking gates and
security guards. Many classrooms have ramps and
classrooms are adjusted to accommodate special needs. A
golf cart is on hand for transport. A resource center and
computer labs are maintained on both campuses. There is
a networking infrastructure to support educational
technology. Classroom spaces support our small class
sizes. Maintenance and janitorial services are provided.

Secure facilities
Accommodations created
for handicapped students
Resource Center
Computer Labs (4 - 1
Prop 39)
Maintenance and
Janitorial at all sites
Student Stores
Networking infrastructure
at all sites to support
educational technology
Classroom spaces to
support small class sizes

Instructional Materials and Equipment
Indicator: The policies and procedures for acquiring and maintaining adequate instructional
materials and equipment, such as textbooks, other printed materials, audio-visual, support
technology, manipulatives, and laboratory materials are effective.
Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the policies procedures for acquiring and maintaining
adequate instructional materials and equipment, such as technology tools and software, the
support systems for technology, software, textbooks, other printed materials, library media
resources, manipulatives, and laboratory materials for instruction including online.

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Instructional Materials and Supplies: At the beginning of
each school year, teachers are provided with the needed
materials such as textbooks and student basic supplies as
well as computers that are provided through Prop. 39.
Publisher demonstrations are provided as needed for

Computers
Director of IT
Teacher Managed
Curricular materials
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purchase f new materials. Computer teachers maintain and
oversee computer labs. Annual subscriptions for
educational technology such as IXL and Achieve3000 are
maintained through Accounting and Exec Director.
Curriculum Council and Student Support Services approve
new purchases as necessary for teacher resources. If any
problems arise with computers or WI-FI, teachers and/or
administrators can contact the Ivy Academia Director of IT.

(textbooks etc) overseen
by Admin
Computer Teachers
maintain and oversee
computer labs
Annual subscriptions for
educational technology
maintained through
Accounting and Exec
Director
Curriculum Council &
Student Support Services
approve new purchases
as necessary
Product demos for
potential purchases

Well-Qualified Staff
Indicator: Resources are available to enable the hiring, nurturing, and ongoing professional
development of a well-qualified staff for all programs such as online instruction and college and
career.
Prompt: Determine if the resources are available to hire, nurture, and provide ongoing
professional development for a well-qualified staff. Include specifics if online, IB, and/or college
and career preparation programs are in place.

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Well Qualified and Developed Staff: Prior to the start
of the new school year all staff attends in-service
meetings. Throughout the year there are monthly
professional development meetings as well as
Curriculum Council meetings to sustain on-going
information exchange and curriculum monitoring.
Teachers receive training in a variety of educational
programs such as Achieve3000 designed to improve
student scores and abilities. Teachers are provided with
and trained in programs designed to assist them in
monitoring student progress. These include Review 360
and AIMSweb testing. Each year, teachers have access
to an induction program, mentoring as needed, canvas
training, and Simple K-12.

Monthly, curriculum council
approved professional
development
Simple K12
Review 360 Training
Modules
Achieve3000 training
Canvas Training
Webinar opportunities
Induction program
Mentor program
Progress monitoring
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AIMSweb - resource
department

Long-Range Planning
Indicator: The district and school’s processes for regularly and effectively examining a long-range
plan ensures the continual availability and coordination of appropriate resources supports
students’ achievement of the critical learner needs, the academic standards, college- and careerreadiness standards, and the school-wide learner outcomes.
Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of these processes.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Planning: Prior to the end of each school year, teachers are
required to produce long-range plans for each subject area for
the coming year. This plan includes the curriculum pacing guide
for the year. Throughout the school year, each teacher creates
and submits to administration weekly lesson plans that support
the long-range plans. Quarterly projects in all subjects are in line
with both the curriculum and the long-range plans. Benchmarks
provide feedback during the year to monitor student progress
through the long-range plans and keep teachers in pace with the
year overview. Canvas is used as our Learning Management
System for student courses as well as a collaboration tool for
teachers to share resources.

long-range plans
updated annually
upon end of year
reflection
Weekly lesson plans
support long-range
plans
Benchmarks support
long-range plan
CAASP Interim
Assessments
GATE program
facilitates career
readiness
Quarterly projects
Canvas

A6.

Resources Criterion [Charter Schools only]

The governing authority and the school leadership execute responsible resource planning for the
future. The school is fiscally solvent and uses sound and ethical accounting practices
(budgeting/monitoring, internal controls, audits, fiscal health, and reporting).
Indicators with Prompts
Long-range Financial (and other Resources) Plan
Indicator: The school regularly reviews its long-range plan (and other resources) in relation to
the school’s vision, mission, and school-wide learner outcomes. Decisions about resource
allocation are directly related to the school’s vision, mission, and school-wide learner outcomes.
Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of how the school regularly reviews its long-range plan.
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Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Accounting: Financial needs are outsourced, with reports and
budgets presented and reviewed for approval at the monthly
board meetings. These sessions are open to the Ivy community
and staff.
ADA: Attendance is taken and verified daily by all teachers and
reported to administration. Monthly overviews are checked and
verified against the reporting by teachers, administration and the
attendance clerk.
Forecasting: Budgeting and Year End Financial approval is a
multi-draft process completed during open session of board
meetings and posted on the website for transparency.

Outsourced
Accounting
Financial Reporting
Budgets
Attendance
Records
Budgeting and Year
End Financial
approval

Regular Accounting and External Audit Procedures
Indicator: The school has defined regular accounting and external audit procedures.
Prompt: To what extent does the school have defined regular accounting and external audit
procedures? Comment on the effectiveness of the procedures to determine if they meet they meet
the generally accepted principles of accounting and audit procedures.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Accounting: Financial needs are outsourced, with reports and
budgets presented and reviewed for approval at the monthly
board meetings. These sessions are open to the Ivy community
and staff.
ADA: Attendance is taken and verified daily by all teachers and
reported to administration. Monthly overviews are checked and
verified against the reporting by teachers, administration and the
attendance clerk.
Forecasting: Budgeting and Year End Financial approval is a
multi-draft process completed during open session of board
meetings and posted on the website for transparency.

Outsourced
Accounting
Financial Reporting
Budgets
Attendance
Records
Budgeting and Year
End Financial
approval

Budgeting Process — Transparency
Indicator: The school develops and monitors its annual budgeting process to ensure
transparency.
Prompt: Comment on the effectiveness of the school’s procedures to develop and monitor its
annual budgeting process to ensure transparency.
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Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Accounting: Financial needs are outsourced, with reports and
budgets presented and reviewed for approval at the monthly
board meetings. These sessions are open to the Ivy community
and staff.
ADA: Attendance is taken and verified daily by all teachers and
reported to administration. Monthly overviews are checked and
verified against the reporting by teachers, administration and the
attendance clerk.
Forecasting: Budgeting and Year End Financial approval is a
multi-draft process completed during open session of board
meetings and posted on the website for transparency.

Outsourced
Accounting
Financial Reporting
Budgets
Attendance
Records
Budgeting and Year
End Financial
approval

Adequate Compensation, Staffing, Reserves
Indicator: The school governing body provides adequate compensation to faculty, administrators,
and staff; adequate staffing for the school’s program; and reasonable accumulation of reserves.
Prompt: To what extent does the school’s governing body provide adequate compensation to
faculty, administrators, and staff; adequate staffing for the school’s program; and reasonable
accumulation of reserves?

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Small Class Size: The ratio of student to staff is
maintained in accordance with our program and
charter and is generally competitive to neighboring
schools.

Student to staff ratio is
adequate and generally
competitive to our neighboring
schools in accordance with our
program
Staff compensation is negotiated annually by union
Compensation negotiated
representatives and administration.
annually by Union
Reserves: An area of growth is to have a minimum of representatives and
four, preferably six, months of reserve. The reason we Administration
need reserves is the cost and difficulty of borrowing.
The reason for no reserves at present is a dramatic
drop in enrollment and an ongoing lawsuit with LAUSD.
Marketing Strategies
Indicator: The school has marketing strategies to support the implementation of the
developmental program, including research and information to help develop future planning.
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Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the school’s marketing strategies to support the
implementation of the developmental program, including research and information to help develop
future planning.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Development: To support the implementation of the developmental
program, Ivy makes use of social media including Facebook, Twitter
and both a school site and teacher web pages. Prospective parent
meetings and school tours offer insight into our program and its
implementation. Monthly meetings with the principals and
Neighborhood Council meetings reach out to the Ivy community as
well as the general public. An annual E-Convention is open to the
public and local businesses are invited to attend and to participate
as judges and as donors.

Social Media:
Facebook,
Twitter
Website
Prospective
Parent Nights
E-Convention
Parent Tours
Neighborhood
Council meetings
Monthly Open
Principal
Meetings

Stakeholder Involvement
Indicator: All stakeholders are involved in future planning, including addressing long-range
capital needs.
Prompt: To what extent are all stakeholders involved in future planning, including addressing
long-range capital needs? How effective are the processes to involve all stakeholders?

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Stakeholder Engagement: Stakeholders remain involved in future
planning through a variety of means. Monthly board meetings are
announced and open to the public. Surveys are sent home by email
and hard copy and translations are available. Regular information
dissemination occurs through an E-Blast, a monthly Puma Press,
teacher web pages, Weekly Bulletins to teachers, and student council
updates. Parents can maintain involvement with the IPLG parent group
and the school site council. Staff attends professional developments
and staff meetings with administration that include planning and longrange goals.

Monthly board
meetings
Surveys
-E-Blast
-Puma Press
-teacher
websites
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-Weekly
bulletin
-student
council
-Coffee with
Principal
-IPLG
-School site
council
Professional
development
Staff Meetings
Informing the Public and Appropriate Authorities
Indicator: The governing authorities and school leaders inform the public and appropriate
governmental authorities about the financial needs of the organization.
Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the processes for the governing authorities and school
leaders for informing the public and appropriate governmental authorities about the financial
needs of the organization.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Financial Awareness: Stakeholders remain aware of the financial
needs through a variety of means. Monthly board meetings are
announced and open to the public. Surveys are sent home by email and
hard copy and translations are available. Regular information
dissemination occurs through an E-Blast, a monthly Puma Press,
teacher web pages, Weekly Bulletins to teachers, and student council
updates. Parents can maintain involvement with the IPLG parent group
and the school site council. Ivy participates in a variety of fundraisers
throughout the year. Staff attends professional development and staff
meetings with administration that include planning and long-range goals
for the use of state funding.

Surveys
CCA
Fundraising
Board
Meetings
IPLG
meetings

Adequacy of Reserve Funds
Indicator: The school ensures the adequacy of reserve funds to ensure the financial stability of
the school.
Prompt: How does the school ensure the adequacy of reserve funds to ensure the financial
stability of the school? Comment on whether the allocation of resources is sufficient to address
the school-wide learner outcomes and the critical learner needs of students.
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Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Reserves: Ivy Academia is always focused on having a positive net Attendance &
ending balance. Due to facility challenges causing a drop in Enrollment
enrollment, managing the budget is difficult. Cash Flow issues are Records
temporarily resolved by selling receivables and paying it back at a
factoring rate. Ivy Academia has not had a minimum of a 5% reserve
through the duration of this accreditation.
ADA: Attendance records verified manually and electronically with
monthly approvals and reviews by admin, attendance clerk and
teachers.
Forecasting: Budgeting and Year End Financial approval is a multidraft process completed during open session of board meetings and
posted on the website for transparency
Accounting: Accounting needs outsourced with financial reports and
budgets reviewed and approved by Exec Director and Board during
monthly board meeting open sessions for stakeholder input.

Decisions — Schoolwide Learning Results
Indicator: The school bases resource allocation decisions in relationship to the school-wide
learner outcomes and the critical learner needs of the students.
Prompt: To what extent does the school base its resource allocation decisions in relationship to
the school-wide learner outcomes and the critical learner needs of the students?

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Resource Allocation: A preliminary budget is developed and
presented in May of each year. Staffing is the most important aspect
of resource allocation. We assign a fully-credentialed teacher to each
classroom based on class size averages by April 15th of each year. Ivy
Academia also determines specialized resources based on the
Individualized Educational Program of each student. It is then
determined if the school contracts with an outside contractor like
Speech Therapy, Occupational Therapy, Adaptive PE, and case
management or if the school will hire an individual to fill that need. Online programs are in place for extra practice in basic skills as well as to
improve reading comprehension and fluency. Based on test scores,
some students receive special attention through Response to

-AIMSweb
-Achieve3000
-IXL
- Special
education
(RTI)
- Universal
Access
- Reteach
days
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Intervention (RTI), Universal Access within the classroom and reteach - College
days to review skills as needed.
counseling
Title I: Ivy Academia has recognized the need of intensive learners in
general education. These students are serviced through Title I funds,
General Funds and Special Education Funds.
College and Career Readiness: Ivy Academia is committed to a
preparing our students for college and career; therefore, the need to
plan and prepare for college is imperative beginning in grade 8. Some
8th grade students are already attending A-G courses. A full-time
counselor prepares students for PSAT, SAT, career search, college
search, scholarship opportunities, assistance with submitting college
applications and test scores. The full-time school counselor develops
and monitors the Master Schedule to assure that every student gets
the courses they need to graduate, including scheduling for
remediation.
Student Social and Emotional Support: Ivy Academia is committed
to assuring every child meets their full potential, but several students
suffer from social issues, peer issues, stress, depression, self-harming
behaviors and suicidal ideations. Ivy Academia is committed to overall
emotional well-being, therefore specific staff members are assigned to
specific students as needed.
Adequate Staffing: Safety is a key aspect and Ivy Academia employs
several full and part-time Yard Supervisors who observe, monitor and
correct behavior K-12. Buildings are properly maintained. Though a
lean staff, the work is accomplished to include registration, student
health, student attendance, accounts payable, payroll, etc.
Facilities: A large portion of our budget goes to securing
facilities. Through private leases and co-locations, our facilities are
small, safe and conducive to learning.
A7.

Resources Criterion [Charter Schools only]

The school has developed policies, procedures, and internal controls for managing the financial
operations that meet state laws, generally accepted practices, and ethical standards.
Indicators with Prompts
Written and Adopted Policies/Procedures
Indicator: The school has written adopted fiscal policies and procedures for internal controls.
Prompt: Comment on the effectiveness of the school’s process for developing, reviewing,
revising, and adopting written fiscal policies and procedures for internal controls.
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Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Fiscal Policy: Every year Ivy Academia updates the fiscal policies
manual and it is approved at an annual board meeting. The fiscal
policies manual determines the strategies for assuring clean accounting
procedures to include Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable,
approvals, check signing, tracking, budget to actuals, check requests
and reimbursements. It is done in combination with the Back Office
support provider CSMC.

Fiscal Policy
Manual
Board
minutes

Annual Financial Audit
Indicator: The school has an annual independent financial audit that employs generally accepted
accounting principles, including a listing of audit exceptions and deficiencies which the school has
resolved to the satisfaction of the charter-granting agency. There are written policies on the scope
and responsibilities related to an independent financial audit. The school sends the audit reports
to the authorizing agency and other government entities as required by law.
Prompt: Examine how the school ensures accountability and determine the effectiveness of these
policies and procedures.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Fiscal Policy: Every year Ivy Academia updates the fiscal policies Audit reports
manual and it is approved at an annual board meeting.
Board
Financial needs are outsourced with reports presented regularly at minutes
board meetings. Annual audits start in May of the prior year and are
reported in the October Board meeting. The Board approves both the
auditor and the audit every year. The audit includes LCFF, unduplicated
counts and expenditures, appropriate use of restricted funds. IT also
reviews attendance and EL data. The auditor and the audit report are
approved at 2 separate meetings. The Board policies include the
requirements of the auditor and audit. The final audit is shared with
LAUSD, LACOE, UTLA and the CDE. It is a determining factor of the
Charter Renewal to assure the school is fiscally solvent.
Compliance of Personnel
Indicator: Personnel follow the fiscal policies and procedures.
Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the accountability measures to ensure that personnel
follow the fiscal policies and procedures.
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Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Auditing: Bank auditors pull bank statements and ensure that internal Board
record statements support the auditing system.
Minutes
Budgeting: CSMC collects, saves and monitors the fiscal policies and
procedures. CSMC checks the schools work, the client manager checks
the data entry, then the school makes the final approval for each weekly
batch. The Board approves monthly financials and preliminary and
revised budget. The budget as well as the first interim and second
interim year end are sent to LAUSD, our authorizer. The auditor verifies
the year’s process to assure that accountability measures are in place.
Processes for Implementation of Financial Practices
Indicator: The school has processes and protections for the following: 1) who is authorized to
sign contracts, write checks, and release institutional funds; 2) the monitoring of payroll
information; 3) the review of bank reconciliations and deposits/withdrawals of all school financial
accounts; 4) the policies and procedures for the use of credit cards and other lines of credit.
Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the school’s processes and protections for the following:
1) who is authorized to sign contracts, write checks, and release institutional funds; 2) the
monitoring of payroll information; 3) the review of bank reconciliations and deposits/withdrawals
of all school financial accounts; and 4) the policies and procedures for the use of credit cards and
other lines of credit.

Findings
Executive Director Authorization (1): Dr. Wesley is authorized to sign
contracts up to 250K, any additional contracts, leases, etc. require
Board approval and have a second signature by Board Chairperson or
Secretary.
Payroll (2): The payroll information is first verified and approved by the
employee, then supervisor. Once verified and approved the clerk
submits the card information to CSMC. CSMC verifies the payroll
information, processes the transmission and sends the payroll check
register to the Director of Human Resources for final approval. The
Director of Human Resources verifies for accuracy and submits final
approval to CSMC to print payroll.
Banking (3): Bank reconciliation is done on a monthly basis as part of
monthly financial statements.
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Credit (4): Ivy has two credit cards. One for general school use with a
$24000 limit and one for maintenance use with a $1000 limit. Both credit
cards are paid off monthly. Ivy has a line of credit of $75,000 which has
not been used since 2011. It is in the process of being paid off. All
charges are backed by original receipts when submitted for payment.

Contracts — Accounting
Indicator: The school has a contracting process for services, equipment, and materials and
accounts for all contracts of $75,000 or more and their purposes.
Prompt: Explain the effectiveness of this process.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

It is the responsibility of Ivy Academia to assure that all vendors and
contractors
are
in
compliance
with
the
following
requirements: Commercial General Liability of $5,000,000, Workers'
Compensation Insurance of $1,000,000, Commercial Auto Liability of
$1,000,000, Fidelity Bond coverage of $50,000, Professional Educators
Errors and omissions Liability coverage of $3,000,000, Sexual
Molestation and Abuse coverage of $3,000,000, Employment Practices
Legal Liability coverage of $3,000,000, and/or through a combination of
policies Umbrella Insurance of not less than $10,000,000. In addition to
the insurance and in order to ensure the safety of students, vendors and
contractors need to sign a Vendor Certification with a criminal
background check, Tuberculosis Clearance, and any required credential
or license. The process for contracting for services, equipment,
materials and accounts for all contracts of $75,000 or more is to assure
that Ivy Academia has all required information to assure the safety and
welfare of the students.

Vendor
Contracts
Vendor
Certification
Board
Minutes

All contracts are reviewed and signed by the Executive Director. If a
contract exceeds $250,000 per year, it requires Board Approval. The
only contracts at this level are leases. The process and monitoring
contracts and vendors is very effective because it protects the rights of
the school and the vendor as well as protecting the safety of the
students. Monthly financials are reviewed by the Board of Directors so
the expenditures related to the contracts are reviewed on a regularly
scheduled basis.
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ACS WASC Category A. Organization: Vision and Purpose, Governance,
Leadership, Staff, and Resources:
Summary, Strengths, and Growth Needs
Review all the findings and supporting evidence and summarize the degree to which the criteria in
Category A are being met. Include comments about the degree to which these criteria impact the
school’s ability to address one or more of the identified critical learner needs.

Summary:
Inherent in its name “Ivy Academia Entrepreneurial” is the crosscutting understanding that
students become technically, economically, socially and environmentally aware members
of the greater community. These foci channel our students into becoming productive
citizens and serve as proof that the Category A criteria are being met.
Prioritize the strengths and areas of growth for Category A.

Category A: Organization: Vision and Purpose, Governance, Leadership, Staff,
and Resources: Areas of Strength
Ivy Academia consistently supports its strong entrepreneurial focus through the vision
and mission of the school through the unification of Shared Learner Outcomes and 21 st
Century goals.
The Board of Directors, Administration and Staff meet regularly and maintain awareness
of school operations and Ivy Academia’s vision and mission is held in high regard.
Ivy Academia focuses on hiring fully-credentialed, talented teachers to share leadership
within the organization. Collaboration between administrators, department chairs, and
grade-level chairs provides more pathways for support and information.
Innovative forethought has determined that there is a way to raise ADA despite our facility
challenges. The Development of a high school independent study academy will further
our vision to be a model of nationwide entrepreneurial education.
Category A: Organization: Vision and Purpose, Governance, Leadership, Staff,
and Resources: Areas of Growth
Increase stakeholder involvement and attendance through school visitation and
participation in events.
Develop a new teacher mentorship program focusing on integrating the National
Entrepreneurial Standards to the Common Core State Standards.
Increase curriculum, especially more science curriculum and change math elementary
curriculum. Increase technology, including laptops, smart board, one to one and
infrastructure.
Facilities challenges lead to the need for consistent program innovation.
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Chapter IV: Self-Study Findings
Category B:

Standards-based Student Learning: Curriculum

Analysis must show distinctions that appear across the range of students (grade level, diverse
background, and abilities) and the variety of programs offered at the school.
Examples include:
 Online instruction approaches (school site or off site, integrated within other programs
and/or offered separately)
 Focused programs such as IB Diploma Program, college- and career-readiness programs,
school/college partnerships, AVID, and independent study programs.
➔ Note: In some areas additional prompts have been inserted to emphasize the analysis related to
online instruction.

B1. Rigorous and Relevant Standards-Based Curriculum Criterion
All students participate in a rigorous, relevant, and coherent standards-based curriculum that
supports the achievement of the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness
standards, and the school-wide learner outcomes. Through standards-based learning (what is
taught and how it is taught), these are accomplished.
Indicators with Prompts
Current Educational Research and Thinking
Indicator: The school provides examples that document the effective use of current educational
research related to the curricular areas in order to maintain a viable, meaningful instructional
program that prepares students for college, career, and life.
Prompt: Comment on the effective use of current educational research related to the curricular
areas to maintain a viable, meaningful instructional program for students. Examine the
effectiveness of how the school staff stay current and revise the curriculum appropriately.

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Standards Based Curriculum: All grade level and
content area curricula at Ivy Academia is based on
specific California State Content Standards, Common
Core State Standards, Next Generation Science
Standards, and National Entrepreneurial Standards.
Every lesson is planned with Ivy’s Four Essential Lesson
Components: Common Core/California State Content
Standards/Next Generation Science Standards, National
Entrepreneurial Standards, Depth and Complexity
(USC’s Sandra Kaplan) and Essential Questions.

Sample Weekly Lesson
Plan
Common Core State
Standards

Essential Questions: Essential questions and daily Sample Weekly Lesson
learning objectives for each course are derived from the Plan
standards and are designed to engage students in the
Four C’s: Collaboration, Critical Thinking, Communication
and Creativity.
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Four Essential Lesson Components: Students are
ensured access to daily learning through the four
components by the use of student friendly language and
clear teacher communication. All teachers display the
Four Essential Lesson Components on white boards or
bulletin boards in every core discipline which creates
school-wide uniformity. Student work is displayed with the
corresponding Four Essential Lesson Components from
the lesson previously taught. Student success is ensured
by this daily posting and reference to the Four Essential
Lesson Components. Teachers, students, and any
visitors to the classroom know exactly what is being
worked on and what is expected to be demonstrated by
the end of the day and/or unit.

Sample Weekly Lesson
Plan
Sample Teacher
Whiteboard/Bulletin Board

Assessments: Multiple forms of assessment are used to
measure student success with the daily objectives.
Throughout the lesson, the teacher creates both informal
and formal assessments to provide feedback and data on
student progress and subject matter mastery. Formative
assessments such as classroom polling (using Plickers),
think-pair-share, and direct questioning, are used
regularly to monitor student learning and to thereby allow
for teacher lesson adjustments. Summative assessments
such as tests, projects, and essays are used to determine
student mastery of curricula. These assessments are
linked to student grades via standards-based rubrics for
transitional kindergarten to third grade and via an online
grade book (PowerSchool) for fourth to twelfth grade.

Example of StandardsBased Rubric for
Transitional Kindergarten to
Third Grade
Screen Cap of PowerSchool

Special Populations: Special populations, such as English Learners Plan
English Language Learners and Special Education Special Education Plan
students, are supported in achieving the learning
objectives and answering the Essential Questions by our
dedicated staff. Specific educational strategies including
but not limited to tapping into prior knowledge,
cooperative learning, nonlinguistic representation,
reduction of teacher talk, and multicultural focus on
curriculum are employed by our educators.
Charlotte Danielson Framework: All Ivy teachers are Charlotte Danielson
held to implementing the best strategies through the use Framework
of the Charlotte Danielson Framework. This framework’s
four domains are used to evaluate teacher effectiveness
and are designed to actualize a viable and meaningful
instructional program for each student. The four domains
are as follows: 1) Planning and Preparation, 2) The
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Classroom Environment, 3) Instruction, and 4)
Professional Responsibilities. Formally, teachers are
evaluated based on this framework two times a year.
Informally, teachers are often assessed through
unplanned walk-through observations that provide
valuable feedback on best practices.
Academic and College- and Career-Readiness Standards for Each Area
Indicator: The school has defined academic standards and college- and career readiness
standards for each subject area, course, and/or program and, where applicable, expectations
within the courses that meet the UC “a-g” requirements.
Prompt: Evaluate to what extent there are defined academic standards and college- and career
readiness standards for each subject area, course, and/or program that meet state or
national/international standards and, where applicable, expectations within courses that meet the
UC “a-g” requirements. Examine the annual submission of course syllabus approval to UC for all
AP courses. Verify that the facility requirements for "wet labs" are met for all lab science courses.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Standards Based Curriculum: As mentioned in the Current Sample Weekly
Educational Research and Thinking section, all curricula for each Lesson Plan
grade level and content area at Ivy Academia is designed around
specific Common Core State Standards, California State Content
Standards, Next Generation Science Standards, and National
Entrepreneurial Standards. All lessons are planned with Ivy’s Four
Essential Lesson Components (Common Core State Standards or
California State Content Standards, National Entrepreneurial
Standards, Depth and Complexity and Essential Questions). The
components ensure that Ivy’s students synthesize their knowledge
of business and general education through higher level thinking.
Elementary Course Requirement: All elementary students at Ivy
Academia are enrolled in a full schedule of core and enrichment
classes which meet or exceed the required educational minutes. In
addition, students are required to take the following electives: visual
arts in transitional kindergarten through first grade, foreign
language (Spanish) in second through fifth grade, and computer
technology in transitional kindergarten through fifth grade. As
needed, students receive intervention instruction in addition to their
regular course work.

Kindergarten
through Twelfth
Grade Course
Catalogue

Middle School Course Requirements: All middle school students Kindergarten to
at Ivy Academia are enrolled in a full load of core and enrichment Twelfth Grade
classes which prepares them for high school. Upon completion of Course Catalogue
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eighth grade, students have taken three years of English language
arts, three years of mathematics, three years of science, three
years of social sciences, three years of years of physical education,
one and half years of computer technology, one and half years of
entrepreneurship, one year of visual arts, and additional
interventions as needed.
High School Course Requirements: All high school students at Kindergarten to
Ivy Academia are enrolled in a full course of classes that exceed Twelfth grade
the A-G requirements. Upon completion of twelfth grade, students Course Catalogue
have taken four years of English language arts, two years of foreign
language (Spanish), three years of social sciences, three years of
science,
three
years
of
math,
two
years
of
business/entrepreneurship, one year of performing arts, and two
years of physical education (may be fulfilled by participating on a
sports team). In addition to these requirements, students are able
to take additional core and enrichment classes such as AP classes
(AP world history, AP government, AP United States history, AP
English literature and composition, AP English language and
composition, AP Spanish literature, AP chemistry), yearbook,
health, student government, and teacher assistant.
Additional Online Instruction Prompts: Evaluate the extent to which the online
curriculum/courses consistently meet state academic standards. Determine if there is effective
integration of outsourced curriculum into the program.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Achieve3000: Ivy Academia students in grades two through twelve Sample Reports
utilize Achieve3000 which delivers daily differentiated instruction for from
nonfiction reading and writing that is precisely tailored to each Achieve3000
student’s Lexile level.
IXL: Ivy Academia students in kindergarten to grade eight utilize IXL Sample Reports
to practice, review and master skills through comprehensive, from IXL
Common Core State Standards-aligned content. The online program
includes unlimited, interactive questions and virtual rewards in math
and English language arts.
APEX: Ivy Academia students in grades nine to twelve utilize APEX Sample Reports
for credit recovery and credit advancement. APEX is an online from APEX
program that teaches specific courses through engaging content
such as audio recordings, animations, formative exercises, and
interactive simulations. Students are able to move through the
instruction at their own pace and get instant feedback on their
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progress from a credentialed teacher who monitors student progress
and administers assessments.
Congruence
Indicator: There is congruence between the actual concepts and skills taught, the academic
standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the school-wide learner outcomes.
Prompt: Evaluate the extent to which there is congruence between the actual concepts and skills
taught, the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

School-wide Learner Outcomes: In March of 2013, Ivy overhauled School-wide
and implemented the following ESLRs: Innovative Visionary Youth. Learning
Currently, Ivy is integrating the following School-wide Learner Outcomes
Outcomes: STEAM (Science, Technology, Entrepreneurship, Art,
and Math) and WRED (Writing and Reading in Every Discipline).
Through rigorous academics which are aligned with the Common
Core State Standards and Next Generation Science Standards, the
students at Ivy are expected to develop real-life entrepreneurial
skills necessary to succeed in the 21st century.
Standards Driven Instruction: At kindergarten through third
grades, Ivy teachers implement standards based grading which
aligns long-range plans, lesson plans, and assessments to specific
standards. At grades fourth through twelfth, teachers create
assessments with specific objectives based on Common Core State
Standards, and our science teachers embrace the new Next
Generation Science Standards. The effectiveness of lessons is
evaluated based on the Charlotte Danielson Framework which
ensures that objectives are tied to specific standards.

K-3 Report Card

Entrepreneurial Driven Instruction: The National Entrepreneurial
Standards have been used to create a K-12 scaffolded plan for
student success. The standards have been assigned and sorted by
grade level to establish an annual expectation for student learning.
Beginning in the elementary, students participate in a variety of
business activities which includes a collaborative business plan. By
the end of middle school, students are versed in the elevator speech
and can write a complete business plan and personnel handbook.
In high school, Ivy’s business classes complete the progression of
entrepreneurial learning. Juniors participate in Business 1 which
implements the Common Core State Technology Standards. The
Senior Business 2 class is the true culmination of entrepreneurial

Grade Level EStandards
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learning; this leadership class concludes with their Senior Exit Senior
Interviews and the submission of student portfolios which provide Portfolios/Exit
evidence of rigorous subject matter instruction with an Interview Project
entrepreneurial focus.
Assessments: Ivy utilizes benchmarks to communicate Benchmarks:
expectations for learning, to plan instruction, to monitor and TestWiz Data
evaluate learning, and to predict future performance.
Entrepreneurial questions and skills are embedded in the specific
subject benchmarks. Benchmarks are given quarterly, at first AIMSweb Data
through twelfth grades, in each of the core subjects to assess
standards mastery and engagement. The data from these
benchmarks is used to create quarterly Re-teach Days which target
specific deficits through hands-on lessons. Additionally, Ivy utilizes
universal assessments at kindergarten through eighth grades to
differentiate for student needs. The universal assessment results
determine the formation of response to intervention groups
intending to bridge gaps in knowledge.

Student Work — Engagement in Learning
Indicator: The school’s examination of representative samples of student work and snapshots of
student engagement in learning demonstrate the implementation of a standards-based curriculum
and the school-wide learner outcomes.
Prompt: Evaluate to what extent the examination of representative samples of student work and
snapshots of student engagement in learning demonstrate the implementation of a standardsbased curriculum and the addressing of the school-wide learner outcomes.

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Standards Driven Instruction: As discussed in the prior Classroom
section (Congruence), Ivy student work is aligned to specific Evidence/Work
content standards. Teachers employ clearly defined rubrics Samples
and provide exemplar work to communicate expected
outcomes for student mastery.
Entrepreneurial Driven Instruction: Ivy’s entrepreneurial E-Convention
focus (outlined in Congruence) embraces structure,
leadership, innovation, and analysis and thereby promotes a
Student Store
high level of student involvement in business activities.
Student Government
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Project ECHO (UCLA’s
Entrepreneurial
Concepts Hands On)
Integration Among Disciplines
Indicator: There is integration among academic and career technical disciplines at the school
and where applicable, integration of outsourced curriculum into the program so that curricular
integrity, reliability, and security are maintained.
Prompt: Evaluate to what extent is there integration among disciplines and where applicable,
integration of outsourced curriculum into the program so that curricular integrity, reliability, and
security are maintained.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

WRED: Ivy recognizes reading comprehension as a key to student Achieve3000
success and uses a variety of cross-curricular strategies designed to
improve comprehension and thereby student Lexile levels. Through
the integration of Achieve3000 across the disciplines, we have “This I Believe”
developed a culture where all teachers share responsibility for
developing this vital skill set. At the middle and high schools, Advisory
is used to reinforce comprehension and to cultivate writing skills. For
example, students at the middle school utilize current events from
varying news sources and Achieve3000 to report and spark debate.
Students at the high school are guided through essays from the “This
I Believe” curriculum, and they conclude the reading discussion with
structured written response.
General Education Collaboration: Teacher partnerships in general
education are an integral part of our school culture. We encourage
and implement grade level and department wide planning. Embracing
the humanities, English and history teachers work closely together to
create cross curricular projects and experiences. This collaboration is
supported by schoolwide core literature and the utilization of
curriculum at the middle and high schools from the respected Stanford
History Project and Yale’s The Avalon Project. In support of the STEM
paradigm, math and science teachers partner to target required
formulas and methods. Curriculum from USC Science and PHET
Colorado is utilized to create virtual labs and rigorous learning
experiences. All departments including physical education work to
employ writing in support of the WRED model.

Core Literature
List
Lesson Plans
Projects

SpEd Integration and Collaboration: General education works SpEd Portfolios
closely with SpEd to support our student population and to promote
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rigor at every level. SpEd maintains and disseminates information
regarding specific learning, necessary accommodations and
modifications. General education and SpEd teachers then collaborate
with their students to actualize their potential through differentiated
projects and assignments.
Character Development: Ivy is concerned with maintaining curricular ADL Character
integrity, reliability and security, and to this end, we integrate Trait Education
character development into all our classes. School-wide, Ivy promotes
an anti-bias campaign, and we work to create a positive school culture
Capturing Kids
where students and teachers both “Choose Excel”.
Hearts
Curricular Development, Evaluation, and Revisions
Indicator: The school assesses its curriculum review and evaluation processes for each program
area, including graduation requirements, credits, and homework and grading policies, to ensure
student needs are met through a challenging, coherent, and relevant curriculum. This assessment
includes the degree to which there is involvement of key stakeholders (governing board members,
teachers, parents, and students).
Prompt: Comment on the effectiveness of the school’s curriculum review, evaluation, and review
processes to ensure student needs are being met through the curriculum; include the extent to
which there is involvement of key stakeholders.

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Charlotte Danielson Framework: The Charlotte
Danielson rubric is implemented to assess teacher
effectiveness and to determine their level of mastery in
lesson planning, classroom management, and integration of
the national entrepreneurial standards with project based
learning. For the purpose of formal evaluation teachers
annually identify goals from the Charlotte Danielson
educational domains for their professional growth. These
goals are reviewed throughout the evaluative period to
identify strengths and weaknesses. The teachers and
administrators then work together toward the improvement
of pedagogy and curriculum. In addition to the formal
process, each teacher is expected to articulate and
demonstrate daily proficiency through the use of Common
Core State Standards, entrepreneurial standards, depth
and complexity, and higher level essential questions.
Teachers and administration regularly engage and reflect
upon lesson and assessment efficacy.

Charlotte Danielson
Rubric
Formal Evaluation
Walk Through Forms

Professional Development: The entire staff participates in Professional
weekly professional development opportunities. At the Development Agendas
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elementary level, we make use of thirty minutes of daily
collaboration time to engage in conversations about
successful strategies, curricular concerns and student
assessments. At the middle and high schools, teachers
meet a minimum of twice a month for one hour, though
many grades and departments meet as needed to ensure
student success. During these meetings teachers are given
time to create projects and action plans for student success.
Teachers also use the time to analyze data including
TestWiz benchmarks, PSAT scores, SAT scores, CELDT
results, Lexile data from Achieve3000, and student
graduation progress. Monthly, we engage in an all site
professional development meeting which incorporates
reflection on best practices and expected learning
standards with a targeted area of need. Additionally, schoolwide, we implement quarterly progress monitoring using the
processes described above to identify at risk students. Ivy
also participate in annual training for character and schoolwide culture through Capturing Kids Hearts and embrace its
mantra “Choose Excel!”

All Staff Professional
Development Schedule
Progress Monitoring
Minutes
Call Logs
Deficiency
Notices/Progress Reports

Capturing Kids' Hearts

Curriculum Council: Curriculum Council is a forum Curriculum Council
composed of the representation of dedicated educational Minutes
leaders focused on Ivy Academia’s mission and vision. This
consensus decision-making body works together to:
 Implement research-based practices to assure all
students learn and ensure fidelity to those practices,
 Identify professional development needs and participate
in the training and/or on-going process of implementation
and reassessment of professional development needs,
 Empower the Ivy school community to realize a balance
of academic, social and emotional success,
 Analyze assessments and instruction in the process of
continuous improvement,
 Foster the development of Professional Learning
Communities,
 Support the instruction evidence objectives to assure
commonality K-12,
 Encourage and support curriculum and grade level
articulation between elementary, middle school and high
school levels, and facilitate communication among K-12
for the purpose of student learning and educator/staff
success.
School Site Council: The School Site Council (SSC) is School Site Council
composed of ten members representing all the stakeholders Agenda
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which include: one administrator, three teachers, one
classified employee, and five parents, all nominated and
elected by those groups they represent. The SSC at Ivy
Academia is the vehicle through which the school
community comes together to chart the school’s plan for
improvement.
The goal of the SSC at Ivy Academia is to ensure that the
school is continually engaged in identifying and
implementing curriculum and instructional practices that
result in both strengthening the core academic program and
guaranteeing student access to and success in that
program. The three main responsibilities of the SSC are as
follows:
 Develop the LCAP and categorical budget annually and
recommend to the Board of Directors
 Review implementation of plan and periodically assess
effectiveness
 Annually review plan, establish categorical budget and
make modifications to the plan
The SSC has been working to improve its function by
engaging in pertinent discussions about API and AYP
scores, academic achievement for all students, safe and
drug
free
schools,
reading
interventions
for
underperforming students, and daily and on-time
attendance. Supporting and maintaining a schoolwide
focus on language arts, ELD, math, science and social
studies standards and instruction is also a key function of
SSC.

Policies — Rigorous, Relevant, Coherent Curriculum
Indicator: The school assesses the curriculum and its rigor, relevancy, and coherency after
examination of policies regarding course completion, credits, grading policies, homework, etc.
Prompt: Determine the extent to which key stakeholders are involved in the selection and
evaluation of the curriculum to ensure it matches the school’s mission and school-wide learner
outcomes. Particularly evaluate the strategies used to solicit teacher input into the design of the
curriculum and the use of technology within the curriculum.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Assessment of Curriculum: Rigor, relevance and coherence of Curriculum
curriculum begin at the leadership level. Administration works with Council Agenda
the Curriculum Council and School Site Council (as mentioned in the and Minutes
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prior section of Curricular Development, Evaluation, and Revisions)
to implement identified curricular changes.

School Site
Council Agenda
and Minutes

Teacher Autonomy: Teachers as experts in their subject matter and Core Literature
fields are involved in the selection of curriculum. Departmental teams Options
and individual teachers enjoy autonomy as they are encouraged to
research curricula and pilot programs which support the Common
Core State Standards. Teachers collaborate within departments to long-range Plans
make additions or changes to core literature as dictated by their
students’ needs. Teachers maintain their own long-range plans
which reflect the standards based curriculum; they reflect upon and
edit these long-range plans to achieve student success.
Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Determine the school’s effectiveness in the use of
outsourced curriculum to maintain curricular integrity, reliability, and security.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Turnitin.com: Teachers utilize turnitin.com to maintain curricular Sample Essays&
integrity through the originality check feature. This plagiarism feature Originality Report
ensures that students are submitting authentic work.
Capturing Kids' Hearts: One of the cornerstones of this schoolwide Capturing Kids'
program is the creation of social contracts which promote respect Hearts
and unity. All stakeholders enjoy an environment where trust, Handbook
respect, and caring relationships flourish.
Articulation and Follow-up Studies
Indicator: The school articulates regularly with feeder schools and local colleges and universities
and technical schools. The school uses follow-up studies of graduates and others to learn about
the effectiveness of the curricular program.
Prompt: Share examples of articulation with feeder schools and local colleges and universities
and technical schools, including comments on the regularity and effectiveness of these effects.
What has been revealed through the follow-up studies of graduates and others regarding the
effectiveness of the curricular program?
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Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Communication with Feeder Schools: Ivy Academia conducts Meeting Night
School Information Nights, Prospective Parent Nights, and Why Letters
Choose Ivy High Nights to communicate our mission and vision.
Open House
School Tours
Ivy to Ivy Transitional Plan: Our program is designed with a K-12 Transition
philosophy which minimizes the need for transitional planning. Students Plan
moving from elementary to middle school participate in a Shadow Day
program to familiarize them with the new location and systems.
Additionally, Special Education students participate in transitional IEPs.
Communication with College and Universities: The college
counselor keeps informed of the current and specific college and
university admission requirements. The counselor works to ensure that
students are aware of the GPA requirements, ACT and/or SAT, and
FASFA forms. The counselor keeps students informed of this
information through specific college lessons, college fairs, and
individual student meetings. Various university representatives visit Ivy
and hold presentations which are open to all high school students.
Annually, students and the counselor attend college fairs. College and
university acceptance is prominently displayed in the main office and is
published in our Puma Press.

College
Lessons
Presentation
Flyers
Career and
College Fair

Communication with Graduates: Recently matriculated Ivy students
are in the process of creating an alumni association. They are using
social media in conjunction with approved parent and student contact
information to compile a database which will include alumni college and
career success.
B2.

Access to Curriculum Criterion

All students have equal access to the school’s entire program and are provided77 assistance with
a personal learning plan to prepare them for the pursuit of their academic, personal, and career
goals.
Indicators with Prompts
Variety of Programs — Full Range of Choices
Indicator: All students are able to make appropriate choices and pursue a full range of realistic
college and career and/or other educational options. The school provides for career exploration,
preparation for postsecondary education, and pre-technical training for all students.
Prompt: How effective are the processes to allow all students to make appropriate choices and
pursue a full range of realistic college and career and/or other educational options? Discuss how
the school ensures effective opportunities for career exploration, preparation for postsecondary
education, and pre-technical training for all students.
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Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Graduation Requirements: Ivy’s students have the opportunity to High School
enroll in courses which not only fulfill the A-G requirements for Course List
admission to a four year university, but also fulfill our graduation
requirements. Students work to ensure efficacy in college through their
exposure to rigorous academics; general education, honors, and AP Achieve3000
courses are all part of Ivy’s course catalog. Online differentiated
instruction also contributes to college and career readiness by
delivering reading gains by exposure at precise Lexile levels.
Elective Courses: Students enjoy electives schoolwide. At the Elective
elementary, art enrichment is offered TK/K-1, Spanish enrichment is Course List
offered 2-6, and computer enrichment is offered TK-6. At the middle
school, students are exposed to business, art, computers, creative
writing, and Project ECHO (Entrepreneurial Concepts Hands On). At
the high school level, students become college ready through
Freshman Seminar and Business. Additionally, Spanish is offered as
a foreign language and art and drama classes comprise the visual and
performing art elective. Ivy Academia’s program exceeds the
graduation requirements of Los Angeles Unified School District and
the state of California.
Advisory: Middle and high school students at Ivy take part in an Advisory
advisory course designed to enhance the student-teacher relationship
and to foster student success. The course objective is to provide
academic assistance and guidance, to foster entrepreneurship, and to E-Academy
support the WRED model.
“This I Believe”
Curriculum
Clubs: Ivy offers a variety of clubs for student involvement. Elementary Club Listing
National Honor Society includes members from fourth through sixth
grades, Junior National Honor Society is comprised of students in
grades seven and eight, and National Honor Society is comprised of
students from ninth through twelfth grades who strive for excellence.
Additionally, Ivy boasts membership in the California Scholarship
Association, Student Government, Speech and Debate, and
Environmental Awareness.
Work Experience and Community Service: A vital aspect of our Senior
entrepreneurial program includes the senior exit interview which Portfolios
verifies their mandated work experience. Promoting work experience
and community service ensures that our students research fields in the
workforce and specific jobs. Seniors are required to complete forty-five
hours of community service, internships, or employment. Additionally,
Ivy requires sixty hours of community service from each high school
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student before graduation. This community service can be an
amalgam or from a single opportunity.

Accessibility of All Students to Curriculum
Indicator: A rigorous, relevant, and coherent curriculum to all students is accessible to all
students through all courses/programs offered. The school examines the demographics and
situation of students throughout the class offerings. The school’s instructional practices and other
activities facilitate access and success for all students.
Prompt: Evaluate students’ access to a rigorous, relevant, and coherent curriculum across all
programs. To what extent do the instructional practices of teachers and other activities facilitate
access and success for all students?

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Honors and AP Courses: Ivy offers both honors and AP Courses to
students with the desire to achieve. All students are afforded the
opportunity to enroll in these rigorous courses. Enrollment is based on
several factors of which grades are just one of the determinants.
Teacher recommendation and student statements are heavily
weighted during placement. At Ivy, we believe that striving for
greatness is paramount to success, and we encourage students to
“choose excel”. To ensure proper placement, progress monitoring is
employed by administration, teachers, and students on an on-going
basis.

Course
Catalog

Differentiation: Teachers use multiple instructional practices to
ensure that all students at Ivy achieve success. General education
works closely with SpEd to support our student population and to
promote rigor at every level. SpEd maintains and disseminates
information regarding specific learning, necessary accommodations
and modifications. General education and SpEd teachers then
collaborate with their students to actualize their potential through
differentiated projects and assignments.

SpEd
Portfolios

Progress
Monitoring
Schedule
Course
Change Data

Teacher
Lesson Plans
Project Menus

Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate the procedures to ensure that students have
access to courses that meet the UC “a-g” requirements, including lab courses.
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Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Achieve3000: Ivy Academia students in grade two to twelve utilize Achieve3000
Achieve3000 which delivers daily differentiated instruction for Sample Reports
nonfiction reading and writing that’s precisely tailed to each student’s
Lexile reading level.
Apex Learning: Ivy Academia students in grades nine through twelve Apex Learning
utilize Apex for credit recovery and credit advancement. Apex is an
online program that teaches specific courses through engaging
content such as audio recordings, animations, formative exercises,
and interactive simulations. Students are able to move through the
instruction at their own pace and get instant feedback on their
progress from a credentialed teacher who monitors student progress
and administers assessments.
Student-Parent-Staff Collaboration
Indicator: Parents, students, and staff collaborate in developing and monitoring a student’s
personal learning plan, and their college and career and/or other educational goals. (This includes
the evaluation of whether online instruction matches the student’s learning style.)
Prompt: Evaluate to what extent parents, students, and staff collaborate in developing and
monitoring a student’s personal learning plan, and their college and career and/or other
educational goals.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Grade Articulation: Parents, students, and staff collaborate regularly
regarding student progress. Ivy implements the use of Deficiency
Notices to communicate student achievement prior to quarterly
Progress Reports. Additionally, every fall, conferences are scheduled
with parents, students, and staff at elementary through the high
school. Ivy teachers utilize online grading systems, digital classrooms,
and websites to keep both students and parents abreast of grades,
assignments and projects. Teachers keep weekly, posted office hours
to ensure students have the opportunity for one on one questions and
clarifications. Teachers also maintain parent call logs to document
their contact and conversations.

Deficiency
Notices
Progress
Reports
PowerSchool
Canvas
Office Hour
Schedule
Call Logs
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Progress Monitoring: Schoolwide, we implement quarterly progress Progress
monitoring facilitated by administration. The staff attend the meetings Monitoring
in grade level teams to discuss student progress. This valuable Minutes
opportunity affords teachers insight into their students across the
curricula and helps identify successful interventions. Teachers utilize
this information in communication with the students and parents alike.
SST, 504, and IEP Meetings: Having utilized traditional conferences Sample SST
and progress monitoring to target at risk students, Ivy escalates the
collaboration when success remains elusive. Student Success Team
meetings are scheduled to facilitate partnerships between students, Sample 504
parents and teachers. The meetings center on actions which can lead
to student improvement. Study skills, differentiated assignments, and Sample IEP
improvement of communication skills are all discussed. When
students require and qualify for a 504, the school counselor and
teachers work to devise a plan which will address the areas of need.
SpEd works with families to ensure that the student’s IEPs are in line
with their particular needs and, as necessary, works with families and
teachers to adjust and update the existing plans.
Student Goal Setting: The school counselor works closely with
eighth through twelfth grade students to ensure they are achieving to
their highest potential.
Monitoring/Changing Student Plans
Indicator: The school implements processes for monitoring and making appropriate changes in
students’ personal learning plans (e.g., classes and programs) and regularly evaluates them.
Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the ways the school ensures that processes are utilized
for monitoring and making appropriate changes in students' personal learning plans (e.g., classes
and programs).

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Progress Monitoring: School-wide, we implement quarterly progress Progress
monitoring facilitated by administration (teachers also meet on an Monitoring
informal and regular basis to discuss student needs). The staff attend Minutes
the progress monitoring meetings in grade level teams. This valuable
opportunity affords teachers insight into their students across the
curricula and helps identify successful interventions. Teachers utilize
this information in communication with the students and parents alike.
SST, 504 Meetings: Having utilized traditional conferences and Sample SST
progress monitoring to target at risk students, Ivy escalates the
collaboration when success remains elusive. Student Success Team
Sample 504
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meetings are scheduled to facilitate partnerships between students,
parents and teachers. The meetings center on actions which can lead
to student improvement. Study skills, differentiated assignments, and
improvement of communication skills are all discussed. When
students require and qualify for a 504, the school counselor and
teachers work to devise a plan which will address the areas of need.
SpEd Integration and Collaboration: General education works SpEd Portfolios
closely with SpEd to support our student population and to promote
rigor at every level. SpEd maintains and disseminates information
regarding specific learning, necessary accommodations and Sample IEP
modifications. General education and SpEd teachers then collaborate
with their students to actualize their potential through differentiated
projects and assignments.
Charlotte Danielson Framework: All Ivy teachers are held to Charlotte
implementing the best strategies through the use of the Charlotte Danielson
Danielson Framework. This framework’s four domains are used to Framework
evaluate teacher effectiveness and are designed to actualize a viable
and meaningful instructional program for each student. The four
domains are as follows: 1) Planning and Preparation, 2) The
Classroom Environment, 3) Instruction, and 4) Professional
Responsibilities. Formally, teachers are evaluated based on this
framework two times a year. Informally, teachers are often assessed
through unplanned walk-through observations that provide valuable
feedback on best practices.
Post High School Transitions
Indicator: The school implements strategies and programs to facilitate transitions to college,
career, and other postsecondary high school options and regularly evaluates their effectiveness.
Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the strategies and programs to facilitate transitions to
college, career, and other postsecondary high school options.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Freshman Seminar and Graduation Monitoring: Upon entering
ninth grade, our students take part in Freshman Seminar which
provides a foundation for their academics. In addition, a Four Year
Plan is created to ensure they are on track to fulfill all graduation
requirements. Graduation monitoring meetings regularly review these
plans to ensure students are on-track. Parent conferences and
counselor meetings are held when a student is in jeopardy of failing to
meet graduation requirements. Additionally, high school students are
offered credit recovery classes if necessary through Apex Learning.

Freshman
Seminar
Syllabus
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Graduation
Monitoring
Apex Learning
Catalog
Entrepreneurial Driven Instruction: The National Entrepreneurial
Standards have been used to create a K-12 scaffolded plan for
student success. In high school, Ivy’s business class is the
culmination of entrepreneurial learning. Juniors participate in
Business 1 which implements the Common Core State Technology
Standards. The Senior Business 2 class is the true culmination of
entrepreneurial learning; this leadership class concludes with their
senior exit interviews and the submission of student portfolios which
provide evidence of rigorous subject matter instruction with an
entrepreneurial focus.

Grade Level EStandards
Business Plans
Personnel
Handbooks
Senior
Portfolios

Communication with College and Universities: The college
counselor keeps informed of the current and specific college and
university admission requirements. The counselor works to ensure
that students are aware of the GPA requirements, ACT and/or SAT,
and FASFA forms. The counselor keeps students informed of this
information through specific college lessons, college fairs, and
individual student meetings. Various university representatives visit
Ivy and hold presentations which are open to all high school students.
Annually, students and the counselor attend college fairs. College and
university acceptance is prominently displayed in the main office and
is published in our Puma Press.

College
Lessons
Presentation
Flyers
Career and
College Fair

Achieve3000: Ivy Academia students in grades two through twelve Achieve3000
utilize Achieve3000 which delivers daily differentiated instruction for Sample
nonfiction reading precisely tailored to each student’s Lexile level. Reports
This program is designed to help students achieve college readiness
and to expose students to career choices and their corresponding
Lexile levels.
B3.

Preparation for Career and College Criterion

Upon completion of the high school program, students have met all the requirements of
graduation and are prepared with success in college, career, and life.
Indicators with Prompts
Real World Applications — Curriculum
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Indicator: All students have access to rigorous and relevant curriculum that includes real world
applications that will prepare students for success in college, career, and life.
Prompt: Evaluate ways the school ensures that all students have access to a rigorous and
relevant curriculum that includes real world applications that will prepare them for success in
college, career, and life.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Honors Classes and AP Classes: Ivy offers a wide variety of
rigorous courses using standards based curriculum. The honors and
AP courses are open to all students who aspire to achieve at the
highest level. The available courses include honors English, honors
math, honors science 7 and 8, honors social science 7 and 8, AP
world history, AP government, AP United States history, AP English
literature and composition, AP English language and composition, AP
Spanish literature, AP chemistry. The teachers, college counselor and
administration collaborate to monitor student achievement and
placement in an appropriate program which fosters academic
success in high school and qualifies students to attend a four-year
university.

Middle School
Course List

Special Education Integration and Collaboration: General
education works closely with Special Education to support our student
population and to promote rigor at every level. Special Education
maintains and disseminates information regarding specific learning,
necessary accommodations and modifications. General education
and Special Education teachers then collaborate with their students
to actualize their potential through differentiated projects and
assignments.

Special
Education
Portfolios

Entrepreneurial Opportunities: Ivy integrates the National
Entrepreneurial Standards with our Common Core and California
State Standards based curriculum. Every Friday, Elementary
teachers teach a specific Entrepreneurial skill during Ivy Community
(E-University). Middle and High School students complete a required
business class in seventh grade, eighth grade, eleventh grade and
twelfth grade. To graduate, all seniors are required to successfully
complete their senior exit interview and personal portfolio.

StudentManaged
Stores

High School
Course List

Sample IEP

Student-Run
Businesses
Elementary Ivy
Community
Annual Career
Day
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Annual EConvention
Project Based Learning: Teachers implement project based Evolution of
learning to provide the students with opportunities to engage in real Product Sample
world problem solving. Project Based Learning breeds differentiation Lesson
as students are encouraged to tackle standards based assignments
using a variety of methods. In deep and complex ways, these projects
effectively synthesize curricular subject matter with our
entrepreneurial standards. Projects may either be in a core subject
area or cross-curricular as evidenced by an Evolution of a Product
project which encompasses biology, history and entrepreneurship.
Rubrics are used to provide specific feedback on student work and
isolate mastery of student learning outcomes, academic and collegeand career-readiness standards.
Meeting Graduation Requirements
Indicator: The school implements academic, college- and career-readiness support programs to
ensure students are meeting all requirements, including the CAHSEE.
Prompt: Comment on the effectiveness of the academic, college- and career-readiness support
programs to ensure students are meeting all requirements, including the CAHSEE.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Graduation Requirements: Ivy offers a wide variety of rigorous
courses using standards based curriculum. The teachers, college
counselor and administration collaborate to monitor student
achievement and placement in an appropriate program which fosters
academic success in high school and qualifies students to attend a
four-year university. The honors and AP courses are open to all
students who aspire to achieve at the highest level. The available
courses include honors English, honors math, honors science 7 and 8,
honors social science 7 and 8, AP world history, AP government, AP
United States history, AP English literature and composition, AP
English language and composition, AP Spanish literature, AP
chemistry.

Middle School
Course List

Homework Club and Computer Lab: Support services in the form of
Homework Club tutoring are offered to students struggling to
demonstrate mastery or proficiency in core subject areas. 504 and IEP
students in the Homework Club receive specialized help to help bridge
the gaps in knowledge and/or to facilitate work completion and
submission. Additionally, Ivy operates a daily, after school computer lab

Homework
Club Schedule
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which is staffed. Students are encouraged to take advantage of this
opportunity and the additional help it offers.
Apex Learning: Ivy Academia students in grades nine through twelve Sample
utilize Apex for credit recovery and credit advancement. Apex is an Reports from
online program that teaches specific courses through engaging content Apex
such as audio recordings, animations, formative exercises, and
interactive simulations. Students are able to move through the
instruction at their own pace and get instant feedback on their progress
from a credentialed teacher who monitors student progress and
administers assessments.
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ACS WASC Category B. Standards-based Student Learning: Curriculum
Summary, Strengths, and Growth Needs
Review all the findings and supporting evidence and summarize the degree to which the criteria in
Category B are being met. Include comments about the degree to which these criteria impact the
school’s ability to address one or more of the identified critical learner needs.

Summary:
Ivy is focused on providing students opportunities to meet requirements for graduation
and future careers. Our entrepreneurial focus ensures that lessons have real-world
applications. We move beyond traditional modes of teaching by embracing project based
learning creating more meaningful and engaging lessons. Ivy offers a variety of rigorous
honors and AP classes and a unique opportunity to gain business as lessons include
entrepreneurial components and students also have the opportunity to participate in
student run businesses. For those students who are struggling to complete their
graduation requirements, Ivy has varied supports.
Prioritize the strengths and areas of growth for Category B.

Category B: Standards-based Student Learning: Curriculum: Areas of Strength
Ivy Academia conducts ongoing assessments of student progress.
In each lesson there is synthesis of standards based curricula with entrepreneurial
standards.
Curriculum aligned with Common Core State Standards prior to state adoption.
Ivy graduation standards exceed the state minimum.
Administration, Faculty and Staff work together consistently and ongoing to ensure
student success.
Category B: Standards-based Student Learning: Curriculum: Areas of Growth
Expanded and updated technology infrastructure and classroom technology (projectors,
smart boards, etc.) including more student access to computers.
There is need for additional designated collaboration time between departments and
grade levels at the middle and high school.
Adopt Next Generation Science Standards curriculum when available.
Adopt new math curriculum K-5 and 9-12 that creates alignment with existing 6-8
curriculum.
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Chapter IV: Self-Study Findings

Category C: Standards-based Student Learning: Instruction
Analysis must show distinctions that appear across the range of students (grade level, diverse
background, and abilities) and the variety of programs offered at the school.
Examples include:



Online instruction approaches (school site or off site, integrated within other programs
and/or offered separately)
Focused programs such as IB Diploma Program, college- and career-readiness programs,
school/college partnerships, AVID, and independent study programs.

➔ Note: In some areas additional prompts have been inserted to emphasize the analysis related to
online instruction.

C1.

Challenging and Relevant Learning Experiences Criterion

To achieve the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes, all students are involved in challenging and relevant learning experiences.
Indicators with Prompts
Results of Student Observations and Examining Work
Indicator: The school’s observations of students working and the examining of student work
provide information on the degree to which all students are engaged in challenging and relevant
learning to assist them in achieving the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness
standards, and the school-wide learner outcomes. The school, particularly, has evaluated the
degree of involvement in the learning of students with diverse backgrounds and abilities and
modified approaches based on findings.
Prompt: Comment on the degree to which all students are involved in challenging learning to
achieve the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes. Include how observing students working and examining student work
have informed this understanding.

Findings

Supporting Evidence

The mission of Ivy Academia is to educate and empower
students with rigorous academics and real-life
entrepreneurial skills. This is supported by an
environment for student achievement at all levels
beginning with teacher planning at the start of the school
year and ending with benchmarking, final exams and
intervention and credit recovery when necessary. To
involve students in rigorous and academically
challenging standards based learning, project based
learning in and across disciplines is employed at all
grade levels.
Non-Negotiables/Standards-Based Instruction

4 Lesson Components
(Common Core State
Standards, Essential
Questions, E-Standards and
Depth/Complexity)
4 C’s (Creativity,
Communication, Critical
Thinking, Collaboration)
E-Standards broken down by
grade-level
long-range and Weekly
Lesson Plans support
project-based learning.
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Standards based instruction is delivered in every
classroom at Ivy Academia. To support student learning
outcomes, every classroom posts in color coding on the
white board and incorporates the 4 Lesson
Components: Essential Question, E-Standard(s),
Common Core State Standard(s), Content Area
Standard(s) (where applicable) and Depth and
Complexity to create schoolwide uniformity. The Estandards have been sorted according to grade level to
establish an annual expectation for student learning.
Prior to the start of instruction, teachers review the nonnegotiables to ensure students have an understanding
of the standards and objectives each day. Teachers use
long-range plans established and submitted at the start
of the school year as pacing guides to create daily
lesson plans that synthesize the 4 Lesson Components
and incorporate the entrepreneurial mission in every
lesson, in every classroom, every day. Differentiation
and relevant supports are incorporated into every lesson
to accommodate our variety of learner needs,
backgrounds and abilities, and provide access to the
curriculum for all. Modifications and accommodations
are provided as needed and as dictated by established
student specific plans (IEPs & 504s). long-range plans
help teachers and students define an expectation of
standards mastery in a given time period in preparation
for quarterly benchmark exams. The 4 C’s of Common
Core (communication, collaboration, critical thinking and
creativity) are posted in each classroom as well and a
schoolwide expectation has been established to
incorporate a minimum of two of the four in each lesson.
This creates an inherent differentiation model in the
classroom and works to meet and engage students at
their specific strengths. For student enrichment or those
struggling to meet grade level expectation, access to
computer based programs Achieve3000 (English) and
IXL (Math) is provided.
Student Growth Analysis
Teachers and site administrators meet quarterly for
student Progress Monitoring by grade level to identify
students who currently nearly meet or do not meet grade
level standards expectations based on grades and
benchmark data. Those students determined to be at
risk due to not meeting grade level expectations, are
referred for an SST (Student Success Team) meeting.
At this meeting, each student meets with an
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administrator, parent and teacher to develop a plan for
their academic success. The plan developed by the
team centers around student responsibility and
accountability for their education supported by the rest
of the team. Quarterly benchmarks are given in each of
the core subjects and data is analyzed to determine
expected student standards mastery. The data from
these benchmarks is used to create quarterly Re-teach
Days which target specific deficits through hands-on
lessons. Students and parents have online access to
course grades online through PowerSchool and are
expected to check it regularly to support student
involvement in their own learning.
Project Based Learning
Ivy Academia has adopted a schoolwide Project Based
Learning paradigm where all projects are aligned to
Common Core State Standards, E-standards and depth
and complexity. Projects may either be in a core subject
area or cross-curricular to deepen student subject area
knowledge. Rubrics are used provide specific feedback
on student work and isolate mastery of student learning
outcomes, academic and college- and career-readiness
standards.
Ivy Community/E-Academy & E-Convention
Students at Ivy Academia in grades TK-12 are expected
to participate in their grade level specific entrepreneurial
curriculum each school year. The TK-6 curriculum, Ivy
Community is scaffolded by grade level to
accommodate student concept mastery. Grades TK-2
create classroom businesses such as paint a dream or
dance party while grades 3-6 do small groups with
designated roles for each group member such as
manager, marketing, etc. E-Academy for grades 7-12
takes place during advisory and formally or informally
implemented by the teacher based on their observations
of student need and mastery of current or past grade
level E-Standards. This is particularly important for
students who have transferred from another school and
lack exposure to the entrepreneurial mission and
expected grade level mastery. E-Convention is the
annual student showcase of mastery of academic
standards, the college- and career-readiness standards,
and the school-wide learner outcomes. Students
participate in a variety of challenges in mixed grade level
groups to highlight their mastery of expected E-standard
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learning outcomes for that school year. Exit Interviews
are held for all Seniors where they are required to
present a portfolio representing the culmination of their
Entrepreneurial Education, make a 5 minute
presentation on that years chosen topic, and participate
in a panel style interview.

Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of timelines and pacing
guides for completing coursework for asynchronous online instruction.
N/A
Student Understanding of Learning Expectations
Indicator: The students know the standards/expected performance levels for each area of study.
Prompt: Examine and evaluate the extent to which students know the standards/expected
performance levels before beginning a new area of study; an example of online instruction is the
use of pacing guides.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Goal Setting & Vision: The Non-Negotiables are posted in every
classroom and introduced or reintroduced at the start of each
lesson. At the start of the school year, teachers hand out a syllabus
and go over their long-range plans with their classes to create a
shared vision and roadmap for the school year. Students are able
to track their current progress in the school year with the
expectations for benchmarks.
Special Ed goals are established each year. Students begin the
school year knowing their learning goals as well as their expected
level of performance.
Online programs such as IXL and Achieve3000 set goals and
provide instant feedback on scores and levels. Improvement is
rewarded within the program.

Syllabus
long-range Plans
Special Ed Team
Student Goal
Setting
IXL &
Achieve3000
student learning
outcomes

PROs - Public
PROs – Public Relations Officers
Relations Officers
Though all students are expected to be able to explain in depth the
concepts behind the Depth and Complexity icons, Common Core
State Standards and E-Standards integrated in that day’s lessons,
a student (or students) may volunteer or be assigned to the role of
Classroom PRO. This position was created as a means to allow
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students who may be interested in networking or public speaking
the opportunity to interface with individuals both familiar and
unfamiliar with visitors to practice networking and professional
communication skills.

Differentiation of Instruction
Indicator: The school’s instructional staff members differentiate instruction, including integrating
multimedia and technology, and evaluate its impact on student learning.
Prompt: How effectively do instructional staff members differentiate instruction, such as
integrating multimedia and technology? Evaluate the impact of this on student learning.

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Technology: At the elementary campus, Teachers
plan and implement Universal Access learning each
week. Materials and skill sets are differentiated based
on student need. Laptops are available for spelling and
writing practice as well as in class work on IXL and
Achieve3000. High school students make use of
smartphones and classroom laptops for in class
research and problem solving. Teachers have access
to laptops, projectors and document cameras to assist
in curriculum presentation. Students and teachers use
various hardware and software based technology tools
such as Canvas, Animoto, Khan Academy, PhET
Colorado,
ScienceGeek.net,
StanfordOnline,
Code.org, Scratch@MIT, Wix.com, smart boards and
Wacom tablets. The use of these tools in conjunction
with traditional curriculum significantly increase
student engagement, motivation and help drive
instruction.
Feedback: As needed, students receive intervention
through special education with RTI, and IEP and 504
accommodations are met within classrooms. Teachers
make use of online programs such as Polleverywhere,
Plickers and Class Dojo for behavior and work ethic
feedback.
Instruction Planning: Teachers send weekly lesson
plans to administration and the Special Ed department
through email. Plans are designed with all learners in
mind and instructions are included for students that
may need additional supports. To further access all

Laptop computers to drive
instruction.
High school students use
smartphones and classroom
laptops to research and seek
information.
Poll everywhere, Plickers and
Class Dojo survey and assess
student learning and behavior
informally and formally.
Use of computer, projector,
document cameras, smart
boards, and/or Wacom tablets
in instruction
Canvas, Animoto, Khan
Academy, PhET Colorado,
Wix.com, ScienceGeek.net,
StanfordOnline, Code.org,
Scratch@MIT
Weekly lesson plans to
administration and SPED
inclusive of additional supports
needed
Multi-modal instruction
Class size
Small group instruction
Block Schedule
Project Based Learning
Multiple means-multiple ends
end products
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learners, Teachers continuously provide multi-modal Rubrics
instruction (visual, oral, kinesthetic, etc.).
Small Group Instruction: In addition to the benefits of
small class sized, teachers regularly implement small
group instruction to allow for more individual attention,
particularly during block schedule days. This provides
time for teacher to differentiate instruction for
enrichment for GATE students and additional support
for struggling learners.
Project Based Learning: Ivy Academia has adopted
Project-based Learning at all grade levels.
Differentiation is supported through multiple meansmultiple ends based end product delivery. Rubrics are
provided for all projects and indicate criteria and clearly
outline expectations for each level of success.

C2.

Student Engagement Criterion

All teachers use a variety of strategies and resources, including technology and experiences
beyond the textbook and the classroom that actively engage students, emphasize higher order
thinking skills, and help them succeed at high levels.
Indicators with Prompts
Current Knowledge
Indicator: Teachers are current in the instructional content taught and research-based
instructional methodology, including the integrated use of multimedia and technology.
Prompt: Evaluate the extent to which teachers effectively use a variety of strategies including
multimedia and other technology in the delivery of the curriculum.

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Professional Development: Teachers regularly
attend trainings in their content areas or teaching
strategies and bring the information back to the school
to share. Programs like Simple K-12, IXL and
Achieve3000 have been brought into the school for
teachers and students to develop their skills and
abilities.
Technology: At the elementary campus, Teachers
plan and implement Universal Access learning each
week. Materials and skill sets are differentiated based
on student need. Laptops are available for spelling and
writing practice as well as in class work on IXL and

Laptop computers to drive
instruction.
High school students use
smartphones and classroom
laptops to research and seek
information.
Poll everywhere, Plickers and
Class Dojo survey and assess
student learning and behavior
informally and formally.
Use of computer, projector,
document cameras, smart
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Achieve3000. High school students make use of
smartphones and classroom laptops for in class
research and problem solving. Teachers have access
to laptops, projectors and document cameras to assist
in curriculum presentation. Students and teachers use
various hardware and software based technology tools
such as Canvas, Animoto, Khan Academy, PhET
Colorado,
ScienceGeek.net,
StanfordOnline,
Code.org, Scratch@MIT, Wix.com, smart boards and
Wacom tablets. The use of these tools in conjunction
with traditional curriculum significantly increase
student engagement, motivation and help drive
instruction.
Instruction Planning: Teachers send weekly lesson
plans to administration and the Special Ed department
through email. Plans are designed with all learners in
mind and instructions are included for students that
may need additional supports. To further access all
learners, Teachers continuously provide multi-modal
instruction (visual, oral, kinesthetic, etc.).
Project Based Learning: Ivy Academia has adopted
Project-based Learning at all grade levels.
Differentiation is supported through multiple meansmultiple ends based end product delivery. Rubrics are
provided for all projects and indicate criteria and clearly
outline expectations for each level of success.

boards, and/or Wacom tablets
in instruction
Canvas, Animoto, Khan
Academy, PhET Colorado,
Wix.com, ScienceGeek.net,
StanfordOnline, Code.org,
Scratch@MIT
Weekly lesson plans to
administration and SPED
inclusive of additional supports
needed
Multi-modal instruction
Class size
Small group instruction
Block Schedule
Project Based Learning
Multiple means-multiple ends
end products
Rubrics

Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate how teacher technology competencies are
assessed during online instruction.
N/A
Teachers as Coaches
Indicator: Teachers work as coaches to facilitate learning for all students.
Prompt: Evaluate and comment on the extent to which teachers work as coaches to facilitate
learning for all students. Provide examples.
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Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Enrichment Coaches: At the elementary campus, Enrichment
Coaches are provided for students after school every day in
computers, art and Spanish.
Modeling: In the classroom, Teachers model the learning process,
monitor positive learning behaviors and skills with the use of social
contracts and behavior charts to provide encouragement to students.
Teacher Leadership: Teachers act as mentors, club sponsors and
coaches to students and other teachers throughout the school year.
During in-service and professional development, many teachers take
on leadership positions to offer instruction on best practice and
curriculum needs.
Differentiation: Weekly lesson plans are scaffolded and
differentiated for all learner types to gain access to the content. Small
group instruction may mix learners by levels heterogeneously or
homogeneously based on expected outcomes. Teachers are able to
facilitate learning through coaching students to achieve at higher
levels through collaboration.

Mentorship
Enrichment
Coaches
Modeling
Club Advisers &
Coaches
Teacher
Leaders
Lesson Plans
Scaffolding and
Differentiation

Examination of Student Work
Indicator: Representative samples of student work demonstrate: a) structured learning so that
students organize, access, and apply knowledge they already have acquired; b) that students
have the tools to gather and create knowledge and have opportunities to use these tools to
research, inquire, gather, discover, and invent knowledge on their own and communicate this.
Prompt: Evaluate and comment on the ways in which student work demonstrates a) structured
learning so that students organize, access, and apply knowledge they already have acquired; b)
that students have the tools to gather and create knowledge and have opportunities to use these
tools to research, inquire, gather, discover, and invent knowledge on their own and communicate
this.

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Structured Learning (a): Students are lead in prior
knowledge discussions at the start of units of study. All grade
levels use project based learning. Steps are broken into
manageable chunks with due dates clearly provided.
Student Tools: Online programs such as IXL and
Achieve3000 provide students with ongoing skills practice
with monitored scores to show their progress. Computer lab
for the lower grades and computer access in the upper grades

Project-based learning
Assignment Chunking
with clear due dates on
various steps
Students have
timelines and checklists
to measure progress on
a project
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allows for a venue to showcase learned skills and develop
those skills further. Graphic organizers and templates are
available in all content areas for planning purposes and to
provide structure. Common Core Rubrics indicate outcome
expectations on a 4 level scale. Students can use this
information to guide them in meeting a goal. This allows
students to focus on the process of the work rather than the
final product. Teachers regularly use various check for
understanding and exit ticket strategies to gauge student
learning and content confidence. This allows for real time
feedback to circle back on breakdowns in understanding while
the learning is still fresh. Benchmarks are conducted 4 times
per year and are integral to tracking student achievement and
attainment of learning outcomes. The exams are created to
follow long-range plans and curriculum frameworks that break
standards down into units. The data is compiled and teachers
are able to identify gaps in student learning based on
performance on standards based questions. From this data,
teachers are able to go back and reteach the content to close
the gaps.

Computer lab is
available for each
student to access
information.
Learning can be
focused on the process
vs. the end product.
Check for
understanding & exit
tickets
Benchmarks

Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate and comment on the effectiveness of reviewing
student work online and online communications to determine the degree to which students are
analyzing, comprehending, and conducting effective research.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Online Student Work: Teachers make regular use of the student
information in all online programs, particularly Achieve3000 and IXL.
These provide a broad overview of student skill sets beyond the core
content areas, and identify strengths and weaknesses to guide the
planning stage of lessons and reviews. With Turnitin.com and Canvas,
teachers can comment directly on the online document for real-time
feedback.

IXL
Achieve3000
AIMSweb
PowerSchool
Turnitin
Canvas

Indicator: Representative samples of student work demonstrate that students are able to think,
reason, and problem solve in group and individual activities, project, discussions and debates,
and inquiries related to investigation.
Prompt: Evaluate and comment on how well the representative samples of student work
demonstrate that students are able to think, reason, and problem solve in group and individual
activities, projects, discussions and debates, and inquiries related to investigation.
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Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Project Based Learning
Teachers implement project based learning to provide the students with
opportunities to engage in real world problem solving. Project Based
Learning breeds differentiation as students are encouraged to tackle
standards based assignments using a variety of methods. In deep and
complex ways, these projects effectively synthesize curricular subject
matter with our entrepreneurial standards. Projects may either be in a
core subject area or cross-curricular as evidenced by an Evolution of a
Product project which encompasses biology, history and
entrepreneurship. Rubrics are used to provide specific feedback on
student work and isolate mastery of student learning outcomes,
academic and college- and career-readiness standards.

Project Based
Learning
Debates
Mock Trial
WRED
E-Games
E-Convention

Debates/Mock Trial
Students are often challenged with current real world situations and
cases for debate or trial. They must research and investigate both sides
of the issue(s) and craft a defense demonstrative of critical thinking and
problem solving.
WRED-Writing, Reading Every Discipline
Ivy recognizes reading comprehension as a key to student success and
uses a variety of cross-curricular strategies designed to improve
comprehension and thereby student Lexile levels. Through the
integration of Achieve3000 across the disciplines, we have developed a
culture where all teachers share responsibility for developing this vital
skill set. At the middle and high schools, Advisory is used to reinforce
comprehension and to cultivate writing skills. For example, students at
the middle school utilize current events from varying news sources and
Achieve3000 to report and spark debate. Students at the high school
are guided through essays from the “This I Believe” curriculum, and they
conclude the reading discussion with structured written response.
E-Games
Each quarter students participate in E-Games which offer the
opportunity for students to problem solve through critical thinking,
creativity, communication and collaboration in discussion, debate and
inquiry of real world scenarios.
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E-Convention
Annually towards the end of the school year students participate in an
entrepreneurial convention that highlights our entrepreneurial mission.
The events competition focuses on problem solving current real world
issues while the project showcase displays cross disciplinary,
entrepreneurially focused artifacts from throughout the school year.
Students compete in challenges individually or in mixed grade level
groups that present them with opportunities for discussion, debate and
inquiry to demonstrate their ability to think, reason and problem solve.

Indicator: Representative samples of student work demonstrate that students use technology to
assist them in achieving the academic standards and the school-wide learner outcomes.
Prompt: Evaluate the extent to which representative samples of student work demonstrate that
students use technology to assist them in achieving the academic standards and the school-wide
learner outcomes.

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Laptop computers to drive
instruction.
High school students use
smartphones and classroom
laptops to research and seek
information.
Use of computer, projector,
document cameras, smart
boards, and/or Wacom tablets
in instruction
Canvas, Animoto, Khan
Academy, PhET Colorado,
Wix.com, ScienceGeek.net,
StanfordOnline, Code.org,
Teacher Websites: Teachers post all assignments on Scratch@MIT
their websites weekly and connect them to applicable Teacher Websites
Common Core State Standards available in the Turnitin.com
website database. Rubrics for assignments are also
posted on websites to further connect assignments to
content area and entrepreneurial standards.
Classroom Technology: Laptops are available for
spelling and writing practice as well as in class work on
IXL and Achieve3000. High school students make use
of smartphones and classroom laptops for in class
research and problem solving. Teachers have access
to laptops, projectors and document cameras to assist
in curriculum presentation. Students and teachers use
various hardware and software based technology tools
such as Canvas, Animoto, Khan Academy, PhET
Colorado,
ScienceGeek.net,
StanfordOnline,
Code.org, Scratch@MIT, Wix.com, smart boards and
Wacom tablets.

Turnitin.com: Students turn written work in through
Turnitin.com for real-time feedback and verification or
authentic and original writing.
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Indicator: Representative samples of student work demonstrate student use of materials and
resources beyond the textbook, such as use and availability of library/multimedia resources and
services; availability of and opportunities to access data-based, original source documents and
computer information networks; and experiences, activities and resources which link students to
the real world.
Prompt: Evaluate the extent to which representative samples of student work demonstrate
student use of materials and resources beyond the textbook; availability of and opportunities to
access data-based, original source documents and computer information networks; and
experiences, activities and resources which link students to the real world.

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Classroom Technology: Laptops are available for
spelling and writing practice as well as in class work on
IXL and Achieve3000. High school students make use
of smartphones and classroom laptops for in class
research and problem solving. Teachers have access
to laptops, projectors and document cameras to assist
in curriculum presentation. Students and teachers use
various hardware and software based technology tools
such as Canvas, Animoto, Khan Academy, PhET
Colorado,
ScienceGeek.net,
StanfordOnline,
Code.org, Scratch@MIT, Wix.com, smart boards and
Wacom tablets.

Laptop computers to drive
instruction.
High school students use
smartphones and classroom
laptops to research and seek
information.
Use of computer, projector,
document cameras, smart
boards, and/or Wacom tablets
in instruction
Canvas, Animoto, Khan
Academy, PhET Colorado,
Wix.com, ScienceGeek.net,
StanfordOnline, Code.org,
Scratch@MIT
WebQuests
Skype or FaceTime - Guest
Speakers & Parent classroom
visits
Field Trips and Virtual Field
Trips
Work Experience and
Community Service

Field Trips and Virtual Field Trips: Due to funding,
field trips are generally limited to surrounding areas
with some exceptions. Virtual Field Trips make it easy
for teachers to reach a broad spectrum of information
and sites to enrich their content and connect students
with the world beyond the textbook.
WebQuests: WebQuests are used for inquiry driven
lessons to connect students to the content through
research and data.
Guest Speakers: Guest speakers make presentations
to classrooms or the student body as a whole. To
maximize student access to these speakers,
arrangements are made to have guests Skype or
FaceTime in to the presentation.
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Entrepreneurial Driven Instruction: The National
Entrepreneurial Standards have been used to create a
K-12 scaffolded plan for student success. Ivy
Academia’s entrepreneurial focus (outlines in
Congruence)
embraces
structure,
leadership,
innovation, and analysis and thereby promotes a high
level of student involvement in business activities. The
standards have been assigned and sorted according
to grade level to establish an annual expectation for
student learning. Beginning in the elementary,
students participate in a variety of business activities
which includes a collaborative business plan. At the
middle school, students are exposed to business,
computers, and Project ECHO (Entrepreneurial
Concepts Hands On). By the end of middle school,
students are versed in the elevator speech and can
write a complete business plan and personnel
handbook. In high school, Ivy’s business class is the
culmination of entrepreneurial learning. Juniors
participate in Business 1 which implements the
Common Core State Technology Standards. The
Senior Business 2 class is the true culmination of
entrepreneurial learning; this leadership class
concludes with their senior exit interviews and the
submission of student portfolios which provide
evidence of rigorous subject matter instruction with an
entrepreneurial focus.
Work Experience and Community Service: A vital
aspect of our entrepreneurial program includes the
senior exit interview which verifies their mandated
work experience. Promoting work experience and
community service ensures that our students research
fields in the workforce and specific jobs. Seniors are
required to complete forty-five hours of community
service, internships, or employment. Additionally, Ivy
requires sixty hours of community service from each
high school student before graduation. This community
service can be an amalgam or from a single
opportunity.

Real World Experiences
Indicator: All students have access to career awareness, exploration and preparation that may
include such activities such as job shadowing, internships, apprenticeship programs, regional
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occupational programs, on-the-job training programs, community projects and other real world
experiences and applications.
Prompt: Evaluate the degree to which the opportunities for access and involvement in a variety
of real world experiences are available and effective.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

School-wide Learner Outcomes: In March of 2013, Ivy
overhauled and implemented the following ESLR’s: Innovative
Visionary Youth. Currently, Ivy is integrating the following Schoolwide Learner Outcomes: STEAM (Science, Technology,
Entrepreneurship, Art, and Math) and WRED (Writing and Reading
in Every Discipline). Through rigorous academics which are
aligned with the Common Core State Standards and Next
Generation Science Standards, the students at Ivy are expected
to develop real-life
entrepreneurial skills necessary to succeed in the 21st century.
Entrepreneurial
Driven
Instruction:
The
National
Entrepreneurial Standards have been used to create a K-12
scaffolded plan for student success. Ivy Academia’s
entrepreneurial focus (outlines in Congruence) embraces
structure, leadership, innovation, and analysis and thereby
promotes a high level of student involvement in business activities.
The standards have been assigned and sorted according to grade
level to establish an annual expectation for student learning.
Beginning in the elementary, students participate in a variety of
business activities which includes a collaborative business plan. At
the middle school, students are exposed to business, computers,
and Project ECHO (Entrepreneurial Concepts Hands On). By the
end of middle school, students are versed in the elevator speech
and can write a complete business plan and personnel handbook.
In high school, Ivy’s business class is the culmination of
entrepreneurial learning. Juniors participate in Business 1 which
implements the Common Core State Technology Standards. The
Senior Business 2 class is the true culmination of entrepreneurial
learning; this leadership class concludes with their senior exit
interviews and the submission of student portfolios which provide
evidence of rigorous subject matter instruction with an
entrepreneurial focus.
Work Experience and Community Service: A vital aspect of our
entrepreneurial program includes the senior exit interview which
verifies their mandated work experience. Promoting work
experience and community service ensures that our students

Schoolwide
Learner Outcomes
Entrepreneurial
Driven Instruction
Ivy Community
HS Business
Classes
Senior Exit
Interview
Work Experience &
Community
Service
Project ECHO
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research fields in the workforce and specific jobs. Seniors are
required to complete forty-five hours of community service,
internships, or employment. Additionally, Ivy requires sixty hours
of community service from each high school student before
graduation. This community service can be an amalgam or from a
single opportunity.

Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of opportunities within online
instruction for real world experiences and applications for the students.

N/A
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ACS WASC Category C. Standards-based Student Learning: Instruction
Summary, Strengths, and Growth Needs
Review all the findings and supporting evidence and summarize the degree to which the criteria in
Category C are being met. Include comments about the degree to which these criteria impact the
school’s ability to address one or more of the identified critical learner needs.

Summary:
Ivy Academia excels at meeting the diverse needs of students. Project Based Learning,
Common Core and entrepreneurship are integrated into lessons daily with a focus on 21 st
Century skills acquisition through real world application. K-12 classroom alignment is
achieved through the use of non-negotiables (4 C’s, essential question, depth and
complexity, entrepreneurial standards, Common Core State Standards and content area
standards). Tailored supports specifically designed for English Language Learners and
students with special needs are offered. Teachers provide content access to all learners
through differentiation, technology and real world experience including field trips, guest
speakers, and WebQuests. Ivy Academia continues to improve relationships within the
surrounding community and with key stakeholders to strengthen and build outreach
initiatives, as well as work experience and community service opportunities for its
students.
Prioritize the strengths and areas of growth for Category C.

Category C: Standards-based Student Learning: Instruction: Areas of Strength
Daily lesson alignment in all classrooms through use of non-negotiables (essential
question, depth and complexity, entrepreneurial standards, Common Core State
Standards and content area standards and the 4 C’s).
Instruction is differentiated daily for maximum student access and achievement.
Focus on Project Based Learning provides inherent opportunity for real world application
and fosters the development of 21st Century Skills.
Teachers regularly and effectively incorporate technology into their lessons to increase
student engagement, differentiate lessons and maximize student access.
Category C: Standards-based Student Learning: Instruction: Areas of Growth
Increase opportunities for student work experience and community service through
stakeholder and community engagement.
Further integration of IXL and Achieve3000 to use data to drive instruction to prepare
students to meet or exceed College and Career Readiness expectations.
Focus on literary analysis and incorporate TOMs cross curricular writing rubrics K-12 to
support College and Career Readiness expectations.
Demonstrate and execute positive problem solving strategies to support college and
career readiness expectations.
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Chapter IV: Self-Study Findings
Category D: Standards-based Student Learning: Assessment and Accountability
Analysis must show distinctions that appear across the range of students (grade level, diverse
background, and abilities) and the variety of programs offered at the school.
Examples include:
·Online instruction approaches (school site or off site, integrated within other programs and/or
offered separately)
·Focused programs such as IB Diploma Program, college- and career-readiness programs,
school/college partnerships, AVID, and independent study programs.
➔ Note: In some areas additional prompts have been inserted to emphasize the analysis related to
online instruction.

D1.

Using Assessment to Analyze Monitoring and Report Student Progress Criterion

The school staff uses a professionally acceptable assessment process to collect, disaggregate,
analyze, and report student performance data to the school staff, students, parents, and other
stakeholders.
Indicators with Prompts
Professionally Acceptable Assessment Process
Indicator: The school staff uses effective assessment processes to collect, disaggregate,
analyze, and report student performance data to all stakeholders.
Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the assessment processes.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Benchmarks: Ivy Academia administers quarterly benchmarks using
Smarter Balanced assessments and/or teacher-designed TestWiz
assessments. These benchmarks are aligned with Common Core State
Standards in each subject area and students enrolled in each course
take the same assessment, regardless of their teacher or class period.
Ivy staff reviews benchmark results each quarter by the staff at grade
level or department meetings, and posted on Google Docs for all staff
to compare. Teachers address areas of low mastery on these
assessments by analyzing performance on each standard as well as
any applicable CELDT data and conducting quarterly reteach days.
TestWiz: The TestWiz test creation and database system allows staff
and administration to track student growth in standards throughout the
school year. Each students progress can be monitored year to year with
test comparisons. Benchmark scores are also used to assess the
effectiveness of teaching strategies. Teachers meet by department to
analyze benchmark data and develop or rethink strategies to organize
future lessons.

TestWiz
Benchmarks
SBAC
Achieve3000
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CELDT
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IXL
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Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium (SBAC):This testing
occurs yearly and is reported to staff, administration, parents, and the
Board each year. SBAC scores are available to the public online.
Progress Monitoring: Ivy’s administrators and teachers conduct
quarterly progress monitoring meetings in grade-level teams to discuss
students’ overall academic and social progress. Focus is placed on
students with IEPs and/or 504 plans, students who are gifted, and other
students that the team deems necessary to discuss based on
observation and academic performance. The team decides if a Student
Success Team (SST) meeting should be scheduled for students who
may be at risk or borderline at risk. A plan is made and the team checks
in to discuss progress for each student.
AIMSweb: AIMSweb testing occurs three times a year in the
elementary school and twice yearly in the middle school. AIMSweb
tracking informs guidance and scheduling of students in intervention,
GATE programs, and other vertical movement.
Project Based Learning: Teachers design projects and assignments,
consistently scaffolding them and monitoring their development. These
projects include business-related tasks such as creating business
plans, employee handbooks, personal marketing plans, TED talks, etc.
Ivy students are required to showcase their project(s) to the community
and the Board during E-Convention.
Grades: Grades are posted online and updated weekly through
PowerSchool, and are accessible to students, staff, and parents with
unique login credentials. Teachers and administrators have access to
student records to view their assignments, grades, credits earned,
GPA, and A-G progress. Parents are invited to campus to discuss their
child’s progress during open house, back to school night, parent
conferences, and on an as-needed basis through SST meetings or
targeted conferences.
The elementary school uses standards-based grading, whereas the
middle and high school campuses use grade weights designed by the
Curriculum Council. These weights are outlined in Ivy’s Parent,
Teacher, Student Handbook. Student performance levels and growth
are determined using the following categories:
 Homework
 Quizzes/Tests
 Projects/Essays
 Classwork/Participation
 Benchmarks
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Achieve3000
IXL

Achieve3000: Achieve3000 is used to promote the Writing and
Reading in Every Discipline (WRED) philosophy and to allow students
to access the curriculum at their Lexile level to meet grade-level
expectations. Data is used for reflection and collaboration across grade
levels, and to differentiate for specific students. Access to Achieve3000
data is open to any interested stakeholders.

Monitoring and Reporting Student Progress
Indicator: There are effective processes to keep district, board, parents, and the business and
industry community informed about student progress toward achieving the academic standards,
the college- and career-readiness standards, and the school-wide learner outcomes.
Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the processes that inform appropriate stakeholders
(governing board members, teachers, students, parents, business/industry community) about
student achievement of the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards,
and the school-wide learner outcomes.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Conferences: Parent-teacher conferences are conducted throughout
the year. Eighth-grade second semester conferences inform parents
about students’ ongoing progress towards standards achievement.
Students and parents are provided with a progress report that includes
an assignment list, academic grade, and citizenship and participation
remarks.
Open House and Back to School nights allow teachers to communicate
to parents their goals about how parents can help their children achieve
the standards.

Achieve3000
Conferences
Puma Press
Board
updates
Deficiency
Notices
Teacher
Websites
IXL
Achieve3000
Canvas
Remind
Curriculum
Council

Deficiencies: Deficiency notices are mailed home every five weeks to
document student growth and alert parents of possible grade
deficiencies. Ivy teachers identify actual grade percentage, reasons for
low grades, and suggestions for improvement. Parents are required to
sign and return these notices, and they are invited to meet with teachers
for further discussion if desired.
Websites: Teachers are required to update their websites at least once
weekly; many teachers update more frequently to take advantage of the
daily homework feature. Students, parents, and community members
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can sign up to receive updates from any teacher’s website. Individual
teachers use Twitter or Remind.com to send text message blasts to their
classes about homework assignments and other general reminders.
Ongoing Communication: Each month, Ivy staff and faculty write and
send its newsletter, the Puma Press, in the form of an e-blast from
administration.
Board members receive information from the Executive Director and
other members regarding the status of student progress: yearly
progress in SBAC / Smarter Balanced tests, quarterly progress in
TestWiz benchmarks.
Online Academics: IXL and ACHIEVE3000, the math and English
Language Arts homework programs, respectively, allow online access
for students and parents to track student growth in specific standards
and reading levels. Ivy staff are currently in the process of uploading
documents to and training on Canvas, an online learning management
system, for roll out in the 2016-2017 school year. Canvas integration
into teachers’ every day activities such as grading, planning, and
emailing will make student/teacher/parent/administrator communication
easier.
E-Convention: Ivy hosts an annual E-Convention, combined with
senior exit interviews, where Board members, teachers, parents, and
professional community members are invited to participate in evaluating
student business knowledge and skills.
Curriculum Council: Ivy holds monthly Curriculum Council meetings to
identify key areas of strength and growth. Ideas generated during these
meetings are communicated to all teachers and administrators directly
in weekly staff meetings.

Parent/Community and Student Achievement
Indicator: The school ensures that the parents and school community understand student
achievement of the academic standards/school-wide learner outcomes through the curricular/cocurricular program.
Prompt: Determine the adequacy and effectiveness of the school’s strategies to ensure that
parents and school community understand student achievement of the academic
standards/school-wide learner outcomes through the curricular/co-curricular program.
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Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Syllabi: Ivy teachers distribute and post a syllabus for each course
taught. Syllabi are updated yearly and as needed throughout the
school year. Grading policies, academic standards, schoolwide
learner outcomes, and graduate requirements are detailed in the
Parent, Teacher, Student Handbook, which parents are required to
read and sign during the first month of the school year.

Parent, Teacher,
Student
Handbook
Puma Press
Teachers’ syllabi
PowerSchool
Newsletters
Ivy Blast
E-Convention
Ivy Website
IXL
Khan Academy

Rubrics: At Ivy Academia, many teachers post instructions and
rubrics for projects, tests, and other assignments on their teacher
websites. Teachers also distribute these to students during class.
These resources are shared with the Special Education department,
and proper accommodations and modifications are made through
collaboration with the assigning teacher.
Websites: Teachers’ websites allow for identification of the
standards addressed in each assignment posted. Teachers link
individual assignments to specific Common Core State Standards,
and assignments are searchable by standard. Parents use the
website to get updated lessons, assignments, missing work, and
plans for future lessons.
Online Curriculum: Math and science teachers utilize IXL and Khan
Academy, which both target and link specific Common Core State
Standards to all exercises, articles, and assignments. Teachers in all
content areas use Achieve3000 to add supplemental materials that
will help increase students content knowledge and Lexile level.
Standards Based Grading: The elementary school uses a
standards-based grading system, which allows parents, teachers,
students, and administrators to view student progress based on
individual standards and learning outcomes. This data is available
online through PowerSchool, and through report cards, progress
reports, and deficiency notices which are sent home at least every
five to ten weeks. Teachers also frequently email parents with
updated grades.

Monitoring of Student Growth
Indicator: The school has an effective system to monitor all students’ progress toward meeting
the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the school-wide
learner outcomes.
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Prompt: Evaluate the system used to monitor the progress of all students toward meeting the
academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the school-wide learner
outcomes.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Grade Checks: Ivy teachers and administrators actively monitor
students’ progress daily. Ivy’s counselor runs grade checks on a weekly
basis and is in frequent communication with teachers and parent via
email, telephone, and in-person conferences to discuss individual
students’ progress. Teachers conduct weekly check-ins during an
advisory period to monitor completion of assignments and real-time
course grades.

Re-teach days
E-Convention
awards
Exit Tickets
Four Year
Plan
Graduation
Check
Report Cards
Progress
Reports
Deficiency
Notices
Khan
Academy
PSAT
Achieve3000
IXL

PowerSchool: Students and parents have access to student grades
online via PowerSchool, which enables them to monitor their progress
in real-time. Students and parents are kept informed of academic
grades, work, and study habits through mailed-home progress reports
and report cards approximately five weeks into each term.
SAT Readiness: Ivy offers the PSAT to students in grades 8, 9, 10,
and 11 to prepare them for the SAT. The counselor reviews all PSAT
scores and meets with students on an individual basis to set up a Khan
Academy account tailored to each student’s needs.
Special Education: The Resource Department meets weekly to
discuss the progress and needs of students with IEPs and 504 plans.
The resource team is regularly notified of all assignments, including
homework, projects, tests, etc. and monitors the progress of students
with IEPs.
Progress Monitoring: Ivy’s administrators and teachers conduct semiannual progress monitoring meetings in grade-level teams to discuss
students’ overall academic and social progress. Focus is placed on
students with IEPs and/or 504 plans, students who are gifted, and other
students that the team deems necessary to discuss based on
observation and academic performance. The team decides if a Student
Success Team (SST) meeting should be scheduled for students who
may be at risk or borderline at risk. A plan is made and the team checks
in to discuss progress for each student.
Four Year Plan: Assessment is an essential element in the Four Year
Plan and for graduation checks for seniors. The principal, counselor,
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and teachers meet on a regular basis with students and their parents
regarding graduation requirements and provide guidance, feedback,
and updates on their progress. Counseling and intervention is offered
to any student having difficulty meeting graduation requirements.
AIMSweb: AIMSweb testing occurs three times a year in the
elementary school and twice yearly in the middle school. AIMSweb
tracking informs guidance and scheduling of students in intervention,
GATE programs, and other vertical movement.
Benchmarks: Ivy Academia administers quarterly benchmarks using
Smarter Balanced assessments and/or teacher-designed TestWiz
assessments. These benchmarks are aligned with Common Core State
Standards in each subject area and students enrolled in each course
take the same assessment, regardless of their teacher or class period.
Benchmark results are reviewed each quarter by the staff, at gradelevel or subject matter meetings, and posted on Google Docs for all
staff to compare. Teachers address areas of low mastery on these
assessments by analyzing performance on each standard and
conducting quarterly reteach days.
TestWiz allows staff and administration to track student growth in
standards throughout the school year, and each student’s progress can
be monitored year to year with test comparisons. Benchmark scores
are also used to assess the effectiveness of teaching strategies.
Teachers meet by department to analyze benchmark data and develop
or rethink strategies to organize future lessons.
Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium (SBAC) testing occurs
yearly and is reported to staff, administration, parents, and the Board
each year. SBAC scores are available to the public online.
Online Academics: IXL and Achieve3000, the math and English
Language Arts homework programs, respectively, allow online access
for students and parents to track student growth in specific standards
and reading levels. Achieve3000 actively tracks students’ college- and
career-readiness standards throughout the year, allowing teachers,
students, administration and parents to view and respond to them.

Basis for Determination of Performance Levels
Indicator: The school staff has determined the basis upon which students’ grades and their
growth and performance levels are determined and uses that information to strengthen high
achievement of all students.
Prompt: Evaluate the impact and effectiveness of the basis for which students’ grades, their
growth, and performance levels are determined.
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Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Performance Levels: Teachers and administrators in the
Curriculum Council, along with AP teachers, have determined the
basis for students’ grades in terms of category weights, which include
such categories as essays, homework, classwork, Achieve3000,
participation, tests, quizzes, projects, and mastery.

Standards
Based Grading

Honors/AP Placement: At the end of each year, middle-school
teachers recommend honors placement for the following year’s
students (eighth and ninth graders). In the high school, all students
are welcome to apply for AP courses. Entrance into these courses is
based on several factors, including teacher recommendation,
prerequisite course completion, and student statements.
Standards Based Grading: Grades K-3 use a standards-based
grading system, which allows parents, teachers, students, and
administrators to view student progress based on individual
standards and learning outcomes.
AP Courses: High school AP courses (Calculus AB, Statistics, US
History, World History, Government, English Language, English
Literature, and Chemistry) use the recommended grading policies as
outlined by the College Board. These breakdowns are detailed in the
Parent, Teacher, Student Handbook on pages 9-10.
Achieve3000: Students use Achieve3000, an online reading and
writing program that individualizes student experiences and
assignments based on Lexile levels. English and business teachers
include Achieve3000 participation and completion in the students’
overall course grade.
Benchmarks: Ivy Academia administers quarterly benchmarks
using Smarter Balanced assessments and/or teacher-designed
TestWiz assessments. These benchmarks are aligned with Common
Core State Standards in each subject area and students enrolled in
each course take the same assessment, regardless of their teacher
or class period. Benchmark results are reviewed each quarter by the
staff, at grade-level or subject matter meetings, and posted on
Google Docs for all staff to compare. Teachers address areas of low
mastery on these assessments by analyzing performance on each
standard and conducting quarterly reteach days.
TestWiz allows staff and administration to track student growth in
standards throughout the school year, and each student’s progress
can be monitored year to year with test comparisons. Benchmark
scores are also used to assess the effectiveness of teaching
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strategies. Teachers meet by department to analyze benchmark data
and develop or rethink strategies to organize future lessons.
Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium (SBAC) testing occurs
yearly and is reported to staff, administration, parents, and the Board
each year. SBAC scores are available to the public online.
Progress Monitoring: Ivy’s administrators and teachers conduct
semi-annual progress monitoring meetings in grade-level teams to
discuss students’ overall academic and social progress. Focus is
placed on students with IEPs and/or 504 plans, students who are
gifted, and other students that the team deems necessary to discuss
based on observation and academic performance. The team decides
if a Student Success Team (SST) meeting should be scheduled for
students who may be at risk or borderline at risk. A plan is made and
the team checks in to discuss progress for each student.
Rubrics: At Ivy Academia, many teachers post instructions and
rubrics for projects, tests, and other assignments on their teacher
websites. These documents are also distributed to students during
class. These resources are shared with the Special Education
department, and proper accommodations and modifications are
made through collaboration with the assigning teacher.

Additional Online Instruction Prompts: Evaluate the effectiveness for determining if a student
is prepared to advance to the next unit, course, or grade level. Evaluate how course mastery is
determined and evaluate the “steps” or “gates” that are in place to prevent students from
proceeding to the next unit if mastery has not been demonstrated.
Evaluate the effectiveness of the procedures for grading student work whether it is done
electronically or individually by the teachers.
Evaluate how teachers ensure academic integrity and determine students are doing their own
work in the online environment. Comment on the degree to which the results for state-mandated
assessments and the high school exit exam are used in decisions about student achievement
and advancement and improving the instructional program.
N/A
D2.

Using Assessment to Monitor and Modify Learning in the Classroom Criterion

Teachers employ a variety of appropriate formative and summative assessment strategies to
evaluate student learning. Students and teachers use these findings to modify the
learning/teaching practices to improve student learning.
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Indicators with Prompts
Appropriate Assessment Strategies
Indicator: Teachers use appropriate formative and summative strategies to measure student
progress toward acquiring a specific body of knowledge or skills such as essays, portfolios,
individual or group projects, tests, etc.
Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness and appropriateness of the assessment strategies selected
based on the programmatic goals and standards to determine student achievement. Evaluate the
selection of and the use of proctors, the security systems for test documents, and the means to
maintain the integrity of the assessments.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Assessments: Chapter/unit tests, essays, projects, benchmarks,
TestWiz assessments, SBAC and Interim Smarter-Balanced tests are
administered throughout the year. All assessments are aligned to the
Common Core State Standards, and include targeted entrepreneurial
standards. Students at the high school level are required to write one
ten-paragraph essay per class, per quarter, as part of the WRED
initiative. Projects are designed to include an array of assessment
strategies, including but not limited to oral presentations, portfolios,
written responses, group presentations, and simple individual skillsbased assessments.

Tests
Essays
Benchmarks
SBAC
WRED
Projects

Integrity: Proctors assist with SBAC administration, cell phones are
removed from the SBAC testing environment, and SBAC tests and
materials are locked away in administrative offices prior to and after
student administration. TurnItIn.com identifies any lack of integrity for
all assignments submitted.

Demonstration of Student Achievement
Indicator: A range of examples of student work and other assessments demonstrate student
achievement of the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the
school-wide learner outcomes, including those students with special needs.
Prompt: Evaluate how student work and other assessments demonstrate student achievement
of the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the school-wide
learner outcomes.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Projects: Teachers design project-based learning units incorporating E-Convention
the 4C’s (collaboration, communication, creativity, and critical thinking).
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Students create portfolios, such as business plans and employee
handbooks and other writing portfolios, as major projects to be
completed portion by portion throughout the year, quarter, or semester.
Posters are posted on classroom walls and interior hallways. Projects
are graded using rubrics created by teachers and aligned to Common
Core State Standards and Entrepreneurial Standards. The Special
Education department collaborates with teachers to modify projects
and accommodate students with special needs. Ivy also has Spanish
and Russian translators who work with teachers to accommodate
students whose primary language is not English.

Bulletin boards
SBAC
Portfolios
Assessments
Rubrics
Ivy community

Assessments: Tests, quizzes, essays, and other forms of assessment
indicate student levels of understanding and mastery of Common Core
State Standards, E-standards, essential questions and depth and
complexity.
E-Convention: The E-Convention showcases students’ business
portfolio such as their self-created business plans, personnel
handbooks, and product evolution/devolution projects and
presentations.

Additional Online Instruction Prompts: Evaluate the use of student work and other online
assessments (formative and summative) that demonstrate student achievement of academic
standards and the school-wide learner outcomes.
N/A
Curriculum-Embedded Assessments
Indicator: The school regularly examines standards-based curriculum-embedded assessments
in English language and math, including performance examination of students whose primary
language is not English, and uses that information to modify the teaching/learning process.
Prompt: How effective are the standards-based curriculum-embedded assessments in English
language and math and all other curricular areas as students apply their knowledge?

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Curriculum: Standards-based curriculum-embedded assessments in
English include Achieve3000 and TurnItIn.com. Math teachers utilize
IXL, Khan Academy, Carnegie Learning, and TurnItIn.com. Teachers in
the elementary school use Core Knowledge Language Arts (CKLA), and
McGraw Hill for mathematics. Ivy’s Curriculum Council meets monthly
to discuss selection, implementation, success, and areas of growth for

McGraw Hill
CKLA
Carnegie
Learning
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specific curriculum. This council is made up of administrators and SBAC
teachers from each department across K-12.
Curriculum
Council

Student Feedback
Indicator: Student feedback is an important part of monitoring student progress over time based
on the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the school-wide
learner outcomes. Interviews and dialogue with representative students inform the degree to
which learning experiences are relevant in preparing students for college, career, and life.
Prompt: Using interviews and dialogue with students, evaluate the extent to which students
understand the expected level of performance based on the standards and the school-wide
learner outcomes in relation to preparation for college, career, and life. Evaluate the effectiveness
of the student-teacher interaction and monitoring of student progress based on student feedback.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Surveys: Teachers use surveys, mini-conferences with students, minimeetings with students and parents, and AVID to get feedback from
students across disciplines. Students take Cornell notes in class and
write near-daily journal entries. Students regularly check in with
teachers (and vice-versa) during advisory regarding their progress, and
advisory teachers ask for student feedback on a regular basis.

Surveys
AVID
Cornell Notes
Rubrics
PowerSchool
Journals

Student Feedback: Teachers ask students for feedback on tests,
quizzes, and/or exit tickets in the form of 1-10 rating scales or studentdrawn emojis that represent how they felt about the lesson, their level
of understanding of the material, and short reflective paragraphs. Some
projects include a student reflection portion. In history classes, students
take Cornell-style notes and write reflections at the end of each unit or
section.
Students are asked to complete a voluntary, anonymous survey during
the third quarter, which asks for their input on a variety of topics. They
are asked to provide statements about teachers, facilities,
administrators, staff, student activities, technology use, textbooks,
materials, the 4Cs of Common Core, student achievement, parent
involvement, school climate, and overall priorities.
Teacher Feedback: Teachers give feedback in the form of rubrics,
comments on assignments, through PowerSchool’s comment feature
on report cards, and student-teacher conversations in student journals.
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Modification of the Learning/Teaching Process
Indicator: Assessment data is collected, analyzed, and used as the basis to make decisions and
changes in the curricular and instructional approaches to ensure students are prepared for
success in college, career, and life.
Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of how assessment data is collected, analyzed, and used as
the basis to make decisions and changes in the curricular and instructional approaches.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Benchmarks: Teachers and administrators analyze benchmark data TestWiz
from TestWiz in content-area and grade-level meetings, and SBAC
individually to assess strengths and weaknesses and determine the
PowerSchool
focus of reteach days corresponding to each benchmark.
Intervention
Smarter Balanced: SBAC results and Interim Assessment/Smarter AIMSweb
Balanced results are tabulated at least annually, communicated to the Universal
staff, Board, parents, and online community, and its data is used to Access
determine strengths and weaknesses in curricular and instructional
Professional
approaches.
Development
PowerSchool: PowerSchool aggregates data and allows teachers,
students, parents, counselors, and administration to determine
immediate next steps as well as long-term curricular and instructional
goals.
Advisory: The middle school regularly revises its advisory to admit or
exclude students who need or pass out of extra intervention in math or
English Language Arts.
Professional Development: A full day is dedicated to assessing
benchmark data and determining the best ways to bring all students to
grade-level standards based on that data. Universal Access and
AIMSweb assessments occur at least semi-annually, allowing
counselors to determine areas of special need in English Language
Arts and math.
D3.

Using Assessment to Monitor and Modify the Program School-wide Criterion

The school, with the support of the district and community, has an assessment and monitoring
system to determine student progress toward achievement of the academic standards, the
college- and career-readiness standards, and the school-wide learner outcomes. The system
drives the school’s program to continually improve and to allocate resources to effectively meet
student needs.
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Indicators with Prompts
Assessment and Monitoring Process
Indicator: The following stakeholders are involved in the assessment and monitoring process of
student progress: district, board, staff, students, parents, and the business and industry
community.
Prompt: Evaluate the impact of stakeholder involvement in assessing and monitoring student
progress. Include district, board, staff, students, parents, and the business and industry
community.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

E-Convention: A variety of stakeholders conduct the Senior Exit
Interviews and score the process on a variety of criteria. These
stakeholders also serve on judging panels of competitions and final
projects during E-convention.

Data given at
Board
meetings
E-Convention

Resources: Board members receive regular updates about student
progress on the SBAC, benchmarks, and other assessments and
make decisions about staff training and structure. They align resources
to ensure that the goals of the charter are met.

Exit Interviews
Panel of
Judges
Grade Checks
Progress
Monitoring

PowerSchool: Grades are posted online and updated weekly through
PowerSchool, accessible to students, staff, and parents with unique
login credentials. Teachers and administrators have access to student
records to view their assignments, grades, credits earned, GPA, and
A-G progress. Parents are invited to campus to discuss their child’s
progress during open house, back to school night, parent conferences,
and on an as-needed basis through SST meetings or targeted
conferences.
Grade Checks: Ivy teachers and administrators actively monitor
students’ progress daily. Ivy’s counselor runs grade checks on a
weekly basis and is in frequent communication with teachers and
parent via email, telephone, and in-person conferences to discuss
individual students’ progress. Teachers conduct weekly check-ins
during an advisory period to monitor completion of assignments and
real-time course grades.
Progress Monitoring: Ivy’s administrators and teachers conduct
semi-annual progress monitoring meetings in grade-level teams to
discuss students’ overall academic and social progress. Focus is
placed on students with IEPs and/or 504 plans, students who are
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gifted, and other students that the team deems necessary to discuss
based on observation and academic performance. The team decides
if a Student Success Team (SST) meeting should be scheduled for
students who may be at risk or borderline at risk. A plan is made and
the team checks in to discuss progress for each student.
Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate how the school ensures that all online students
have access to state-mandated tests and that results are reported to all stakeholders.
N/A

Schoolwide Modifications Based on Assessment Results
Indicator: The school uses assessment results to make changes in the school program,
professional development activities, and resource allocations demonstrating a results-driven
continuous process.
Prompt: Comment on the overall effectiveness of how assessment results have caused changes
in the school program, professional development activities, and/or resource allocations,
demonstrating a results-driven continuous process. Examine examples and comment on the
overall effectiveness of changes in the online opportunities, professional development of the staff,
and the resource allocations to support student achievement and their needs.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

AIMSweb: Ivy’s teachers and administrators evaluate the results of
AIMSweb testing to identify and place students appropriately into
intervention and enrichment classes. Student needs are reevaluated frequently throughout the year.

AIMSweb
RTI
Universal Access
ELD (English
Language
Development)
Achieve3000
PowerSchool
Attendance
Social Contracts
Review 360
Disciplinary
reports
Canvas

Personnel: Ivy Academia hired additional resource personnel at the
high school and middle school level to address student needs,
particularly students struggling with ELA and math.
Universal Access: Ivy Academia K-6 pulls out different groups of
students performing below grade-level for math and English
Language Arts for twenty minutes Monday through Thursday for
additional support, designed to be intensive intervention based on
their needs. The remaining students stay in class for Universal
Access and English Language Development (ELD).
Achieve3000: Teachers are trained at least once annually to
become familiar and proficient with accessing and using
Achieve3000 to improve students’ reading comprehension and
writing skills.
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Intervention: In the middle school, advisory is used for intervention
for students struggling in math and/or English. Enrollment in these
classes can shift in response to students’ ongoing needs.
Professional Development: Ivy Academia teachers and staff
attended a Capturing Kids’ Hearts 3-day teacher development prior
to the beginning of classes in August in response to staff and
administrative requests to the Board. The training resulted in lower
disciplinary issues, and greater positive attitude among teachers,
administration, other staff, and students. All teachers and students
implement a classroom social contract created by each class at the
beginning of the school year.
Ivy Academia administration regularly encourage staff to attend
workshops, many of them free of charge, such as
differentiation/team-teaching workshop at a local high school,
SimpleK12 and Museum of Tolerance workshops.
Canvas: Ivy teachers spent approximately 2 hours each quarter in
the 2015-2016 academic year training on Canvas, a school-wide
integrative Learning Management System (LMS) designed to
streamline staff, parent, and student access and use of grades,
assignments, lesson plans and activities, and communication
between parents, students, staff, and the community.
Electives: In the middle school, students who fail to satisfactorily
complete their entrepreneurial project must repeat that class for a
quarter rather than enroll in an elective course.
Parent Surveys: In response to a parent survey at the elementary
school, technology and Spanish were added to the curriculum.
Homework Club: In response to data indicating a low turn-in rate
for homework in the middle school, students now have an option to
attend Homework Club after school, supervised by middle school
teachers and/or administrators.
Technology: At the middle and high school campus, the Computer
Lab is open four days per week after school in grades 7-12. A lab is
also available for use at the elementary campus before and after
school.
Writing Needs: All teachers receive yearly training on
Achieve3000. English teachers collaborate with math teachers to
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assess writing and reading needs of students for appropriate
placement in ELD, enrichment, or intervention advisory or lab
classes.
Benchmarks: Benchmarks assess student progress each quarter
and teachers and administrators are allotted professional
development time to review results, determine needs and strengths,
and collaborate on re-teaching strategies.
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ACS WASC Category D. Standards-based Student Learning: Assessment and
Accountability:
Summary, Strengths, and Growth Needs
Review all the findings and supporting evidence and summarize the degree to which the criteria in
Category D are being met. Include comments about the degree to which these criteria impact the
school’s ability to address one or more of the identified critical learner needs.

Summary:
Based on the findings and evidence provided, it is apparent that Ivy has strong
assessment and accountability procedures in place that enable staff to drive instruction
to improve student achievement. Ivy effectively uses assessment data to inform and
revise instructional programs and planning on an ongoing basis. Ivy provides online
accessibility to grades, lesson plans, and activities, which allows for ongoing revision and
assessment of student needs. However, Ivy strives to collaborate more frequently with
Board members, teachers, staff, and community stakeholders to create and implement
curriculum and common assessments across the content areas.
Prioritize the strengths and areas of growth for Category D.

Category D:
Standards-based
Accountability: Areas of Strength

Student

Learning:

Assessment

and

Ivy Academia teachers, staff, and administration utilize a variety of assessments with
various frequencies, working together to use these assessments to determine additional
resources and raise student achievement.
Online accessibility to Ivy Academia grades, lesson plans, and activities allows for
seamless, transparent communication between teachers, administration, support
personnel, and the community, which allows for ongoing revision and assessment of
students’ needs, which Ivy Academia uses to improve students’ achievement.
Ivy Academia teachers initiate and maintain open communication with parents via phone
calls, emails, Open Houses, Back-to-School Nights and parent-teacher conferences.
Ivy Academia teachers incorporate E-standards every day in every lesson to enhance
entrepreneurial skills.
Ivy Academia teachers group students within their classrooms based on their needs and
growth; resource personnel in communication with administration and teachers target
students for additional intervention and continually assess progress towards their learning
goals.
Enrollment in advisory classes is continually revised to accommodate students with
special and ongoing needs.
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Category D:
Standards-based
Accountability: Areas of Growth

Student

Learning:

Assessment

and

Increase stakeholders’ involvement in monitoring student progress;
Use Common Core State Standards and Entrepreneurial Standards as a guideline for all
teachers to develop assessments that determine accurate class placement the following
year;
Increase time to collaborate to create and implement curriculum and common
assessments across academic content areas, including skill requirements for
honors/AP/GATE classes;
Continue to adopt, maintain, and master long-term core curriculum and assessments,
specifically in math and ELA;
Develop rubrics to use in all content areas and grade levels;
Increase use of online assessments for performance-based assessment tasks.
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Chapter IV: Self-Study Findings
Category E: School Culture and Support for Student Personal and Academic
Growth
Analysis must show distinctions that appear across the range of students (grade level, diverse
background, and abilities) and the variety of programs offered at the school.
Examples include:
 Online instruction approaches (school site or off site, integrated within other programs
and/or offered separately)
 Focused programs such as IB Diploma Program, college- and career-readiness programs,
school/college partnerships, AVID, and independent study programs.
➔ Note: In some areas additional prompts have been inserted to emphasize the analysis related to
online instruction.

E1. Parent and Community Engagement Criterion
The school leadership employs a wide range of strategies to encourage family, business, industry,
and community involvement, especially with the learning/teaching process.
Indicators with Prompts
Regular Parent Involvement
Indicator: The school implements strategies and processes for the regular involvement of family,
business, industry, and the community, including being active partners in the learning/teaching
process for all programs. The school involves parents of non-English speaking, special needs
and online students.
Prompt: Evaluate the strategies and processes for the regular involvement of the family,
business, industry, and the community, including being active partners in the learning/teaching
process. Comment on the effectiveness of involving parents of non-English speaking, special
needs and online students.

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Community Engagement: The school provides many
opportunities for family and community involvement by
hosting events on campus. Prior to school starting, we
have a new parent orientation. Each fall, a back to school
night is hosted to invite families onto campus. In the
spring, we host an open house to showcase our
students’ success in their academic growths as well as
give parents and students the opportunity to go and visit
the upcoming grade. Grandparents’ Day and serving as
a Parent Chaperone is another way for parents to come
and spend the day with their child to help enrich their
education through involvement and support. There are
various on-site field trips like “Lab on Wheels” where an
outside company comes in to provide hands-on science
enrichment.

Back to school night
Open House
Color Day (elementary)
Parents were invited
Grandparents’ Day
Parent Chaperone
Lab On Wheels
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Communication: There are several ways we
communicate with parents and families. Each teacher is
responsible for maintaining a personal class web page
that has upcoming dates and important class
information. Additionally, the school has a website that
features school-wide events. Monthly, a school
newspaper is sent home, The Puma Press, is sent out
monthly and provides a snapshot of events occurring
throughout the school. These communications are sent
home in both Spanish and English. The School Calendar
is posted on the school website as well as an events
calendar which is updated regularly.

Teacher Websites
Puma Press
Weekly Newsletter
School Website/Teacher
web pages
School Calendar

Ivy Community & E-Convention: To showcase E-Convention
entrepreneurial skills that students and teachers work on Ivy Community “Soft
year round, we host a culminating “E-Convention” where Opening”
students compete in entrepreneurial activities. During the
school year, parents and community members are
invited onto campus to participate in the “soft opening” of
the Ivy Community businesses.
Ivy Visionary Team: At the Valley Circle campus, we 7th - 12th Visionary Team
have a 7th thru 12th Grade Visionary Team which meets
monthly to create strategies to improve school spirit and
community involvement.
Parent Opportunities: At different times of the year we
invite parents, students, staff and prospective parents to
see what our school is about and meet each other.
Events like Orientation and Community Clean-up Day
occur prior to the school year, while others like Fall
Festival and Winter Wonderland Festival occur on the
weekends during the school year to promote a
safe/schoolwide event for all to share in. Senior Parent
meetings ensure the success of students, as well as
informing parents of various events during their student’s
senior year of high school. All teachers have
parent/teacher conferences which are held twice a year.

Parent Orientation
Fall Festival (previously)
Winter Wonderland Festival
Community clean-up day
Mandatory Senior Parent
meetings
Parent teacher conferences

IPLG: Monthly, our Ivy Parent Leadership Group (IPLG)
meets to promote schoolwide activities and fundraisers
to help Ivy students succeed.
Board Meetings: Each month there are public board
meetings where the agenda is made public 48 hours
prior and all notes and minutes from the meetings are
available on the Ivy Academia website.

IPLG
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Coffee and Conversations: In addition, at both Parent Symposium
campuses the Principals have a “Coffee and
Conversation” meeting set up every other month. At
these meetings parents are invited to speak with the
principal about concerns or ideas they may have for the
current school year. An annual parent symposium is held
to empower families with learning tools.
Use of Community Resources
Indicator: The school uses business, industry, and community resources to support students,
such as professional services, business partnerships, guest speakers, job fairs, field trips to local
employers, and evaluation of student projects and classroom presentations.
Prompt: How effective is the school use of community resources to support students?

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Local Business Support: The school partners with local
business throughout the year to raise money to support
students. These local businesses help our school raise
money for purchasing learning resources and student
enrichment activities by hosting a designated day and
providing a percentage of the proceed to go back to the
school.

Sky High Sports, ChicFil-A, Panda Express,
Jamba Juice, Chipotle
Chuck E. Cheese, Habit

Outreach: The school partners with local businesses Counseling
throughout the school year to provide support for our
families. Our community outreach programs have provided College Nights
Dental visit w/ Free
essential health services and counseling support.
exam
Field Trips: Throughout the school year students take Wells Fargo
educational field trips to local businesses. These businesses In N Out
showcase specific types of services within the community. Corbin Bowl
Students receive hands on experience and unique insights.
Fundraisers: Our school participates in various fundraisers
such as a blood drive for the Red Cross, collecting canned
food for the local Food Pantry, collecting pennies for St.
Jude’s and collecting toys to donate to the local fire
department in December. At the high school level, students
have the valuable experience of managing fundraisers
through clubs and other school based organizations.

Food Pantry
Red Cross
St. Jude’s
Toy Drive

Student Competitions: During the 4th quarter of the year Senior interview judges
we have a Science Fair where we ask parents and local
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business to come and judge the Science Fair as well as make Science Fair
donations for the prizes. For our seniors we have volunteer
parents, board members and local business owners come in
to create a panel to interview our senior students as a part of
their “Exit Interview” which is the late portion of their personal
portfolio.
NHS: Our National Honor Society for the middle and high
school students have a one-week field trip to Catalina Island
where they learn how to apply what they have learned for the
school year, as well as a reward for a year of a job well
done. In order to be in the National Honor Society students
must have a grade point average of 3.5 or higher and must
do 20 hours of volunteer service. The students will find local
business in the community to volunteer their time or they will
give their time as tutors for younger students who struggle in
an academic area.

E2.

Catalina Island Field
Trips
Volunteer at a Local
Business
National Honor Society

School Environment Criterion

The school is a) a safe, clean, and orderly place that nurtures learning and b) has a culture that
is characterized by trust, professionalism, high expectations for all students, and a focus on
continuous school improvement.
Indicators with Prompts
Safe, Clean, and Orderly Environment
Indicator: The school has existing policies and regulations and uses its resources to ensure a
safe, clean, and orderly place that nurtures learning, including internet safety.
Prompt: Comment on the effectiveness of a) the existing policies and use of resources to ensure
a safe, clean, and orderly place that nurtures learning and b) all aspects of the school with respect
to safety regulations including effective operating procedures for internet safety.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Social Contracts: The school maintains a safe, clean and orderly Social Contract
environment by utilizing the social contracts created in each
classroom to create a culture that encourages responsibility and
self-managing groups. The social contract is created by the
students in the classroom and signed by all and posted in the
room.
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Parent, Teacher, Student Handbook: The school distributes a Parent, Teacher,
Parent, Teacher, Student Handbook of policies and procedures. Student Handbook
Each participant in the school should read and signs the handbook
Review 360
stating that they will follow the school rules and procedures.
Review 360: Our school uses programs like Review 360 to
document behavior plans and other rules and procedures like
dress code violations.
Emergency Drills: Monthly drills are scheduled for fire, Emergency Drills
earthquake, flood, and lock down procedures on our school
calendar. Instructions for each incident type are distributed prior to
each drill. We evaluate our practices and reflect on ways that we
can improve our response.
Student Passes: To ensure that the students at the middle school Color Coded
and high school campus are following procedures, we have color Passes
coded passes. This ensures that if they are carrying a green pass
that they students is going to the office and not to the
restroom. This is also easily enforced by our Campus Supervisors
because all teachers have the same passes made by the office.
Internet Security: Our internet is accessed with a password that Parent, Teacher,
ensures that all websites are for minors and various sites like Student Handbook:
“snapchat” are blocked on our wifi to ensure the safety and Technology Policy
security of our students.
High Expectations/Concern for Students
Indicator: The school demonstrates caring, concern, and high expectations for students in an
environment that honors individual differences and is conducive to learning.
Prompt: Evaluate the school’s work to ensure the effectiveness of an atmosphere of caring,
concern, and high expectations for students in an environment that honors individual differences
and is conducive to learning.

Findings

Supporting Evidence

Capturing Kids' Hearts: To ensure an atmosphere of
caring, concern, and high expectations for students, our
school participates in a program called Capturing Kids'
Hearts. This program gives students the power to solve their
own problems and grow their communication skills.
Throughout this program they also create a social contract
that keeps them accountable for their behavior during the
instructional day.

Capturing Kids' Hearts
A.D.L. (Anti-Defamation
League)
STD assembly
Bullying assembly
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Awareness Assemblies: The school conducts various STD assembly
assemblies throughout the year to bring awareness to
healthy behaviors that will have a positive influence in the Bullying assembly
students’ lives. There are bullying assemblies to encourage
students to deal with their peers and peer pressure. in a
positive way.
Clubs and Student Organizations: Teachers host various
clubs to meet during lunch. The various clubs are run by
students based on their strengths and likes and hosted by a
teacher/advisor. This gives the students to meet in a room,
with their peers to discuss or participate in an activity of their
choice.

Chess Club, Singing
Club, Project ECHO,
Environmental
Awareness Club, Speech
and Debate Club

Social/Emotional Support: In order to support students School Counselor
and families as needed in order to support the social, School Psychologist
emotional, and academic functioning of students, Ivy has a
full time School Counselor and the School Psychologist is
available to both campuses for any student who is in need
in order to feel safe at school and home.
Atmosphere of Trust, Respect, and Professionalism
Indicator: The school has an atmosphere of trust, respect, and professionalism.
Prompt: To what degree is there evidence of an atmosphere of trust, respect, and
professionalism?

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Teacher Policies: Teachers demonstrate professionalism
through the use of a professional dress code and designated
office hours for parent and student communication. Teachers
participate in online professional development workshops and
monthly schoolwide collaboration.

Designated office
hours
Weekly Professional
development
Monthly professional
development
Simple K-12

Grade Level/Department Chair(s): Each grade level has a
grade level or department chair who acts as a mentor to their
colleagues. New teachers participate in the Induction Program,
which furthers their growth as a teacher. As a part of this
program they are observed during their lessons and given
immediate feedback.

Mentor/Mentee
relationships for
Induction
Counseling
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Dress Code: As drafted in our Parent, Teacher, Student Parent, Teacher,
Handbook there is a dress code that is enforced. The dress Student Handbook:
code creates an environmental of equality and professionalism. Dress Code Policy
E-Standards: All curriculum from Transitional Kindergarten Entrepreneurial
through high school, all lessons have an Entrepreneurial Standards
Standard associated with it to show how all lessons are relevant
to a professional environment.

E3.

Personal and Academic Support Criterion

All students receive appropriate academic support and intervention to help ensure school, college,
and career success. Students with special talents and/or needs have access to a system of
personal support services, activities, and opportunities at the school. These are enhanced by
business, industry, and the community.
Indicators with Prompts
Adequate Personalized Support
Indicator: The school has available adequate services, including referral services, to support
students in such areas as health, career, and personal counseling and academic assistance,
including an individualized learning plan.
Prompt: Evaluate the availability and the adequacy of services, including referral services, to
support students in such areas as health, career, and personal counseling and academic
assistance, including an individualized learning plan.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Online Enrichment/Support: Students are given free access to
online programs to reinforce academic standards. Some programs
like Achieve3000 are individualized to each student's academic level.
Additional support is provided through homework clubs and before
and after school computer lab.

Achieve3000
IXL
Homework club
Computer lab

Review 360: A program our school utilizes to monitor student Review 360
behavior, discipline, and referral services. It is a communication tool
used between administration, teachers, and parents about that
student. This program also features extensive online training for
setting up positive behavior support, classroom social contracts and
proactive forms of discipline rather than reactive.
Student Support (IEPs & 504s): In compliance with the state, all staff IEP (Individual
members are included in a student’s IEP. If needed, any member of Education Plan)
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the IEP team can call a meeting if a student is not meeting their goals. 504’s
Per each students 504 plan, staff members follow provided
accommodations to support student access to the curriculum.
Additional Online Instruction Prompts: Comment on the availability and adequacy of the
academic counseling, college preparation support, personal counseling, and health services
provided for the students involved in online instruction.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

College Fairs: Our school participates in College Fairs that are both College Fair on
on and off campus. There are several times in the beginning of the and off Campus
school year where different representatives from different colleges
come and present to our Juniors and Seniors. There are additional
opportunities where our Juniors and Seniors can take a field trip to a
local college fair paid for by school funds.
Graduation Monitoring: During the Senior year of high school, the Grade Checks
students have various grade checks performed to ensure that they Administrator
are on track to graduate. Any student who is at risk will be counseled Mentor
by our school counselor and put on a path to success. If still at a risk,
then the principal and Executive Director will become a Mentor to the
student to further provide support and therefore ensure the success
of the student.
Senior Exit Interview and Portfolio: Each Senior at our school is Senior Portfolio
required to put together a senior portfolio, volunteer 60 hours,
complete 45 hours of work experience and have an exit interview with
a panel of teachers, parents, board members and local business Exit Interview
owners. This project is to ensure that the students are able to
successfully apply for a job and be prepared to take the path of an
entrepreneur.
Counseling: We have a full time academic counselor at the Valley Counseling
Circle campus who is available to help assists the students in creating Services
their schedules and ensuring that the students are taking the classes
that are necessary for their success. We also have a School
Psychologist on hand if a student needs support in an area other than
academics. We also have Counseling Interns who come to our school
and assist with additional student support when needed.
Direct Connections
Indicator: The school demonstrates direct connections between academic standards, collegeand career-readiness standards, and school-wide learner outcomes, and the allocation of
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resources to student support services, such as counseling/advisory services, articulation
services, and psychological and health services, or referral services.
Prompt: Evaluate the ways that there are direct connections between academic standards,
college- and career-readiness standards, and school-wide learner outcomes and the allocation of
resources to student support services, such as counseling/advisory services, articulation
services, and psychological and health services, or referral services.

Findings

Supporting Evidence

College Fairs and Visits: Ivy Academia participates in College Students take a field
Fairs that are both on and off campus. There are several times trip to college fair
in the beginning of the school year where different
representatives from different colleges come and present to
Juniors and Seniors. There are additional opportunities where
Juniors and Seniors can take a field trip to a local college fair
paid for by school funds.
Counseling: There is a full time academic counselor at the Student counseling
Valley Circle campus who is available to help assists the services are available
students in creating their schedules and ensuring that the daily
students are taking the classes necessary for their success.
There is also a School Psychologist on hand if a student needs
support in an area other then academics. We also have
Counseling Interns who come to assist with additional student
support when needed.
Non-Negotiables/Standards-Based Instruction: Standards
based instruction is delivered in every classroom at Ivy
Academia. To support student learning outcomes, every
classroom posts in color coding on the white board and
incorporates the 4 Lesson Components: Essential Question, EStandard(s), Common Core State Standard(s), Content Area
Standard(s) (where applicable) and Depth and Complexity to
create schoolwide uniformity. The E-standards have been
sorted according to grade level to establish an annual
expectation for student learning. Prior to the start of instruction,
teachers review the non-negotiables to ensure students have
an understanding of the standards and objectives each day.
Teachers use long-range plans established and submitted at
the start of the school year as pacing guides to create daily
lesson plans that synthesize the 4 Lesson Components and
incorporate the entrepreneurial mission in every lesson, in
every classroom, every day. Differentiation and relevant
supports are incorporated into every lesson to accommodate
our variety of learner needs, backgrounds and abilities, and
provide access to the curriculum for all. Modifications and
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accommodations are provided as needed and as dictated by
established student specific plans (IEPs & 504s). long-range
plans help teachers and students define an expectation of
standards mastery in a given time period in preparation for
quarterly benchmark exams. The 4 C’s of Common Core
(communication, collaboration, critical thinking and creativity)
are posted in each classroom as well and a schoolwide
expectation has been established to incorporate a minimum of
two of the four in each lesson. This creates an inherent
differentiation model in the classroom and works to meet and
engage students at their specific strengths. For student
enrichment or those struggling to meet grade level expectation,
access to computer based programs Achieve3000 (English)
and IXL (Math) is provided.
Advisory: At the Valley Circle Campus there is a mandatory Advisory
Advisory period where students will receive additional
instruction in the area they need. If a student is an English
Language Learner, then that is the Advisory they will have and
some of the students who are in an AP class will have that an
Advisory. This is an additional support system set up to ensure
the academic success of our students.
Senior Year Support: During Senior year of high school, the Grade Checks
students have various grade checks performed to ensure that Administrator Mentor
they are on track to graduating. Any student who is at risk will
be counseled by our school counselor and put on a path to
success. If still at a risk, then the principal and Executive
Director will become a Mentor to the student to further provide
support and therefore ensure the success of the student.
Support and Intervention Strategies Used for Student Growth/Development
Indicator: Strategies are used by the school leadership and staff to develop and implement
personalized approaches to learning and alternative instructional options which allow access to
and progress in the rigorous standards-based curriculum. Examples of strategies include: level of
teacher involvement with all students, a curriculum that promotes inclusion, processes for regular
review of student and school-wide profiles, and processes and procedures for interventions that
address retention and redirection.
Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the types of strategies used by the school leadership and
staff to develop and implement personalized approaches to learning and alternative instructional
options which allow access to and progress in the rigorous standards-based curriculum.
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Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Student Support Team: Comprised of an administrator, parents and SST process
the teachers of that student to go over what the students strengths,
weaknesses and areas of growth are. Then a plan is put together to
help the student succeed in their academic endeavors.
Benchmarks: Each quarter we meet as a grade level team to review Benchmark
the benchmarks and student success in the classroom. It is at this time Analysis
that we collaborate and discuss strategies for Re-Teach day which is Re-teach Day
the day that is set aside to teach the standards that were not
successfully mastered as determined by the benchmark scores. During
the re-teach day it is the responsibility for the teacher to teach the
standard using a different approach then originally done.
Review360: The program Review360 is used for the leaders of our Review360
school to monitor both the student behavior and the teacher incident
reports. Thus allowing the administrators to track the behavior of our
students as well as to see who needs to be retrained in classroom
management.
Technology: Various computer programs like Achieve3000, IXL and Achieve3000
AIMSweb are used to help the students to grow on an individual
basis. Each students is able to work at their own pace and level, after IXL
their initial assessment, and growth can be monitored by students, AIMSweb
parents, teachers and administrators. Using AIMSweb, students from
K-8th grade are assessed three times a year to check for progress and
monitoring.
Tutoring: Teachers offer after school tutoring to those students who Tutoring
can stay after or come before school. The tutoring is done based off of
the standards being taught in the classroom.
Credit Recovery: When a student has to re-take a class in grades nine APEX
and ten they will re-take it. But if they are in eleventh or twelfth grade RTI
and need to make up a class then they will complete credit recovery on
APEX.
Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Provide evidence that the processes and strategies are
effective for incoming students with regard to orientation or induction and the ongoing monitoring
and support of the students to ensure all have a full opportunity for academic success.
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Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Technology: Various computer programs like Achieve3000, IXL and Achieve3000
AIMSweb are used to help the students to grow on an individual IXL
basis. Each students is able to work at their own pace and level, after AIMSweb
their initial assessment, and growth can be monitored by students,
parents, teachers and administrators. Using AIMSweb, students from
K -8th grade are assessed three times a year to check for progress and
monitoring.
Benchmarks: Each quarter we meet as a grade level team to review Benchmark
the benchmarks and students’ success in the classroom. It is at this Analysis
time that we collaborate and discuss strategies for Re-Teach day which Re-Teach Day
is the day that is set aside to teach the standards that were not
successfully mastered as determined by the benchmark scores. During
the re-teach day it is the responsibility for the teacher to teach the
standard using a different approach then originally done.
Support Services and Learning
Indicator: The school leadership and staff ensure that the support services and related activities
have a direct relationship to student involvement in learning, e.g., within and outside the
classroom, for all students, including the EL, GATE, special education, and other programs.
Prompt: Evaluate the extent to which the school leadership and staff ensure that the support
services and related activities have a direct relationship to student involvement in learning,
e.g., within and outside the classroom. Evaluate the processes that are used to identify underperforming or struggling students and the interventions to address these identified student
learning needs.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Student Support Team: Comprised of an administrator, parents and SST Process
the teachers of that student to go over what the students’ strengths,
weaknesses and areas of growth are. Then a plan is put together to
help the student succeed in their academic endeavors.
ELL Support: At the middle and high school level students are put into ELL
an English Language Advisory using the new EDGE program we have
adopted this year. This additional instruction time is dedicated to
enhancing the students access to English.
Special Education: In compliance with the state, all staff members are IEP
included in a student’s IEP and following it. If needed any member of 504’s
the IEP team can call a meeting if a student is not meeting their capable
abilities. As for 504’s per federal compliance all staff members follow
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through with the support needed for the students to have access to the
curriculum.
Advanced Student Programs: At the elementary students are GATE
identified based on high achieving and psychological testing. Students AP Courses
and advisers meet monthly and participate in the GOB and STEM
science fair. In middle school, students participate in the GATE
showcase while students at the high school level take AP courses.
Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate the extent to which the support services and
related activities have a direct relationship to student involvement in learning with respect to equity
of access, availability of computers and internet.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Computer Labs: On both campuses there is a computer lab that is Computer Lab
available before and/or after school for any student who wishes to come
and work. The Computer lab is monitored by a school supervisor to
help assist any student who may need it.
Technology: Each student has access to Achieve3000 and IXL Achieve3000
whether at school or at home using a computer. The access code is IXL
given in school and the students growth can be monitored by the
teacher, parent and the student themselves.
Canvas: Ivy teachers spent approximately 2 hours each quarter in the Canvas
2015-2016 academic year training on Canvas, a school-wide
integrative Learning Management System (LMS) designed to
streamline staff, parent, and student access and use of grades,
assignments, lesson plans and activities, and communication between
parents, students, staff, and the community. This platform will be rolled
out to students during the 2016-2017 school year.

Equitable Support to Enable All Students Access to a Rigorous Curriculum
Indicator: Through the use of equitable support all students have access to a challenging,
relevant, and coherent curriculum. Schools regularly examine the demographics and distribution
of students throughout the class offerings (e.g., master class schedule and class enrollments)
and the availability of additional support such as extra class time, tutoring, or types of alternative
schedules available for repeat or accelerated classes (e.g., summer, class periods beyond the
traditional school day).
Prompt: After studying the accessibility of a challenging, relevant, and coherent curriculum and
from examining the demographics and distribution of students throughout the class offerings (e.g.,
master class schedule and class enrollments), evaluate the impact of the types of alternative
schedules available for repeat or accelerated classes (e.g., summer, class periods beyond the
traditional school day) on student achievement.
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Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Tutoring: Teacher’s offer after school tutoring to those students who Tutoring
can stay after. The tutoring is done based off of the standards being
taught in the classroom.
Push-in/Pull-out: We have a strong Push-in for our students with an Push-in/PullIEP and 504, with supplemental pull-out minutes. This allowing out
students to a vigorous curriculum with the entire population of the
school.
Credit Recovery: When a student has to re-take a class in grades nine APEX
and ten they will re-take it. But if they are in eleventh or twelfth grade RTI
and need to make up a class then they will complete credit recovery on
APEX.
Student Population Analysis: Annually the demographics of the Annual
students are looked at and assessed for their needs for the upcoming Assessment
academic school year.
Advanced Curriculum/Honors: There are a variety of AP classes AP Classes
offered at the high school, in history, English, math, science and Honor
language arts. There are honor classes offered for elementary and Classes
middle school and then we have Honors math and Language Arts
offered in high school.
Project Echo: An annual extracurricular activity offered at both the Project Echo
middle school and high school levels. The final project is presented at
UCLA during the competition.

Co-Curricular Activities
Indicator: School leadership and staff link curricular and co-curricular activities to the academic
standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the school-wide learner outcomes
along with an effective process for regularly evaluating the level of student involvement in
curricular/co-curricular activities and student use of support services.
Prompt: Evaluate the extent of the availability and link of curricular and co-curricular activities for
all students to the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the
school-wide learner outcomes. How effective are these efforts?

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Advanced Student Programs: At the elementary students are AP Classes
identified based on high achieving and psychological testing. Students
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and advisers meet monthly and participate in the GOB and STEM Honors
science fair. In middle school, students participate in the GATE Classes
showcase while students at the high school level take honors and AP
courses.
National Honor Society: Membership begins in fourth grade and goes National
through twelfth. Keeping with the high standards, students are Honors Society
regularly evaluated to be sure they meet the requirements. In addition - NHS
to maintaining high academics, members must also volunteer 20
hours.
Entrepreneurialism: At the elementary site, students run businesses Ivy Community
they create for Ivy Community. These businesses range from offering E-Convention
services to selling products. As a K-12 school, Ivy lays a foundation of
college and career readiness from the start of one’s educational
experience. All students participate in the Annual E-Convention
whether through e-games, individual or group project challenges or
program specific requirements such as the GATE showcase or Senior
Exit Interviews. Kindergartners participate in the entrepreneurial
program by learning to write a resume and the importance of eye
contact when speaking with others. Seniors are required to complete
45 hours of work experience through an internship, job, or community
service or volunteer work for an organization.

Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate the school’s processes to address the needs
of socialization for the students and involvement in the school. Provide evidence about the
effectiveness of the students’ involvement in school and community activities, such as clubs,
yearbook, newsletter, newspaper, field trips, volunteer work, service projects, college courses,
etc.

Findings

Supporting
Evidence

Electives: As electives for the high school and middle school students Yearbook
can take yearbook or be involved in student government. The Student Student
Council at the high school level plans all of the pep rallies, school Government
dances and fundraisers.
Clubs: Teachers in the middle and high school have various clubs in Clubs
their rooms during lunch. At the high school, clubs like Chess club,
Singing club, Speech and Debate and Environmental Awareness
provide diverse opportunities to meet student interests.
Athletics: Ivy Academia’s athletic program includes sports teams Sports Games
starting in 5th grade and going through grade 12. Games offer
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opportunity for students, parents and staff to attend and support their
team.
Classroom Buddies: Where another class works with students in a Classroom
younger class to do various activities like science experiments and art Buddies
projects.
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ACS WASC Category E. School Culture and Support for Student Personal and
Academic Growth:
Summary, Strengths, and Growth Needs
Review all the findings and supporting evidence and summarize the degree to which the criteria in
Category E are being met. Include comments about the degree to which these criteria impact the
school’s ability to address one or more of the identified critical learner needs.

Summary:
In summary, Ivy Academia maintains a positive school environment by supporting
students’ personal and academic growth. Ivy actively seeks to involve families and
community members to enhance student academic success. Ivy maintain a positive
culture by using social contracts to create self- managing groups. Ivy’s individual student
needs are supported by technological fluency through the use of Internet-based
programs.
Ivy’s programs create a culture of differentiation in order to meet the academic,
behavioral, and social needs of the ELL population, strategic-learner population, and
students with special needs and their families. Ivy offers challenging programs such as
GATE, Honors and AP Classes. A lower student to teacher ratio increases meaningful
interaction within the classroom.
Ivy continues to evaluate curriculum and our RTI programs in order to address the
changing needs of the student population. Using data-driven, research-based tools, Ivy
will be able to identify the needs of our specific population groups and find relevant
activities of inclusion. Ivy has an enriching environment for ELL students where they excel
at the English Language and their academic classes. Strong parent support and
communication enables the staff and teachers to help our students grow academically
inside the classroom and socially outside the classroom.
Prioritize the strengths and areas of growth for Category E.

Category E: School Culture and Support for Student Personal and Academic
Growth: Areas of Strength
There are small class sizes with a low student to teacher ratio.
There is strong parent communication through multiple channels.
An environment has been created where English Language Learners can excel.
Ivy Academia employs a wide variety of assessment tools to measure student
achievement.
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Category E: School Culture and Support for Student Personal and Academic
Growth: Areas of Growth
There needs to be an expansion in available extracurricular activities to appeal to a wider
variety of student interests.
Additional and varied elective options need to be offered based on student interests and
connected to 21st century skills acquisition.
A summer program needs to be developed offering enrichment and credit recovery or
attainment.
There needs to be further development in community partnerships to meet a variety of
needs in the school community.
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Prioritized Areas of Growth Needs from
Categories A through E
Prioritize the growth areas from the five categories.
A. Organization: Vision and Purpose, Governance, Leadership, Staff, and
Resources
Increase stakeholder involvement and attendance through school visitation and
participation in events.
Develop a new teacher mentorship program focusing on integrating the National
Entrepreneurial Standards to the Common Core State Standards.
Increase curriculum, especially more science curriculum and change math elementary
curriculum. Increase technology, including laptops, smart board, one to one and
infrastructure.
Facilities challenges lead to the need for consistent program innovation.
B. Standards-based Student Learning: Curriculum
Expanded and updated technology infrastructure and classroom technology (projectors,
smart boards, etc.) including more student access to computers.
There is need for additional designated collaboration time between departments and
grade levels at the middle and high school.
Adopt Next Generation Science Standards curriculum when available.
Adopt new math curriculum K-5 and 9-12 that creates alignment with existing 6-8
curriculum.
C. Standards-based Student Learning: Instruction
Increase opportunities for student work experience and community service through
stakeholder and community engagement.
Further integration of IXL and Achieve3000 to use data to drive instruction to prepare
students to meet or exceed College and Career Readiness expectations.
Focus on literary analysis and incorporate TOMs cross curricular writing rubrics K-12 to
support College and Career Readiness expectations.
Demonstrate and execute positive problem solving strategies to support college and
career readiness expectations.
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D. Standards-based Student Learning: Assessment and Accountability
Increase stakeholders’ involvement in monitoring student progress;
Use Common Core State Standards and Entrepreneurial Standards as a guideline for all
teachers to develop assessments that determine accurate class placement the following
year;
Increase time to collaborate to create and implement curriculum and common
assessments across academic content areas, including skill requirements for
honors/AP/GATE classes;
Continue to adopt, maintain, and master long-term core curriculum and assessments,
specifically in math and ELA;
Develop rubrics to use in all content areas and grade levels;
Increase use of online assessments for performance-based assessment tasks.
E. School Culture and Support for Student Personal and Academic Growth
There needs to be an expansion in available extracurricular activities to appeal to a wider
variety of student interests.
Additional and varied elective options need to be offered based on student interests and
connected to 21st century skills acquisition.
A summer program needs to be developed offering enrichment and credit recovery or
attainment.
There needs to be further development in community partnerships to meet a variety of
needs in the school community.
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Chapter V: Schoolwide Action Plan
A.
B.
C.

Revise the single school-wide action plan, i.e., Single Plan for Student Achievement. Ensure
the plan is aligned with the Local Control and Accountability Plan.
State any additional specific strategies to be used by staff within each subject area/support
program to support sections of the school-wide action plan.
Describe the school’s follow-up process, ensuring an ongoing improvement process.
commitment from all stakeholders to implementing the various sections of the school-wide
action plan.

Introduction
The Focus Groups of Ivy Academia developed the schoolwide action plan based on the
critical learner needs. The Focus Groups identified schoolwide learner outcomes based
on a review of the data and the areas of growth in the self-study. The schoolwide action
plan aligns with the Local Control Accountability Plan based on the state priorities.
Action Plan 1 – Using Writing Reading Every Discipline (WRED) to develop reading
and writing skills, 80% of our students will be at grade level or above by 2022.
Supporting 2015 Data
Achieve3000
At the end of the 2014-2015 school year 11% of students were on-track with
Lexile Scores college and career readiness. Students demonstrated a mean gain of 51 Lexile
points. As of December 2015, 13% are considered On-Track showing 3% growth
over initial readiness forecast. Students demonstrated a mean gain of 62 Lexile
points.
Common
Grades K-5
Grades 6-8
Grade 9-12
Core Writing
4 – 2%
4 – 5%
4 – 3%
Rubrics
3 – 11%
3 – 11%
3 – 18%
Fall 2015
2 – 78%
2 – 63%
2 – 32%
1 – 9%
1 – 21%
1 – 47%
2014-2015
Grades 3-5
Grades 6-8
Grade 11
SBAC ELA
Standard Exceeded –
Standard Exceeded –
Standard Exceeded –
Scores
13%
11%
13%
Standard Met – 15%
Standard Met – 36%
Standard Met – 45%
Standard Nearly Met –
Standard Nearly Met –
Standard Nearly Met –
24%
26%
30%
Standard Not Met – 48% Standard Not Met – 27% Standard Not Met – 13%
Q1 2015-2016 ELA Benchmark Average Score by Grade Level
TestWiz
1 – 63%
Benchmark
2 – 55%
Data
3 – 53%
4 – 61%
5 – 53%
6 – 55%
7 – 46%
8 – 63%
9 – 63%
10 – 48%
11 – 48%
11AP – 63%
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2014-2015 AP
Passage
Rates

12 – 60%
12AP – 60%
English Language and
Composition
5–0
4–0
3–1
2 – 11
1–5
English Literature and
Composition
5–0
4–1
3–4
2–7
1–0
Writing – 436
Reading – 434

World History
5–0
4–0
3–2
2–6
1–6

Government – AP course
not offered during the
2014-2015 school year

U.S. History
5–0
4–0
3–2
2–7
1–7

2015-2016
SAT Average
Scores
Growth Targets:
2016-2017
Student achievement in English will be 5% greater than the 2015-2016 school year
2017-2018
Student achievement in English will be 10% greater than the 2015-2016 school
year
2018-2019
Student achievement in Math will be 15% greater than the 2015-2016 school year

Reflections

In order to improve the Writing and Literacy of Ivy Academia
students, there is a critical learner need of improving students'
writing ability aligned to Common Core Standards and to improve
students' reading Lexile level so that the students are College and
Career Ready. This area of need addresses our schoolwide
learner outcomes of Innovative by assuring the students can write
and read in every discipline by evaluating and analyzing
information articulately orally and in writing.

Rationale

Achieve3000 Lexile Scores
Common Core Writing Rubric Scores

Supporting Evidence

Achieve3000 Lexile Scores
Common Core Writing Rubric Scores
SBAC English Language Arts Scores
TestWiz Benchmark Scores
Advanced Placement Passage Rates for English Language,
English Literature, World History, US History, Government
SAT Average Scores
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Growth Target

80% of our students are Writing at grade level or above by 2022
based on the Common Core (TOMS) Writing Rubrics.

Impact on Student
Learning

Increase the student achievement in writing and reading in every
discipline by evaluating and analyzing information articulately
orally and in writing which will increase College and Career
Readiness.

Monitor Progress Tools Quarterly Writing Benchmarks using Common Core (TOMS)
aligned rubrics in every discipline
Quarterly Lexile Level data using Achieve3000
Report Progress

Number of students meeting College and Career Readiness
indicators through WRED.

Action Item

Responsible
Peron(s)
Involved

Professional
Development
Resources

Means to
Assess
Improvement
and Reporting
Tools

1.

Create
interdisci
plinary
rubrics
and use
common
rubrics

Administration
Leadership
Team
Teachers and
Staff
Students

APA Format
(Math,
Science)
MLA Format
(Social
Science and
English)
Common
Core (TOMS)
Rubrics
AP Rubrics
CrossCurricular
Writing
Rubrics

Professional
Development
Meetings
Leadership
Team
Meetings
Grade Level
Meetings
Department
Meetings
Rubrics
Student Work

Begin Fall
of 2016,
review
annually

2.

Adopt
Administration
Step Up
Leadership
to Writing
Team
Program

Step Up to
Writing
Program
Writing Walls

Professional
Development
Meetings

Begin Fall
of 2016,
review
annually
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Teachers and
Staff

Leadership
Team
Meetings
Grade Level
Meetings
Department
Meetings
Rubrics
Student Work

3.

Full
Tech Support
Access
Administration
to Digital
Resource Leadership
Teams
s
Teachers and
Staff
Parents
Students

Achieve3000
Simple K-12
Teacher
Resource
Library

Achieve3000
Data and
Usage
Reports
Simple K12
Data and
Usage
Reports
Use of TOMS

Begin Fall
of 2016,
review
annually

4.

Cohesive
Grading
Practices
for
Writing

Administration
Leadership
Teams
Teachers and
Staff

PowerSchool
Curriculum
Council
Grades
Rubrics
Writing
Exemplars

Grades
Student
Writing
Samples

Begin Fall
of 2016,
review
annually

5.

Vertical
Alignmen
t on
Reading
and
Writing
Expectati
ons

Administration
Leadership
Teams
Teachers and
Staff

Vertical
Planning
Time
ELD
Monitoring

Reading and
Writing
Manual
Long-Range
Plans in
Curriculum
Framework
Meeting
Minutes

Begin Fall
of 2016,
review
annually

6.

Professio Administration
nal
Leadership
Teams

Depth and
Complexity
Icon Training

Sign In Sheets
Meeting
Minutes

Begin Fall
of 2016,
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7.

170

Develop
ment

Teachers and
Staff

AP Institutes
Implementatio
n of Training
ELD ELA
Framework
4 Cs
ECET2
Conference
Cloze Read
Training
SEPD COP 3
Summit
CKLA training
on Reading
Achieve3000
PD
SBAC
Training

review
annually

Student
Portfolio

Teachers
Counselor
Students

Canvas
Digital
Portfolio with
1 writing
piece per
subject (A-G)
per quarter

Begin Fall
of 2016,
review
annually

Student Goal
Setting Sheet
(4 year plan)
Digital
Portfolio
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Action Plan 2 – Using Science, Technology, Entrepreneurialism, graphic Arts, and
Mathematics (STEgAM), the percentage of students who score proficient or better
on the SBAC in math will increase by 5% a year through the year 2022.
Supporting 2015 Data
IXL Scores
T-K
Number Sense 52%
Alg. & Functions 34%
Measurement - 43%
Geometry - 58%
Math Reasoning 45%
K
Counting - 29%
Operations - 12%
Number &
Operations - 16%
Measurement and
data - 17%
Geometry - 10%
Grade 1
Operations and Alg.
- 41%
Numbers and
Operations - 44%
Measurement &
Data - 28%
Geometry - 17%

Common
Core Math
Project
Scores
2014-2015
SBAC Math
Scores

2014-2015
Science
CST Scores
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Grades K-5
4 –17%
3 – 57%
2 – 20%
1 – 6%
Grades 3-5
Standard Exceeded
– 11%
Standard Met – 18%
Standard Nearly Met
– 37%
Standard Not Met –
34%
Grade 5 (79 tested)
Advanced – 16%
Proficient – 32%
Basic – 32%

Grade 2
Op and Alg. - 17%
#’s and Operations - 24%
Measurement & data - 29%
Geometry - 36%
Grade 3
Op and Alg. - 25%
Numbers/fractions - 8%
Measurement % Data - 12%
Geometry - 17%
Grade 4
Operations & Alg. - 9%
Numbers and Operations in Base
10 - 20%
Numbers/Operations/Fractions 15%
Measurement and Data - 8%
Geometry - 30%
Grade 5
Operations and Alg. - 5%
Number & Operation in Base 10 15%
Number and Operation Fractions
- 14%
Measurement and Data - 14%
Geometry - 38%

Grade 6
Ratios and Prop Rel. 19%
Number System - 23%
Expressions %
Equations - 17%
Geometry - 23%
Stats & Probability - 2%
Grade 7
Ratios & Prop Rel. 4%
Number System - 12%
Expressions and
Equations - 7%
Geometry - 8%
Stats & probability - 3%
Grade 8
Number System - 18%
Expression &
Equations - 9%
Functions - 13%
Geometry - 27%
Stats and Probability 9%

Grades 6-8
4 – 9%
3 – 66%
2 – 16%
1 – 9%
Grades 6-8
Standard Exceeded – 13%
Standard Met – 22%
Standard Nearly Met – 26%
Standard Not Met – 39%

Grade 9-12
4 – 10%
3 – 62%
2 – 19%
1 – 9%
Grade 11
Standard Exceeded –
2%
Standard Met – 27%
Standard Nearly Met –
21%
Standard Not Met –
50%
Grade 10 (56 tested)
Advanced – 14%
Proficient – 34%
Basic – 34%

Grade 8 (85 tested)
Advanced – 45%
Proficient – 27%
Basic – 23%
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TestWiz
Benchmark
Data

AP Passage
Rates and
Course
Enrollment

Below Basic – 4%
Below Basic – 5%
Below Basic – 13%
Far Below Basic –
Far Below Basic – 0%
Far Below Basic – 5%
16%
Q1 2015-2016 Math Benchmark Average Score by Grade Level
1 – 55%
2 – 59%
3 – 35%
4 – 55%
5 – 46%
6 – 49%
7 – 40%
8 – 45%
Algebra 1 – 62%
Algebra 1Honors – 68%
Geometry – 65%
Algebra 2 – 63%
Pre-Calculus – 61%
AP Calculus – 24%
Calculus (# Enrolled Statistics (# Enrolled - 11)
- 15)
5–0
5–0
4–0
4–1
3–0
3–0
2–0
2–1
1–1
1 – 15
Math - 430

2015-2016
SAT
Average
Scores
Growth Targets:
2016-2017
Student achievement in Math will be 5% greater than the 2015-2016 school year
2017-2018
Student achievement in Math will be 10% greater than the 2015-2016 school year
2018-2019
Student achievement in Math will be 15% greater than the 2015-2016 school year

Reflections

In order to improve the Science, Technology, Entrepreneurialism,
graphic Arts, and Mathematical skills of Ivy Academia students, there
is a critical learner need to demonstrate and execute positive problem
so that the students are College and Career Ready. This area of need
addresses our schoolwide learner outcomes of Visionary by applying
appropriate problem solving processes to real-life situations.

Rationale

IXL Scores
CST Scores
Advanced Placement Enrollment and Scores
Mastery of Next Generation Science Standards
Mastery of Common Core State Technology Standards
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Supporting
Evidence

IXL Scores
Common Core Project Scores
SBAC Mathematics Scores
CST Science Scores
TestWiz Benchmark Scores
Advanced Placement Passage Rates for Calculus, Statistics and low
enrollment in science and math AP courses
SAT Average Scores

Growth Target

Using Science, Technology, Entrepreneurialism, graphic Arts, and
Mathematics (STEgAM), the percentage of students who score
proficient or better on the SBAC in math will increase by 5% a year
through the year 2022.

Impact on Student
Learning

Increase the student achievement in the Science, Technology,
Entrepreneurialism, graphic Arts, and Mathematical skills by applying
appropriate problem solving processes to real-life situations.

Monitor Progress
Tools

Quarterly STEgAM Benchmarks
Quarterly data using IXL
SBAC Mathematics Scores
CST Science Scores
Advanced Placement Passage Rates for Calculus, Statistics, Biology
and Chemistry
SAT Average Scores

Report Progress

Number of students meeting College and Career Readiness
indicators through STEgAM.

Action Item
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Responsible
Peron(s)
Involved

Professional
Development
Resources

Means to
Tasks
Assess
Improvement
and Reporting
Tools

Timeline
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1.

Implement Administratio Science,
STEgAM
Technology,
n
program
Entrepreneuri
Leadership
alism, graphic
Team
Arts,
Teachers
Mathematics
and staff
National IST
Curriculum
Standards
Council
National
Entrepreneuri
al Standards
ELD
Monitoring

Professional
Development
s
Grade Level
and
Department
meetings
AIMSweb
Data
IXL Data
SBAC Math
Data
CST Science
Data
E-Convention
and Projects

SAdoption of
NGSS
TIncrease
Teacher
Technolog
y Access
TIncrease
Student
Technolog
y Access
EIncrease
internship
Opportuniti
es through
Community
Partnershi
ps
Career
Days

gA Implement
Graphic
Arts
Enrichment
Adopt
curriculum
Create
Showcase
Create
Marketing
Plan
MMath Field
174

Fall 2016
Research
Spring 2016
Adoption
Fall 2017
6 and 12
1:1
Fall 2018
5 and 11
1:1
Fall 2019
4 and 10
1:1
Fall 2020
3 and 9 1:1
2016-17
Have 15
Community
Partners
2017-2018
Have 30
Community
Partners
2016
Ongoing
Fall 2016
Research

Spring 2016
Adoption
Fall 2017
Fall 2018
Spring 2017
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2.

3.

175

Professio
nal
Developm
ent on
Next
Generatio
n Science
Standards

Full
Access to
Digital

Administratio
n
Leadership
Team
Teachers
and Staff

Tech
Support

Next
Generation
Science
Standards
and
Curriculum

Microsoft
Office Suite

Professional
Development
Meetings
Leadership
Team
Meetings
Grade Level
Meetings
Department
Meetings
Test Scores
Student Work
and Lab
Reports

Simple K12
Data and

Day
Math Clubs
Stock
Market
Competitio
n
Math Field
Trips
Increase
AP Math
Passage
Rates
Increase
Scores for
AP Exams

Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016,
2017, 2018

ILT Team
trained in
NGSS
Introduce
PD to
Curriculum
Council
Teacher
PD

Fall 2016

Assess
Curriculum

Fall 2016,
2017, 2018
Spring
2016, 2017,
2018Maintai
n 2019,
2020, 2021

Spring 2017

August
2017
August
2018
August
2019
2019, 2020,
2021

Teacher
PD

August
2021
August
2022

Develop
Pre-Test

Fall 2016
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Resource
s to
include
the
Common
Core
State
Technolog
y
Standards

4.

5.

176

Vertical
Alignment
on
STEgAM
Expectatio
ns

Implement
Technolog
y Use
Plan

Administratio
n
Leadership
Teams
Teachers
and Staff

Simple K12
Typing.com
Coding

Administratio Vertical
n
Planning
Time
Leadership
Teams
Teachers
and Staff

Administratio CUE
n
Conference
Leadership
Team
Curriculum
Council
Director of IT

Usage
Reports
Examples of
Lesson Plans
Student Work

Lab Report
Templates
Long-Range
Plans in
Curriculum
Framework
Meeting
Minutes

Curriculum
Council
Minutes
Biennial
Technology
Use Plan
Update at
Board
Meeting

Administer
Pre-Test
Develop
Benchmark
s
Administer
Benchmark
s
Revise
Benchmark
s
Revise
Technolog
y Needs
and
Standards

Spring 2017

Curriculum
Council to
develop
grade
level/dept.
expectatio
ns
Develop
Grade
level/Dept.
Rubrics
Implement
and
Monitor
Student
Progress

May 2016

Developme
nt of 5 year
Technolog
y Use Plan
Revise
Plan as
technology
of plan

Summer
2016

Fall 2017
Spring 2018

Fall 2018

Annually
2019-2022

Monthly
2016-2017

Quarterly
2018, 2019,
2020, 2021,
2022

Biennial
Ongoing
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Biennial
Needs
Assessme
nt –
Strengths
and
Weakness
es
6.

177

Student
Portfolio

Teachers
Counselor
Students

Canvas
Digital
Portfolio with
1 exemplar
per subject
(A-G) per
quarter

Lab Reports
IXL Data
Content Area
Tests
Digital
Portfolio

Curriculum Fall 2016
Framework
with
Implement
Student
Spring 2017
Portfolio
Cross
Curricular
Projects
w/Rubric
Aligned
Framework
Pilot
Projects
Fully
Implement
and
Monitor
Progress
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Action Plan 3 – Through our Parents Engage Around Community Empowerment
(PEACE) Program, parental engagement will increase by 5% each year.
Supporting 2015 Data
Perception Data

Through the 2015-2016 Parent Involvement Perception Data
Survey, 43% of Ivy parents strongly agreed that our school
encourages parental involvement and participation; 47% agreed
and 0% said no.

Growth Targets:
2016-2017
Parent engagement will be 5% greater than the 2015-2016 school year
2017-2018
Parent engagement will be 10% greater than the 2015-2016 school year
2018-2019
Parent engagement will be 15% greater than the 2015-2016 school year

Reflections

In order to improve the engagement around community
empowerment for the parents and guardians of Ivy Academia
students, there is a critical learner need to increase strategies and
activities to promote parent participation so that the students are
College and Career Ready. This area of need addresses our
schoolwide learner outcomes of Youth so that families exhibit
interest in being a life-long learner.

Rationale

According to the annual perception survey completed by students
and staff, the consensus was that parents and guardians are not
present on campus to assist classrooms or attend school events
and activities. The parents and guardians indicate that the school
encourages participation and involvement; however, the
attendance rate is low.

Supporting Evidence

Sign In Sheets at Parent Events
Communication about Events: Puma Press, EBlasts, Social
Media, website, weekly calls, flyers, posters
Low attendance at school activities and events

Growth Target

Through our Parents Engage Around Community Empowerment
(PEACE) Program, parental engagement will increase by 5%
each year

Impact on Student
Learning

Increased parent involvement and participation with student
activities, academics and attendance will improve student
achievement by exhibiting interest in being a life-long learner.

Monitor Progress Tools Student Attendance Data
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Parent Sign-In Sheets at parent events and activities
Full participation in iPLG
Full participation in Ivy Educational Foundation
Full participation in School Site Council and ELAC
Increased attendance at Parent-Teacher Conferences, Back to
School Night and Open House
Parent Presence on campus during the school day
Report Progress

Number of parents and guardians attending school activities and
events.

Action Item

Responsible
Peron(s)
Involved

Professional Means to
Tasks
Development Assess
Improvement
Resources
and Reporting
Tools

1.

Administration
Leadership
Team
Teachers
Parent groups

Google docs
Survey
Monkey

Create and
send indepth
parent
survey to
identify
parent
interests

Parent group
meetings
calendar
Parent
Survey Data

Time-line

Create
Spring of
beginning 2016
of the
school
year
parent
survey
that
articulate
goal for
the
school
year,
communi
cation
preferren
ce and
informati
on
regarding
school
policies
Send out August and
beginning September
of the
of 2016
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school
year
parent
survey
and
examine
input

and re-sent
annually

Create
end of
the year
survey

Winter of
2016

Send out
end of
the year
parent
survey
and
examine
input

Spring of
2017

Send out 2017-2018
beginning School
and end
year
of the
school
year
surveys
to
targeted
subgroup
s: Title 1,
Special
Educatio
n and
Strategic
Learners
Send out 2018-2019
beginning school year
and end
of the
school
180
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year
surveys
to
targeted
subgroup
s: ELL,
GATE
and AP
students
Send out 2019-2020
beginning school year
and end
of the
school
year
surveys
to
targeted
subgroup
s:
Ethnically
significan
t
2.

Create
Administration
PEACE
Leadership
Leadership Team
Team
Parents

Website
School
Messenger
Social Media

PEACE
meeting
minutes
Parent
meeting signin sheets
Announceme
nts

Create
team
expectati
ons and
by-laws

Winter of
2016

Advertise
for
potential
members

2016-2017
school year

Create
team and
council

Fall of
2017

Establish Winter of
roles and 2017
responsib
181
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ilities
Team
holds
meetings
and plan
events

2017-2018
school year

Impletion 2018-2019
of
school year
expectati
ons and
revise
roles and
responsib
ilities as
needed
3.

Develop a Parent group
parent
Administration
phone tree
to
encourage
parent
attendance
at key
meetings/
events

School
Call Logs
Messenger
Flyers
PowerSchool Parent
meeting signin sheets

Create
Begin Fall
opportuni of 2016
ties for
parents
to make
personal
connectio
ns with
other
parents

4.

Offer
Parent
Workshops
Universitie
s and
Symposiu
ms

Survey Data
Website
School
Messenger
Social Media

Review
survey
data
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Administration
Parent Group
Counselor
Teachers and
staff

Parent
meeting signin sheets
Postsymposium
surveys

Fall of
2017

Create
Winter of
workshop 2017
for
parents
based
upon
parent
input
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Invite
other
charter
schools
for COP3

Winter of
2017

Professio
nal
developm
ent for
presenter
s

2018-2019
and 20192020
school year

Create
2018-2019
communit school year
y
awarenes
s

183
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Action Plan 4 – Using a Coordinated Approach to Data (CAD), all grade levels and
departments will share data through a data management system (TBD) on an
ongoing basis to identify student learning gaps and underachieving subgroups
and share proven differentiated instructional practices with 80% of students in
these subgroups showing growth by 2022.
Supporting 2015 Data
2015-2016
SBAC
Results

Growth Targets:
2016-2017 Student growth in identified subgroups will be 5% greater than the 20152016 school year
2017-2018 Student growth in identified subgroups will be 10% greater than the 20152016 school year
2018-2019 Student growth in identified subgroups will be 15% greater than the 20152016 school year
Reflections
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In order to improve the performance of students with learning
gaps and underachieving subgroups, there is a critical learner
need to take a coordinated approach to data analysis to identify
these groups and determine appropriate and authentic
interventions. This area of need addresses our schoolwide leaner
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outcome of Innovative with students meeting this element through
formative and summative assessments.
Rationale

Achieve3000 Lexile Scores
Common Core Writing Rubric Scores
IXL Scores
PSAT/SAT Scores
Math Placement Exam Scores

Supporting Evidence

SBAC ELA & Math Scores
Achieve3000 Scores
IXL Scores
Common Core Project Scores
TestWiz Benchmark Scores
PSAT/SAT Average Scores
Common Core Writing Rubric Scores

Growth Target

Student growth in identified subgroups will increase by 5% each
year.

Impact on Student
Learning

Data and strategy sharing among grade level and department
teachers will increase the effectiveness of instruction for all
student groups, including the underachieving or students with
identified learning gaps.

Monitor Progress Tools SBAC, PSAT, Placement Tests, Attendance
Report Progress

Performance/results of students in identified subgroups through
a variety of formative and summative assessments.

Action Item

Responsible
Peron(s)
Involved

Professional Means to
Tasks
Development Assess
Improvement
Resources
and Reporting
Tools

Time-line

1.

Administration
Leadership
Team

Benchmarks
Common
Core

Begin Fall
of 2016
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Research
and
purchase
Data

Leadership
Team
Meetings

Contact
data
manage
ment
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managem
ent
System

Teachers and
Staff

(TOMS)
System
Presentation
s

Curriculum
Council
Meetings
Access to a
variety of
student
achievement
data

companie
s
Upload
student
data from
2015 to
Present

2.

Grade
Administration
Level and Leadership
Departmen
Team
t Monthly
Teachers
Data
Analysis
Meetings

Data Team
Training
Subgroup
Monitoring

Professional
Development
Meetings
Leadership
Team
Meetings
Grade Level
Meetings
Department
Meetings
Rubrics
Student Work
Data Analysis
Charts

Begin Fall
of 2016,
review
monthly

3.

Quarterly
Progress
Monitoring

PowerSchool
Data
Management
System
Grades
Rubrics
Writing
Exemplars
Subgroup
Monitoring

Grades
SBAC ELA &
Math Scores
Achieve3000
Scores
IXL Scores
Common
Core Project
Scores
TestWiz
Benchmark
Scores
PSAT/SAT
Average
Scores
Common
Core Writing

Begin Fall
of 2016,
review
quarterly
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Administration
Leadership
Teams
Teachers and
Staff
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Rubric Scores
4.

Triennial
Data
Updates

Administration
Leadership
Teams
Teachers and
Staff

PowerSchool
Data
Management
System
Grades
Rubrics
Writing
Exemplars
Subgroup
Monitoring

Grades
SBAC ELA &
Math Scores
Achieve3000
Scores
IXL Scores
Common
Core Project
Scores
TestWiz
Benchmark
Scores
PSAT/SAT
Average
Scores
Common
Core Writing
Rubric Scores

5.

Profession
al
Developm
ent

Administration
Leadership
Teams

Data Team
Training VCOE

All teacher
presentation
Implementatio
n of Training
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Develop
Charts,
Graphs
Develop
PowerPoi
nt
Presentat
ion
Develop
growth
targets
for the
next
presentat
ion.

October
2016,
February
2017 and
June 2017,
then every
four
months
until 2022

Begin
Spring
2017,
review
annually
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Action Plan 5
By Monitoring the Action Plan (MAP), the administrators and teachers will
articulate to all stakeholders the progress and completion of each action item, the
successful implementation of the Action Plan will be achieved by 2022.
Supporting 2015 Data
Perception Data

Through the results of the WASC visit, it was apparent that the
stakeholders were aware of the current status of Ivy Academia.
They need to play a role in the implementation of the WASC Action
Plan moving forward.

Growth Targets:
2016-2017
Meet all action plan goals with 80% accuracy in the 2015-2016 school year
2017-2018
Meet all action plan goals with 85% accuracy in the 2016-2017 school year
2018-2019
Meet all action plan goals with 90% accuracy in the 2017-2018 school year

Reflections

In order to measure goal attainment from the action plan, Ivy
Academia needs to be very transparent about the WASC action
plan which aligns with the LCAP, the SPSA, Teacher
Effectiveness Plan and EPA Spending Plan.

Rationale

In order to improve all student learner outcomes, monitoring the
Action Plan will address the critical learner needs of improving
reading Lexile levels, writing ability, math achievement, AP
scores and parent involvement. This area of need addresses the
process of continual improvement.

Supporting Evidence

Board Meeting Minutes demonstrating quarterly assessment data
and the progress of Action Plan. School Site Council, English
Language Acquisition Committee, and Curriculum Council
Minutes demonstrating data analysis of WRED, STEgAM,
PEACE, CAD and APS. Annual Newsletter with Action Plan
progress identified in a measurable, transparent way to all
stakeholders including parents.

Growth Target

By Monitoring the Action Plan (MAP), the administrators and
teachers will articulate to all stakeholders the progress and
completion of each action item, the successful implementation
of the Action Plan will be achieved by 2022.

Impact on Student
Learning

Students will improve by 5% each year in Reading, Writing, Math,
Science, AP courses. Parent involvement will increase by 5%
each year. Students will have additional access to technology
through the technology use plan.
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Monitor Progress Tools Board Meeting Minutes
School Site Council Minutes
ELAC Minutes
Curriculum Council Minutes
Puma Press Newsletter
WASC Action Plan
LCAP
SPSA
Teacher Effectiveness Plan
EPA Spending Plan
Report Progress
Action Item

1.
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Number of goals met annually in the Action Plan
Responsible
Peron(s)
Involved

WASC
Board Chair
Action Plan Executive
Update
Director
Administration
Leadership
Team

Professional Means to
Tasks
Development Assess
Improvement
Resources
and Reporting
Tools

Time-line

Focus on
Learning

Fall 2016
Present
each
semester,
on-going

WASC Action
Plan Update
Checklist
Student
Achievement
Data
Data
Management
System
Student,
Grade Level
and Content
Area
Aggregation
Board
Meetings

Develop
Checklist
Develop
PowerPoi
nt
Presentat
ion to all
stakehold
ers
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2.

3.
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Leadership
Team
becomes
Data Team
Leaders

WASC
Committee

Administration Data Team
Training Leadership
VCOE
Team
Curriculum
Council
Director of
Curriculum
and Instruction

Curriculum
Council
Minutes
Full-Staff
Professional
Development
PowerPoint
Presentation
Presentations
to all
stakeholder
groups: SSC,
ELAC, IPLG

Review
Data
Aggregati
on
Sheets
Leadersh
ip Team
to
contribut
e to
LCAP
and
SPSA

Administration
Leadership
Team
Parent Group
Director of
Curriculum
and Instruction

Develop
Professional
Development
Opportunities
for teachers
and staff in
regard to
meeting
growth target
identified in
the action
plan

Sign Up
Begin Fall
for
of 2016
WASC
Visiting
Committe
es
Set Four
Quarterly
Meetings
Annually
Participat
e in
presentat
ions to
stakehold
ers

Focus on
Learning
WASC
Visiting
Committee
Members for
sister
schools

October
2016

February
2017 and
on-going
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Action Plan 6 – Increase Advanced Placement Success (APS) through course
enrollment and increased passage rate by offering course support, professional
development and rigor so that 60% of students who take an AP Course pass the
AP exam by 2022.
Supporting 2015 Data
Achieve3000
At the end of the 2014-2015 school year 11% of students were on-track with
Lexile Scores college and career readiness. Students demonstrated a mean gain of 51 Lexile
points. As of December 2015, 13% are considered On-Track showing 3% growth
over initial readiness forecast. Students demonstrated a mean gain of 62 Lexile
points.
2014-2015 AP English Language and
World History
Calculus (# Enrolled - 15)
Passage
Composition
5–0
5–0
Rates
5–0
4–0
4–1
4–0
3–2
3–0
3–1
2–6
2–1
2 – 11
1–6
1 – 15
1–5
U.S. History
Statistics (# Enrolled - 11)
English Literature and
5–0
5–0
Composition
4–0
4–0
5–0
3–2
3–0
4–1
2–7
2–0
3–4
1–7
1–1
2–7
1–0
Government – AP
course not offered
during the 2014-2015
school year
Growth Targets:
2016-2017
Student enrollment and achievement in Advanced Placement testing will be 5%
greater than the 2015-2016 school year
2017-2018
Student enrollment and achievement in Advanced Placement testing will be 10%
greater than the 2015-2016 school year
2018-2019
Student enrollment and achievement in Advanced Placement testing will be 15%
greater than the 2015-2016 school year

Reflections

In order to improve the enrollment and achievement of students,
there is a critical learner need to address and support what
Advanced Placement Success (APS) looks like for the course
enrollees. This area of need addresses our schoolwide leaner
outcome of Innovative with students meeting this element through
increased enrollment in Advanced Placement Courses,
particularly math and sciences, and achieving passage rates of 3
or higher on the exams.

Rationale

Advanced Placement Passage Rates for English Language,
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English Literature, World History, US History, Government,
Calculus, Statistics and low enrollment in Spanish Language,
science and math AP courses.
PSAT Scores
Achieve3000 Lexile Scores
Common Core Writing Rubric Scores
Math Placement Exam Scores
Supporting Evidence

Advanced Placement Passage Rates for English Language,
English Literature, World History, US History, Government,
Calculus and Statistics
Enrollment and attendance data in Spanish Language, science
and math AP courses
PSAT Scores
Achieve3000 Scores
Common Core Project Scores
TestWiz Benchmark Scores
Common Core Writing Rubric Scores

Growth Target

Student passage rates (3 or higher) on AP exams and course
enrollment will increase by 5% each year.

Impact on Student
Learning

Increase Advanced Placement Success (APS) for students by
offering course support through Achieve3000 to increase student
lexile levels in conjunction with AP content knowledge.

Monitor Progress Tools Quarterly Benchmarks
Quarterly data using Achieve3000
SBAC ELA & Math Scores
CST Science Scores
PSAT Scores
Advanced Placement Passage Rates
SAT Average Scores
Report Progress
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Number of students enrolling in AP courses increasing along
with increased passage rates of a 3 or higher by all test takers.
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Action Item

Responsible
Peron(s)
Involved

Professional Means to
Tasks
Development Assess
Improvement
Resources
and Reporting
Tools

Time-line

1.

Create
Support
Class for
each AP
Class

Administration
Leadership
Team
Teachers
Students

AP Rubrics
CrossCurricular
Writing
Rubrics
Add an
Advisory/7th
period for AP
Class

Attendance
Data for AP
AP
Benchmark
Results
AP Student
Work
Achieve3000
Scores

Develop
Master
Schedule
for AP
Class

Begin
Summer of
2016,
review
annually

2.

AP
Administration
Mentorship Leadership
Team
Teachers and
Staff
Students
Director of
Curriculum
and
Instruction
AP Teachers

AP Training

Monthly
Meeting Sign
In Sheets
AP
Benchmark
Results
AP Student
Work
Achieve3000
Scores

Sign up
for
College
Board AP
Newslett
er

Begin Fall
of 2016,
review
annually

3.

AP
Profession
al
Developm
ent

College
Board AP
Workshop
and
Conference

AP
Benchmark
Results
AP Student
Work
Achieve3000
Scores
AP Scores

Sign up
for
College
Board AP
Worksho
p and
Conferen
ce

Begin
Summer of
2016,
review
annually
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AP Teachers
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4.

5.
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AP Online
Support
Test
Preparatio
n

Administration
AP Teachers
AP Students

AP Class
Administration
Requireme AP Teachers
nts
AP Students

AP Online
Platform

College
Board AP
Workshop
and
Conference
Achieve3000
PD

AP Online
Support Test
Preparation
Scores by
student
AP Online
Support Test
Preparation
Scores by
class

Find an
AP
Online
Support
Test
Preparati
on
Program
Impleme
nt and
Monitor
Student
Progress

Summer
2016

PSAT Scores
Student Work
Placement
Test Results
Grades from
Prerequisite
Class
Teacher
Recommenda
tion

Summer
Assignm
ents on
Website
AP
Worksho
ps

Begin
Summer of
2016,
review
annually

Monthly
2016-2017
Quarterly
2018,
2019,
2020,
2021, 2022
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Appendices:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Timeline of self-study process
Results of student questionnaire/interviews
Results of parent/community questionnaire/interviews
Master schedule
Approved AP course list
UC a–g approved course list
Additional details of school programs, e.g., online instruction, college
and career, academies, IB, AVID
8. School Quality Snapshot (see cde.ca.gov)
9. School accountability report card (SARC)
10. CBEDS school information form
11. Graduation requirements
12. Any pertinent additional data (or have it on exhibit during the visit)
13. Budgetary information, including budget pages from the school’s
action plan, i.e., the Single Plan for Student Achievement
14. Glossary of terms unique to the school
15. Parent, Teacher, Student Handbook
16. LCAP
17. AIMSweb data sample
18. Charter
19. Flyers inviting community members to our events (E-Convention,
Parent Meetings, Etc.) Emergency Drill Instructions, Teacher Contract,
Personnel Handbook
20. Standards: National Content Standards for Entrepreneurial Education,
Common Core State Standards, Common Core State Technology
Standards (framework), Next Generation Science Standards, content
area standards as applicable Course Lists
21. Sample Agenda & Minutes:
•
School Site Council
•
Board
•
Curriculum Council
22. Professional Development Schedule/Calendar
23. Sample Reports:
•
TestWiz
•
IXL
•
Achieve3000
•
Apex
24. Sample Teacher Lesson Plans
25. Sample Teacher Long Range Plans
26. Picture Sample 4 Lesson Components
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